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Abstract
This thesis investigates the nature and effectiveness of the New Labour government’s attempt
to modernise policy making in Britain. This government had developed and sought to
implement a new concept of modernised policymaking, claiming that it represented a
significant advance on previous efforts to transform policymaking. The principles, logic and
ambition of this new form of modernised policymaking were set out clearly in a number of
government publications (Cabinet Office, 1999a; Cabinet Office, 1999b). The objectives of
this study are, firstly, to explore and assess the nature of this new concept of policy making,
contextualising its claims by reference to the long history of debates about policymaking and
modernisation in Britain. Secondly, it will investigate the use of this new form of policy
making through a case study. The data collected will be subjected to a detailed analysis to
assess the extent to which the development of the 2009 Migration Impact Fund constituted
an example of modernised policy making, as conceived by the New Labour government. The
ideas contained in the Asymmetrical Power model advanced by Marsh (2003) are used to
inform the understanding of the policy setting in which the case occurred.

To construct the case study, multiple methods of data collection are used to form a thick
narrative that covers a five-year period. This narrative begins with the policy making that
took place in anticipation of new migration in the lead up to the enactment of the 2003 Treaty
of Accession and culminates in an explanation of how the 2009 Migration Impact Fund was
designed and implemented. The case study is then subjected to a detailed analysis designed
to generate precise data about the extent to which the nine features of modernised policy
making are present; how modernised policy making presents at different points in the case;
the extent to which the features of modernised policy making operated synergistically; and
the different explanations for the policy making that was observed in the case study. These
are used to then come to a statement as to whether policy making in this case was completely
modernised; significantly modernised; not particularly modernised; or not modernised.
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The investigation found that policy making in this case was not particularly modernised. This
was so because although all elements of modernised policy making was observed to be
consistently present throughout the case, directive and bargaining based policy making were
predominant at all crucial points rather than modernised policy making. The investigation
showed that policy making operated, for better or worse, in a traditional way with core
government’s commitment to increased labour mobility around Europe shaping the response
of policy makers. As well, the investigation raised questions about how we may research and
come to understand the impact of modernisation reforms when looking at policy making with
a high level of detail. This is because the modernised policy making observed was not
identified to be a direct result of the Modernising Government reforms, something that calls
for further research to better ascertain the basis of choices made by policy makers.

Overall, the case study findings confirm the predominant conclusions about New Labour’s
efforts to modernise policy making (see for example Massey & Pyper, 2005; Newman, 2005).
This is that there was a distinct gap between the rhetoric and practice of policymaking in this
period which fundamentally served to continue the advance of business orientated approaches
to public administration within the traditional political context of British policy making.
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Chapter One
Introduction
This thesis is concerned with the extent to which policy making was modernised in the New
Labour period. It sets out New Labour’s concept of modernised policy making and then
investigates the presence of this through a case study. New Labour was elected to form the
Government of the United Kingdom in 1997 and arrived with a high priority modernisation
agenda that spanned all aspects of public administration (Flynn, 1999). A key part of this was
the Modernising Government programme that set out reforms to policy making (Cabinet Office,
1999a; Cabinet Office, 1999b). The concept of modernised policy making offered within this
was cast as a way of putting into practice the new administration’s Third Way politics (Blair,
1998; Dickson, 1999). It consisted of clear guidelines for policy makers which emphasised
evidence based policy making alongside a focus on social justice, participation and substantive
rationality (More detail is in Box.1 on page three). The then Secretary of State for Education,
David Blunkett, described the ethos of their modernisation efforts in the following way: “This
Government has given a clear commitment that we will be guided not by dogma but by an
open-minded approach to understanding what works and why. This is central to our agenda for
modernising government: using information and knowledge much more effectively and
creatively at the heart of policy-making and policy delivery.” (Cited in. Wells, 2007, p.23). The
New Labour government’s bold promises concerning modernisation and the establishment of
Third Way politics attracted a great deal of scholarship. This tended towards pessimistic
conclusions as to the distinctiveness and value of policy making in this period (Driver &
Martell, 1998; Finlayson, 1998; Hay, 1999; Newman, 2001; Savage & Atkinson, 2001; Driver
& Martell, 2002; Chadwick & Hefferman 2003; Jessop, 2003; Cerny & Evans, 2004; Driver &
Martell, 2006; Ludlam & Smith, 2006; Richards, 2008). Alongside this, efforts by successive
governments to modernise policy making have been and remain the focus of much
consideration and scholarship (Hallsworth, Rutter, & Parker, 2011; Public Administration
Select Committee, 2013; Pollitt, 2014). This rich pool of existing literature provides a strong
background within which to root the work that is conducted here.

The objective of the thesis is to contribute to the established body of literature concerning
modernised policy making during the New Labour period in two ways. Firstly, it will provide
a new exploration and assessment of the nature of New Labour’s concept of modernised policy
1

making. This involves locating it in a historical context and so doing provides for an
explanation of New Labour’s concept of modernised policy making as being based on a
positive reading of the enlightenment ideas that gave rise to the modern period.

Undertaking detailed work to clarify the character of New Labour’s concept of modernised
policy making provides the starting point from which to undertake a detailed investigation into
the extent to which a case of policy making was modernised. Conducting this case study based
investigation makes up the second objective of the thesis. The case investigated concerns the
development of the 2009 Migration Impact Fund, which was a key outcome of the response to
unexpectedly high levels of immigration to the UK following the activation of the EU’s 2003
Treaty of Accession. This was a policy issue that had attracted a great deal of concern and
activity amongst policy makers (Audit Commission, 2007; Communities and Local
Government Committee, 2008). In order to deliver findings that are as precise as possible, a
detailed model of analysis is developed to interrogate the data collected. The analysis is
designed to provide findings that allow the core research question to be broken down into four
sub-questions that are:

1. To what extent were the nine features of modernised policy making, which are set out
in Professional Policy Making for the 21st Century (Cabinet Office, 1999b), present in
the case?
2. How modernised was the policy making at different points in the case?
3. What degree of synergy was there between the different features of modernised policy
making at key points in the case? (I.e. were there incidences where different features
of modernised policy making were present but contradicted each other to produce nonmodernised outcomes?).
4. Are there alternative explanations that could be applied at points in the case where
policy making was not found to be modernised? (E.g. it may be found that the initial
measures in response to new migration represented a muddled rather than modernised
approach to policy making).

2

The data gathered through conducting the analysis is then used to offer a conclusion as to
whether policy making in this case was completely modernised; significantly modernised; not
particularly modernised; or not modernised.

Box.1: New Labour’s concept of Modernised Policy Making.
Modernised policy making in terms of the New Labour concept entails an approach that has practical features
such as evidence based policy making and joined up government, which are informed by an ethical framework
characterised by social justice, participation, and substantive rationality. The content of the reform literature
that is most relevant to this investigation is set out in the Modernising Government White Paper (Cabinet
Office, 1999a) and Professional Policy Making for the 21 st Century (Cabinet Office, 1999b).
Listed below are the defining characteristics of New Labour’s concept of modernised policy making.

Modernised policy making should be traceable back to three aims of:
1- Ensuring that policy-making is more joined-up and strategic;
2- Making sure that public service users, not providers, are the focus, by matching services more
closely to people's lives;
3- Delivering public services that are high quality and efficient.
(Cabinet Office, 1999a, p.6)

Modernised policy making should reflect five commitments:
1- Policy-making: To be forward looking in developing policies to deliver outcomes that matter, not
simply reacting to short-term pressures;
2- Responsive public services: Public services to meet the needs of citizens, not the convenience of
service providers;
3- Quality public services: To deliver efficient, high quality public services;
4- Information age government: Using new technology to meet the needs of citizens and business;
5- Public service: Value public service, not denigrate it.
(Cabinet Office, 1999b, p.7)

The work of a modernised policy maker would, where possible, be reflective of the following features:


Forward Looking



Joined up



Outward Looking



Reviews



Innovative



Evaluative



Evidence based



Learning lessons



Inclusive

(Cabinet Office, 1999b, p.4)
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By way of structure, the thesis starts by setting out a theoretical background that includes a
literature review. This is about meeting the first objective of the thesis. It will involve
elaborating the different ways that policy making has been understood and a historical account
of modernised policy making. It will also provide a detailed definition of New Labour’s
concept of modernised policy making and the type of conclusions that existing research has
arrived at regarding the extent to which policy making was modernised between the years of
2003-2009. Having done that, a methodology chapter will explain the way that the case study
based investigation will be approached and how the analysis will be undertaken. Next, the case
study based investigation, which constitutes the second objective of this thesis, is presented.
This will be made up of three chapters which firstly sets out a context to the case; then offers
a detailed narrative of the case; and finally presents an analysis of the case study data. The
analysis is done in a way that allows for the production of an ordinal measure of modernised
policy making which contributes to the formation of a conclusive statement.

Finally, the thesis goes on to explain the findings that have emerged from the investigation
before moving on to discuss and conclude the thesis. This will involve reviewing the usefulness
of the methodological approach taken; elaborating upon the findings in terms of the research
question; indicating the way that further study may be undertaken to test the findings; and
looking at how the findings relate to existing studies. Although there are no directly comparable
studies, there is a wide range of contemporaneous literature that comments on and/or analyses
the character of policy making in the New Labour period, and involves some degree of case
study based analysis (e.g. Nutley, Davis, & Smith, 2000; Newman, 2001; Nutley, Walker, &
Davies 2003a; Larsen et al., 2006; Greenhalgh et al., 2009; Smith et al., 2011). Important as
well is further literature that provides an opportunity to identify the extent to which the case
study findings confirm or deny the type of conclusions it comes to about the New Labour
project. The key question in that respect is if the work conducted here falls into line with the
conclusions that policy making was not significantly modernised in line with New Labour’s
reforms (Newman, 2005; Parsons, 2011; Smith et al., 2011) and that the reforms only served
to entrench and further develop a long standing series of reforms in line with business principles
that were established in the 1960’s (Pollitt, 1996; Massey, 2001; Pollitt, 2014).

4

1.1. Rationale and Theoretical Framework
The rationale for embarking upon this thesis is to advance a reading of New Labour’s concept
of modernised policy making and then, in light of this, contribute new and precise case study
data which indicates whether, how and to what extent policy making was modernised in the
later part of New Labour’s period of administration. The starting point for this work has been
the absence of detailed case study data that focused specifically on modernised policy making
in a reactive setting that took in the various dimensions through which modernised policy
making may be identified and measured. The literature search indicated that what is available
at present is limited to:

•

Evaluations which were produced for government and agencies that focus on the
success of projects and programmes embarked upon under the auspices of the
Modernising Government reforms. (Cabinet Office, 1999b; Nutley et al., 2000;
Bullock, Mountford, & Stanley, 2001; National Evaluation of Sure Start, 2005;
Greenhalgh et al., 2009).

•

Investigations that consider only specific aspects of modernised policy making such as
evidence based policy making or participation (Nutley, Davies, & Walter, 2003a;
Fenwick & McMillian, 2010b).

•

Scholarship that absorbs the question of modernisation into an analysis of the success
of the New Labour government per se, especially with regard to the consistency of its
rhetoric and practice (Savage & Atkinson, 2001; Ludlam & Smith, 2006; Oakley,
2011).

•

Scholarship that analyses the logical foundation and content of New Labour’s
modernisation agenda (Parsons, 2001; Finlayson, 2003).

Having established the cause to undertake scholarship that addresses this gap, the subsequent
need then arose to go into the concept of modernised policy making and do more to elucidate
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its historical foundations and features. Undertaking this task also helps to clarify what New
Labour’s concept means. This is pertinent because the term ‘modernised policy making’ can
mean different things and be used very contingently. The definition of modernised policy
making offered by the New Labour government can be read to emphasise social justice,
participation, and substantive rationality in a way that the alternative uses of the term do not.
The following section introduces and contextualises this contention.

1.1.1. Modernised Policy Making: Two Faces of Modernity.
Key to understanding the significance of New Labour’s take on modernised policy making is
the context through which the term has developed. At the root is a notion that policy making
in Britain essentially follows a traditional model (the Westminster Model) which emphasises
the directive role of core government and long established1 tacit processes of decision-making
(Gamble, 1990; Diamond, 2011). It is argued that, because of the prevalence of policy making
in line with the Westminster model, efforts to modernise policy making are perceived to have
remained largely unsuccessful. Specific reasons given for this are that efforts to modernise
policy making become diluted and disrupted (Public Administration Select Committee, 2013),
and that modernisation reforms are used contingently in possibly inconsistent ways by
successive governments (Burton, 2006). However, the extent to which it is the case that policy
making in Britain is defined only by the Westminster model 2 and that modernised policy
making is of little relevance is a matter of debate. There is ample literature charting the
significance of different types of modernised policy making in Britain (Massey & Pyper, 2005;
Parsons, 2010). A key feature of this has been the identification of the consistent spread of
modernised policy making in the guise of business-orientated approaches to policy making,
which have come to be an important aspect of the notion of there being a ‘New Public
Management’ (Gruening, 2001). In addition, the spread of this type of modernised policy
making has been part of the consolidation of a neo-liberal predominance in policy making
(Jessop, 2003). Underlying this is what has become the most common interpretation of what
modernised policy making means- that being as a representation of the consistent advance of
instrumentally rational and scientific approaches to policy making (Weber, 1922; Adorno &

1

Thus shaped within the rubric of the British Political Tradition (Tant, 1993; Greenleaf, 2003).
A key alternative argument is that policy making has shifted over to being informed mainly by a governance
based system. (Rhodes, 1991).
2
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Horkheimer, 1947; Wildavsky, 1976; Parsons, 2010; He, 2012). This refers to government
seeking to become “smarter and becoming more effective in solving problems by the use of
expertise, knowledge and analytical methods…the belief that we can acquire knowledge of our
problems which can be used to design solutions…” (Parsons, 2010, p.13). This concept of the
modern in policy making has attracted much criticism and debate. The main arguments are that
it is incompatible with the demands of this day and age (Hall & Jacques, 1989; Fenwick &
McMillan, 2010b); that it leads to limitations on human freedom (Weber, 1922); and that it has
usually come to be used as “...an instrument to advance the interests of the power elite rather
than democracy… [and comes to constitute a] highly technocratic and positivistic approach to
problem solving…” (Parsons, 2010, p.15). This characterisation of modernised policy making
is at odds with the emphasis New Labour placed on social justice, substantive rationality, and
participation. New Labour’s concept is an articulation of a progressive take on modernity,
something that is also a matter of debate due to the different ways that this is understood
(Bauman, 1986; Srnicek & Williams, 2015).

The distinction between the common understanding of modernised policy making and New
Labour’s concept is critical. This is because they emphasise different aspects of one intellectual
paradigm3. This distinctiveness can be organised around three points which are rationality,
participation, and social justice. The first, and key, point is the nature of rationality it implies.
Whereas the common understanding of modern refers to instrumental forms of rationality, the
New Labour conception encourages a more substantive and reflexive form of rationality. This
starts from the way in which the reform literature expresses an awareness of the need for
reflexive practices that respond to unique and fluid circumstances. For example, the reform
literature states “The world for which policy makers have to develop policies is becoming
increasingly complex, uncertain and unpredictable... is increasingly inter-connected and interdependent... focus on solutions that work across existing organisational boundaries and on
bringing about change in the real world.” (Cabinet Office, 1999b, p.7). This is then carried
through, for example, in the way that policy makers are encouraged to make use of evidence

3

The intellectual paradigm being modernity- which can to prominence following the Age of Enlightenment (Gay,

1973; Williams, 1999; Abid, 2004) and constituted the “Empirical interrogation of past dogma and theory, of
rational challenge to authority and tradition, of scepticism, scientific enquiry, increasing secularism and
humanism.” (Williams, 1999, p.7).
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in designing policy measures, possibly the most instrumental aspect of the reforms 4 (Pawson
& Tilley, 1997; Sanderson, 2002). In terms of evidence based policy making, processes are set
out for the rational collection and use of data (Cabinet Office, 1999b). The way that this is
presented within the reform literature requires that policy makers have access to and the ability
to utilise evidence, rather than imposing set regulations and programmes for doing so (Cabinet
Office, 1999b, p.33-42). Furthermore, papers produced by key authors involved in supporting
the implementation of these ways of working emphasise the reflexive use of evidence by policy
makers and the way that they may do this (e.g. Nutley, Walter, & Davies, 2002).

The second way that the modernised policy making advanced by New Labour’s reforms is
distinctive is with regard to the emphasis it places on participation. The reforms encourage the
greater participation of the public and people affected by the policy issue at hand throughout
all aspects of policy making (Cabinet Office, 1999a). The reform literature states that policy
makers should concern themselves with “making sure that citizens and businesses come first...
a genuine partnership between those providing services and those using them.” (Cabinet Office,
1999a, p.23). As well, one of the key features of modernised policy making set out in the reform
literature is inclusive policy making (Cabinet Office, 1999b, p.44-49). This advocates for
policy makers to see participation in developing and reviewing policy as ‘...a mechanism for
ensuring fairness, it also gives policy makers the opportunity to maximise their understanding
of how the policy will work on the ground and to see its operation from the point of view of
the user...’ (Cabinet Office, 1999b, p.44). The practical way in which the Modernising
Government reforms sought to achieve this was through the extensive use of and support for
citizen’s panels and a national People’s Panel (Lowndes, Pratchett, & Stoker, 2001). These
were designed to maintain a strong link between policy decisions and affected citizens.

The third issue concerns social justice5. This is something that comes through as an underlying
theme in the New Labour modernisation literature, the promotion of which was one of the main

4

Evidence Based Policy making is an aspect of the reforms that have been described as a “Return to the quest for

a positivist yellow brick road … from which government can exercise strategic guidance.” (Parsons, 2002, p. 45).
5

The Commission on Social Justice, set up by the former leader of the Labour Party John Smith, reported in 1994

that the values of social justice were: equal worth of citizens, equal rights to be able to meet their basic needs, the
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promises of the New Labour government (Ludlam & Smith, 2006). The Modernising
Government White Paper (Cabinet Office, 1999a) puts this across through the explanation of
how resources will be better targeted. It states that modernised policy making is driven by the
needs of citizens and responding to a call that “People want government which meets their
needs, which is available when they need it, and which delivers results for them. People want
effective government, both where it responds directly to their needs...and where it acts for
society as a whole.” (Cabinet Office, 1999a, p.9-10).

The argument so far has put forward an understanding of how New Labour’s concept of
modernised policy making is distinctive. This is in terms of its emphasis on social justice,
participation, and substantive rationality. This indicates that it can be understood differently
from the alternative conceptualisation offered in the literature. As well, modernised policy
making can be taken as more than a rhetorical device, as it is a concept that brings to the fore
long-standing approaches to policy making in a new way. This new concept of modernised
policy making developed by New Labour will be used to analyse the case study. Alongside
being clear about the rationale for conceptualising modernised policy making in the way it is
here, there is a requirement to conduct the case study within one of the theoretical frameworks
on offer. The next section sets out the theoretical framework.

1.1.2. The Theoretical Framework.
The traditional theoretical framework for understanding policy making in the UK has been the
Westminster Model. This model emphasises the directive role of core government, the
importance of institutional continuity, and the power of long standing traditions (Gamble, 1990;
Greenleaf, 2003). Over the past few decades, there has been an overarching shift from such
frameworks to those that explain policy making as being more decentred and governance based
(Rhodes, 1997). However, there is much debate as to the degree that this shift has occurred and
how relevant it is. As part of this, different theorists have devised frameworks that reflect the
way they understand the balance between these factors (see Marsh, Richards, & Smith, 2003;
Bevir & Rhodes, 2010; John, Bertelli, Bevan, & Jennings, 2013). Alongside this are

requirement to spread opportunities as much as possible, and the need to remove unjustified inequalities.
(Commission for Social Justice, 1993; Haddon, 2012c).
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longstanding questions as to the impact of socio-economic conditions on the character of policy
making with the different frameworks also emphasising this to varying degrees (Jessop, 1982;
Davies, 2011). Something that has become increasingly less popular are stages-heuristic
models that require the organisation of data into anticipated stages and processes (Sabatier,
1993, p.6).

In identifying a suitable theoretical framework for this investigation, a number of issues are
significant. These are that it ought to be flexible enough to allow the case study to induce new
or irregular features of policy making; that it is compatible with the interest New Labour’s
modernisation reforms had on social and economic issues; that it is well documented; and
makes direct reference to contemporary issues concerning policy making in Britain. In this case,
conducting the type of investigation calls for a framework drawn from the interpretive
tradition6 . This is primarily because the data being investigated does not lend itself to specific
quantitative tests nor the identification of regularities that can be correlated directly with other
studies (Yin, 2003, p.7-9). In light of these considerations, the interpretive based framework
for understanding British policy making offered by the Asymmetrical Power model is used
(Marsh, Richards, & Smith, 2003; McAnulla, 2006; Marsh, 2008a). This offers an
understanding that acknowledges the potential for different types of policy making in any
situation and the important role played by governance in this. However, it also highlights the
influence of traditional forms of policy making and broader social and economic inequalities.
It “accepts that there has been a shift from government to governance, but suggests that there
has been much more path dependency [than the main governance literature indicate]” (Marsh,
2008a, p.257) and it: “contends that hierarchy, rather than networks, remain the dominant mode
of governance and government remains strong, although increasingly challenged.” (Marsh,
2008a, p.257).

1.2. The Case Study
Having set out the theoretical framework and the way that modernised policy making is
conceptualised: the focus now turns to introducing the case study. The case study concerns the

6

Bevir and Rhodes (2006) provides a good exploration and justification of the main interpretive approaches to
the study of policy making.
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degree to which the development of the 2009 Migration Impact Fund reflected modernised
policy making. The basic parameters of the case study start with the emergence of unanticipated
high levels of immigration following the 2003 Treaty of Accession, and takes in the policy
making activities that led to the establishment of the 2009 Migration Impact Fund in response
to this. The purpose of this part of the introduction is to firstly run through and justify the
selection of this case study. Then, the policy issue the case relates to is described. The attention
then turns to explaining the methodological approach that will be taken. Following on from
that, explanation will be offered as to how the research question will be answered. This will
focus on the analytical approach and the type of propositions it starts off with. Finally, the
challenges confronting this type of work will be laid out.

Selecting the case study
Selecting a case study is ultimately reflective of a balance between a researcher’s interests and
its practical suitability to the question at hand (Yin, 2003). In terms of the degree to which the
case chosen would be suitable, three key considerations were entertained. The first of these
was the feasibility of the case chosen. Particularly important in this respect was for it to be
accessible enough to be able to engage with the data (especially with regard to accessing policy
actors) and of an appropriate scale to be manageable at this level of study. The next
consideration was around content. By this, the main requirement was to identify a policy issue
that could generate the quality and quantity of data necessary to systematically analyse the
research question. As part of this, it was important for the case to contain a diversity of data in
terms of the participants involved (such as different departments of government and agencies)
which would capture the degree to which the work was modernised in a setting that crossed
institutional boundaries and involved the establishment of new sites of policy making. The last
consideration related to comparability. The point is that although this is a single case study that
is being subjected to an unprecedented investigative question, it is inevitably comparative to a
certain extent (Hague & Harrop, 2004). Here, it is comparative with regard a body of case study
research into policymaking in the New Labour period and general scholarship on
modernisation in the UK. Seeking out a typical case is likely to enhance the external validity
of the findings. This is because it will support the comparison of aspects of the case study that
provide the opportunity to offer generalisations about the degree to which the extent of
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modernised policy making observed in this case transpired to be typical or atypical of policy
making in this period (Gerring, 2007, p.87-93).

The case of the development of the 2009 Migration Impact Fund turned out to be a strong
choice7. This is because it was able to meet three considerations of feasibility, content, and
comparability in the following ways:



Feasibility: The initial data indicated that, although there was significant Ministerial
interest in the issue, a great deal of activity had taken place from the outset at the mesolevel. This included the involvement of different agencies and debate and activity
within the public domain. Another aspect was that links had already been made with
practitioners in this field and the researcher had some experience of ways of working
and nuances employed in this area of work8.



Content: The case displayed signs of there being complex patterns of involvement
amongst a variety of participants from within government, civil society, the media,
agencies, and interest groups. It also had multiple aspects of interest to participants
including welfare, community cohesion, health, employment, and policing. Taken
together this supported an expectation that there would be a rich source of data with
which to explore the research question.



Comparability: The case chosen is likely to be typical of policy making in this period.
Firstly, because the core activities took place at the meso-level and occurred some
years into the New Labour period. Secondly, the case follows a typical underlying
pattern whereby a problem is identified, a reaction takes place, and then a response is
arrived at. Although no directly comparable studies are available, the findings can be
taken to confirm or deny conclusions drawn about modernisation in the New Labour
period (e.g. Massey & Pyper, 2005; Ludlam & Smith, 2006) and the extent of

7

It is worth noting that it emerged as an option because it was something of a logical progression from earlier
studies that were undertaken as the research developed.
8
This would enable a greater ‘soaking and poking’ as Fenno (1986 p.4) puts it.
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modernisation in the UK (Hallsworth, Rutter, & Parker, 2011; Public Administration
Select Committee, 2013; Pollitt, 2014).

The policy issue in this case.
In this case, the policy activity that emerged following the 2003 Treaty of Accession mainly
touched on long standing debates and concerns about immigration and cohesion (Sommerville,
2007). The basis of the issue here was that unprecedented numbers of new European citizens,
mainly from Poland, migrated to the UK from 2004 (when the Treaty came into force).
Between the years of 2004-2007 some 500,000 people had arrived (DWP, 2008). By the time
of the 2010 Census, Polish was the UK's most commonly spoken foreign language with
546,000 speakers 9 (ONS, 2012). This demographic change occurred quickly and presented
notable challenges in ways that previous incidences of immigration had not. A report produced
by the Audit Commission (2007) into the issues raised by this wave of immigration from new
European member states listed the following impacts as being the most challenging:


There was not accurate statistical data available to policy makers.



Increased competition in low skilled labour markets raised tensions.



Poor housing conditions and reduced supply of housing.



Some migrants found themselves homeless and destitute.



Difficult to contact and communicate with new migrants.



Confusion about entitlements, laws and customs.



Local pressures on services where families arrive.
(Audit Commission, 2007, p.9-10)

These issues were exacerbated by the geographical spread, extent, and unpredictability of new
migration (Audit Commission, 2007). The character of these issues raised questions as to how
well policy makers could identify and respond to an unprecedented and unpredictable
migration pattern (Gilpin et al., 2006). This was especially pertinent in a context where

9

This was followed by the following languages (in order): Panjabi, Urdu, Bengali, Gujarati, Arabic, French,
Chinese (excluding Mandarin and Cantonese, which were the 27th and 40th most commonly-used languages) and
Portuguese (ONS, 2012).
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traditional policy assumptions and responses to immigration were in the midst of significant
reforms (Flynn, 2005).

The methodological approach.
Multiple methods of data collection are used to develop a case study that is organised into three
distinct parts which are the context; case narrative; and analysis. The methodological approach
to the case study is informed largely by the work of Yin (2003, 2009). The work is theoretically
organised within the interpretive tradition and gives priority to the assumptions about policy
making and how best to understand it as offered by the Asymmetrical Power Model.

In order to answer the research question, the case study data is subjected to an analytical
exercise. This is achieved through first organising the data collected for analysis around four
sub-questions10. The analysis is then split into two. Firstly, a detailed elemental analysis is
conducted. This looks for the presence of the nine features of modernised policy making and
then organises the data according to an ordinal scale. Following on from that, a general analysis
is conducted that interrogates the way that the different features of modernised policy making
took effect and the role of alternative explanations of policy making that emerged in the case.
The point of the analysis is to unpack the finer details of the case study in relation to the research
question and facilitate the arrival at a statement as to the degree that modernised policy making
was present (that being: policy making was modernised; policy making was somewhat
modernised; policy making was not particularly modernised; or policy making was not
modernised.).

Once the analysis is completed, the findings are then presented and subjected to theoretical
analysis. There are four parts to the findings chapter. This relate to 1- Presenting findings that
directly relate to the research question; 2- relating the findings of the case study to the existing
literature; 3- findings about the methodological approach taken; and 4- an explanation of the
10

Which are: To what extent are the nine features of modernised policy making present in the case? How

modernised was the policy making at different points in the case? How much synergy was there between the
different features of modernised policy making in the case? and, what are the alternative explanations that could
be applied at points in the case where policy making was not found to be modernised?
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further study which is needed. This will include literature that considers the modernisation of
policy making (e.g. Hallsworth et al., 2011); New Labour’s efforts to modernise policy making
(e.g. Massey & Pyper, 2005) and the best practice literature that was produced as part of the
Modernising Government reforms (e.g. Bullock et al., 2001).

Once the findings are presented and subjected to theoretical analysis, a conclusion to the work
is offered.

1.3. Anticipated Limitations
There are a number of significant factors that serve to limit the potential claims to truth that
may emerge from this investigation. These relate to the way that truth has come to be
understood in academia; the contentious character of research into policy making; and the
limitations involved in collecting data.

One of the defining features of what we know about research these days is that claims to truth
are judged to be contingencies that reflect a particular perspective. Long gone is the pretence
of undertaking replicable experiments that produce positivistic scientific results free of bias
(Hill, 2009, p.9; Sanderson, 2000; Tashakori & Teddie, 2003). Whereas one may have
traditionally sought to identify and design out bias and complexity, the common parlance has
moved on to emphasise a research setting where “Science has lost part of its credibility...and
the experimental mode of thinking has given way to more practical thinking stressing
individual, idiosyncratic knowledge and common-sense experience, recognising that all
knowledge is based on values and rests on critical assumptions regarding human information
processing capabilities.” (Hellstern, 1986, p.279). Hence, the claims to truth that this
investigation may offer are limited to being a representation of the idiosyncratic knowledge
generated through a particular approach that is unlikely to be replicable by even the researcher
themselves. This isn’t a problem specific to this work or one that may be countered here. These
conditions are the same for all researchers. There remains a value in this endeavour by virtue
of the learning that may be accrued by the researcher and readers. Indeed, it is posited that in
the face of these overarching limitations investigations concerning policy making are still of
value “...in a conceptual rather than an instrumental way, reaching decision makers in
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unsystematic and diffuse forms, 'percolating' into the policy arena and influencing thinking
about policy issues...” (Sanderson, 2000, p.435).

Compared to many other areas of investigation, those concerning policy making are further
challenged by the contentious nature of the field. The field of study in itself is understood to
exist because of contest over meanings (Endlemann, 1988). This has contributed to the
contemporary research setting where it is difficult to replicate and test existing research or
generate predictive mechanisms (Boyne et al., 2010; Smith et al., 2011). This issue is
compounded by the politics of research that informs the type of interests and perspectives
researchers come with, the influence they seek to levy in a given situation, and the balance of
different, at times competing, theoretical approaches (Berger & Luckmann, 1966; Bovens,
T’Hart, & Guy Peters, 2006; Newman, 2011; Sullivan, 2011).

The third limitation relates to data collection. In general terms this is because there is a
discrepancy between those conducting investigations and policy actors who can be “on
'different wave lengths' with neither camps understanding the constraints and priorities of the
other.” (Hallsworth et al., 2011, p.48-50). One of the ways this plays out is in the politics of
representation. This is where the data available and the information participants are willing to
offer may very well serve as a suggestive reflection of their own or a dominant position. Thus,
it has to be a given that participants may have an interest in situations being presented one way
or another and that all forms of evidence available may reflect this and are thus political in and
of themselves. Another dimension to this is the practical job of getting access to information.
This is because not all information is made available in the public domain and not all policy
actors are willing or able to contribute to primary research activities such as interviews or
surveys11. This is magnified by the very fact that this investigation is being undertaken at PhD
level and the researcher here does not have ample advantage in the environment to compel

11

One of the reasons for this is the way hierarchy may operate in British politics. Sue Goss has described the

‘invisible hierarchy’, which shapes the way that Whitehall views policy experts in the rest of the public sector
and beyond. The default position is always to be closed and secretive, and the gulf between those who design
policy and those who deliver it at ‘street-level’ has grown wider since the 1980s (Goss, 2005).
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participation amongst policy actors. That said, access to policy actors can be difficult even for
the most esteemed of researchers (Rhodes, 2011a).

Furthermore, even with perfect access and the ability to appreciate and translate these accounts:
this is limited further in terms of the time constraints of sharing information and the capacity
of policy actors to be able to think along the same lines of the researcher (Duggett, 2009;
Newman, 2011). This limitation is responded to by undertaking collection methods that ensure
the best possible spread of data and enable triangulation. This is important as certain aspects
of the case may or may not be documented in reports and press cuttings and other parts will be
informed subjectively by an appreciation developed by conducting observations. In terms of
triangulation the idea is to also enhance the validity of the findings in places where different
data sources corroborate one proposition or another: This also works the other way in terms of
refuting the degree to which certain sources of evidence are understood to be useful (Denzin,
1970). An important note to make in terms of design is that although multiple methods of data
collection are used so as to aid the corroboration and spread of data, the underlying theoretical
approach here is mindful of the learning to be had in disparate accounts, the value of finding
these, and the limitations of deciding which are more or less valid based on the extent of
particular standpoints.

The limitations highlighted are useful as they serve to direct the underlying considerations that
the investigation ought to accommodate from the outset. Nothing in this is specific to the
research being conducted in this instance and reflect the state of the art.

1.4. Structure of Work
Following on from here, the next chapter will set out a background to the investigation which
is based around a literature review. This will focus on detailing the way that policy making in
Britain is understood; elaborating on the concept of modernised policy making; and setting out
the character of contemporary modernisation reforms in Britain. Once that is done the
methodological approach will then be set out in the third chapter. This will start by explaining
the anticipated challenges facing the investigation and how they will be managed. After that,
the research approach will be elaborated upon. In particular, consideration will be given to the
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propositions that will guide the case study, the approach to data collection and how the data
collected will be handled. The third chapter on methodology will also examine the ethical
considerations relevant to the work being conducted. From there the work moves on to present
the case study over the fourth, fifth and sixth chapters. The fourth chapter will be dedicated to
setting out the context to the case study; the fifth chapter will provide the core case study and
will consist of the thick narrative of the development of the 2009 Migration Impact Fund; and
the sixth chapter will then present an analysis of the degree that the policy making observed
was an example of modernised policy making. This will be followed by the seventh chapter
which will consider the findings of the investigation and subject this to a broader theoretical
analysis. These findings will be organised around those that directly respond to the research
question; those that cast light on the efficacy of the methodological approach; the findings in
relation to the existing literature; and the unanticipated findings that came out of the
investigation. The eighth and final chapter then offers a conclusion which engages in a
discussion of the research endeavour in an overarching sense. Here, particular consideration is
paid to the degree to which the investigation has shed light on the conceptualisation of
modernised policy making and the overarching theoretical and practical implications of the
work.

The headline amongst the findings was that policy making in this instance was identified to be
not particularly modernised. This was so because although modernised policy making was
observed to have occurred consistently throughout the case, alternative practices such as
directive and bargaining based policy making were prominent at critical junctures.

In order to adequately answer the research question, four sub-questions were considered. The
first of these was concerned with the extent to which each of the nine features of modernised
policy making was present. These were all found to be present in the case study and in particular
policy makers were identified to have worked in innovative and joined up ways. Of the nine
features, the biggest question mark concerned participation as specific examples of this being
limited amongst those affected by policy were identified. The second sub-question was about
how modernised the policy making was at different points in the case. It was found to be
consistently present throughout the case. The third sub-question was interested in the
consistency of these nine features of modernised policy making. It was found that they were in
18

operation in consistent ways that taken together enhanced the degree that incidences of policy
making in the case could be taken as modernised. The fourth sub-question was concerned with
the presence and place of alternative approaches to policy making. This was an especially
important question as the findings relating to it contributed the most to the conclusion that
policy making was not particularly modernised. It was found that in a number of instances
alternative types of policy making had a significant presence, especially directive and
bargaining forms of policy making. There was an observable path dependency with regard to
the directives of core government, which was combined with a distinct process of bargaining
amongst different established groups, primarily local and central government. Inequality was
also ever present. For example, the role of affected communities and migrants themselves was
minimal throughout the process.
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Chapter Two
Literature Review: Theories of Policy Making

The purpose of this chapter is to explore and assess the nature of New Labour’s concept of
modernised policy making. Doing this constitutes the first objective of the thesis. It provides a
context for then undertaking the investigation into the extent to which a case of policy making
was modernised, which forms the second objective of this thesis. In this chapter, literature is
reviewed which, firstly, sets out the way policy making in the UK has been understood; then
which, secondly, illustrates the historical context of modernisation and modernisation reforms;
that, thirdly, clarifies the way in which New Labour set out their concept of modernised policy
making; and which, fourthly, explains how this concept (along with its implementation) has
been assessed in the existing literature.

2.1. Making Sense of Policy Making in the UK
Policy making has attracted a great deal of study and out of this has emerged a myriad of ways
that policy making in the UK may be understood12 (e.g. Parsons, 1995; Hill, 2009; Cairney,
2012). There is no approach that can be proven to be correct and different theoretical
frameworks generate alternative findings which can be contradictory depending on the
perspective of the enquirer and dominant ideas of the time (Hill, 2009). In light of this, the task
at hand is to give due acknowledgement to the main methods of understanding policy making
and the advantages and disadvantages of each of them. One of the tasks in doing so will involve
distinguishing ways of understanding policy making that focus on the overarching character of
policy making from those that focus on specific processes. Accounts offered by and for, policy
practitioners, mainly from within government, will also be considered alongside academic
texts13. These perspectives on policy making will be used to inform the choice of overarching
theoretical model used in this research.

12

These differences reflect combinations of ways that six big questions about policy making have been
approached. They are: To what degree do institutions shape policy outcomes? How stable are the institutions
relevant to policy making? What is the balance between participants’ actions, socioeconomic factors, culture, and
institutional framing? How is power exercised in policy making? How do participants relate to each other? How
and to what degree can we systematise/codify policy making?
13
It is worth noting that there is a longstanding interplay between academic and practice based research and
publications (Talbot & Talbot, 2014).
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2.1.1. A Definition of Policy Making.
Any useful definition of policy making has to be alive to the very different ways that it may be
understood. There is a broad range of possible definitions. The simplest definition on offer is
that “Policy making is what governments do.”14 (Hill, 2009, p.9). In order to arrive at a suitable
definition of policy making which is useful for the investigation being conducted here, an idea
also needs to be offered of the way that policy making was defined by government at the time
of study. The presentation of policy making in government documents that are available to the
public offers a simple instrumental definition. This is of a “process by which governments
translate their political vision into programmes and actions to deliver 'outcomes' desired
changes in the real world.” (Cabinet Office, 1998b, p.4).

In terms of identifying a definition that is alive to the day-to-day understanding of policy
making within government, research for the Information Commissioners Office (Waller,
Morris, & Simpson, 2009) provides valuable data which clarifies this. The findings of their
research said that it was not possible to elaborate a specific technical definition of policy
making and that it was very much something which has been evolving and subject to
interpretation: “Policy and policy making is a well understood concept – but one which neither
Whitehall nor Westminster has found it necessary to define with any rigour... There is simply
no operational need to define at any given point whether what people are doing is formulating,
developing, promoting, or delivering government policy... As a result of this lack of everyday
need for a precise definition, the term policy is used within Whitehall in a very wide range of
contexts” (Waller et al., 2009, p.12).

14

At the other end of the spectrum are complex highly descriptive definitions such as that offered by Sabatier

(1993) who states policy making is “an extremely complex set of interacting elements over time... [where there
are] normally hundreds of actors from interest groups... each of these actors have potentially different
values/interests, perceptions of the situation, and policy preferences... usually involves time spans of a decade or
more...[and in a given domain there are] normally dozens of different programs involving multiple levels of
government...disputes over the severity of a problem, its causes, and the probable impacts of alternative policy
solutions...[where] most actors face enormous temptations to present evidence selectively, to misinterpret the
position of their opponents, to coerce and discredit opponents and generally to distort the situation to their
advantage” (Sabatier, 1993, p.3).
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Given the broad range of uses for the term, the definition used here is that ‘policy making is
the intentional activities (potentially by any combination of parties within or outside of
government) which lead up to the maintenance, change, or instigation of public policy’.

2.1.2. An Increasingly De-Centred Polity?
The way that policy making in Britain has been explained by researchers has had a long and
fairly consistent history, but which in recent years has come to undergo significant changes
(Gamble, 1990; Hayward, 1991; Hayward, Barry, & Brown, 2003) (see table.1 overleaf). Bevir
states that British approaches to studying policy and politics have traditionally been seen as
“committed to agency, hostile to scientism and grand theory, and sensitive to history and
contingency” 15 (Bevir, 2001, p.470). Within this tradition, there has been a shift from the
Westminster model, which has traditionally predominated, to one that emphasises governance
and networks.

The Westminster Model has traditionally informed the study of politics in Britain and remains
hugely influential (John, Bertelli, & Jennings, 2013). It is based on the notion of a unified state,
where a provident and sovereign core of government directs policy. Important in this is the
dominance of the Prime Minister and their Cabinet. This allows for a consistent and strong
government that can maintain the continuity of the British state. Diamond (2011) puts it that
this is the “…core feature of the flexible and adaptive British political tradition which has
endured since the Glorious Revolution of 1688…. underpinned by civil service neutrality and
collective ministerial responsibility.” (Diamond, 2011, p.1). There is limited theoretical detail
available about the Westminster Model because it has operated “as a shorthand, normative,
organising perspective to portray a particular image of the British political system, rather than
a theoretically well-developed and explicit model of how British politics works” (Marsh,
Richards, & Smith, 2003, p.306).

15

This understanding of how politics has been studied in Britain has come in for some controversy (e.g. Bevir,
2001).
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Table.1: The Main Ways British Policy Making has been Conceptualised.
Tradition

Theory

Description

Key Works

Westminster

Normative

The central institutions of British government are the

Elofson

machinery at the disposal of the parliamentary

(1981),

majority. Political power and authority remain

Richards

heavily

(2008).

Model

concentrated

with

core

government.

Governing is seen as a process conducted by a closed
elite constrained by their concern for the public
good, and within the framework of a balanced and
self-adjusting constitution (Richards, 2008).
Marxism

Behavioural

Political-

Emphasises the underlying causes of policy

O'Connor

Economy

development and change as being political and

(1973),

economic relations that are characterised by class

Jessop

inequalities.

(1982).

Rational

Rational choice theory examines policy change,

Downs

Choice

variation, and stability by examining the strategies of

(1957),

actors located within political institutions and in
society. Outcomes are the effects of these choices,

Riker
(1962).

which may not reflect the aggregation of preferences
of decision makers but rise from strategic interaction
imposed by the structure of the choices.
Pluralism

The view that different groups vie for influence and
exert authority temporally and in relation to a
complex of competing interests and alliances. The

Dahl (1961),
Lindblom
(1959).

central question for classical pluralism is how power
and influence is distributed in a political process.

Governance

Differentiated

The British political system as de-centred, hollowed

Rhodes

Theories

polity

out and operating through networks and policy

(1997).

communities.
Asymmetric

Based on governance theories but with a greater

Marsh et al.,

power

focus on issues around structures, core executive,

(2003).

and inequalities.
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One of the ways that the Westminster Model has garnered the tag traditional (as an opposite to
modern) has been how providence, as something different from and informative to reason, has
been an important feature of the way decisions are made. The Westminster Model lent itself
towards the study of policy making being organised through descriptive and reflective accounts,
such as Prime Minister's biographies. The impact of these would be to inform an interested
person’s subjective understanding of the culture and practices appropriate to ‘the British way
of doing politics’.

As much as the relevance of the Westminster model is validated by the staying power of the
British state and the persistence of practices associated with it (Waller et al., 2009), it
increasingly came to be challenged within academia by different approaches in the latter part
of the 20th century (Hill, 2009). In the first instance, there was an emergent body of theoretical
understanding influenced by Marxism that challenged the predominance of the Westminster
Model. Marxism did not fundamentally deny the structure put forward by proponents of the
Westminster Model, but shifted the focus towards its operation as a tool of entrenching and
reproducing inequalities and exploitation (Gamble, 1990; Hill, 2009). The work of Ralph
Milliband (e.g. Miliband, 1969; Miliband, 1972) serves as a good exemplar of this perspective.
In his Marxist conceptualisation of policy making in Britain, the relationship between
economic power and political power is given priority. It offers the argument that “...the state is
not a neutral agent, but rather an instrument for class domination... [it] suggests three reasons
why...first, there is a similarity in social background between the bourgeoisie and the state
elites...second, there is the power that the bourgeoisie is able to exercise as a pressure group
through personal contacts and networks...third, there is the constraint placed on the state by the
objective power of capital” (Hill, 2009, p.40). Marxist approaches per se have declined
significantly within the study of policy making over the past twenty years. However, its
antecedents remain and have contributed to theories that locate inequalities and structures of
domination as important causal mechanisms in policy making (Marsh at el., 2003; Davies,
2011).
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The 1950s saw approaches from the United States being increasingly adopted in the British
study of politics. These primarily came from the body of behaviouralist theories (Gamble,
1990). They were founded on an argument that “a focus on behaviour and processes offers a
much faster route to the construction of theoretical models that can explain and predict political
phenomena” (Gamble, 1990, p.411). It is through the work of academics inspired by these ideas
that policy making began to be more scientifically considered. Although its impact may have
been “muted” (Bevir and Rhodes, 2003, p.29) this field has given rise to a range of
contemporary theoretical approaches to the study of policy making, which have been
increasingly utilised and incorporated alongside interpretive methods (Dowding, 2001; John et
al., 2013). Out of this tradition comes a range of very useful considerations for researching the
way policy making proceeds, (the main contemporary behaviouralist approaches are listed in
Table 2 overleaf).

The 1980s saw a dramatic shift in the predominance of the Westminster model. Governance
based accounts rose in popularity and the Differentiated Polity model developed by Rhodes
and Bevir had become the orthodox approach by the late 1990s (Kerr & Kettle, 2006). It has
been described as “one of the most substantive and innovative recent additions to British
political science literature...exceptional in affirming both a considered philosophical grounding
for the approach, as well as a practical analytical vocabulary” (McAnnula, 2006, p.113). The
type of structures and practices emphasised by governance models have been lauded by some
commentators as “capable of fostering a new deliberative pluralism with the potential for an
equitable trust-based consensus about the means and ends of social life... potentially resulting
in a third space between state and market, extending the public sphere, empowering
communities and cultivating inclusive policy making” (Davies, 2011, p.2).
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Table.2: Behaviouralist Approaches to Study of Policy Making.
Approach

Description

Key Studies in UK

Policy

Developed by Sabatier and Jenkins-Smith (1993). Notes that

Features in a number

Advocacy

the policy process can be affected from a diversity of points by

of multiple-lens

Coalition

just about any interested network and/or participant, which are

studies (e.g. Cairney,

Framework

conceptualised as subsystems within a framework. Emphasis

2007).

on understanding policy change, consensus, and networks.

Punctuated

Introduced by Baumgartner and Jones in 1993. The method

John and Margetts

Equilibrium

studies the evolution of policy change, including the evolution

(2003) utilised the

Model

of conflicts. The theory suggests that most social systems exist

method to undertake a

in an extended period of stasis (due to institutional forms,

longitudinal study of

vested interests and human behaviours), which are later

budgeting in the UK.

punctuated by sudden shifts/radical change. Useful for
longitudinal studies.
Policy

Based on an incrementalist view of a not always rational policy

Kingdom’s work

Streams

making process. Focuses on how issues emerge rather than a

(2005) is exclusively

prescriptive analysis of what should happen. Kingdom (2005)

based on US case

summarises his approach as representing a view where:

studies. Zahariades

“Comprehensive rational policy making is portrayed as
impractical for the most part, although on occasions it can be
found…evolution of proposals or changes… [takes on a]
revised version of Cohen-March-Olsen garbage can model of
organisation choices…of three streams— problem, politics,
and policies…independent of one another and develops
according to their own dynamics and rules…streams joined at

(2003) has adapted
this model for use in
parliamentary
democratic settings
and presents a number
of case studies set in
the UK.

crucial junctures’’ (Kingdom, 2005, p.19)
Policy

Works around an idea of ‘focussed adaptation’ that is interested

This work is set out in

Agendas

in the micro foundations of the relationship between decision

a text by John et al.

making of elites and broader social signals. Explores shifts in

(2013). Further work

overarching policy agendas in relation to public opinion and

being produced as

media.

part of the ‘Policy
Agendas Project’ such
as Bevan and
Jennings (2014).
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Reasons for the emergence of this new dominant theory were two-fold. Firstly, society and
British politics by the 1980s had undergone significant social and economic changes that have
been described as a move to a late-modern era (Beck, Giddens, & Lash, 1994). This entailed a
shift in how the state operated, especially with regard to the significance of global relations,
the diversification of government functions, and changes to the expectations and lifestyles of
citizens. This meant that there was a sense that there needed to be a new set of theoretical
considerations to adequately reflect this (Hill, 2009, p.21). Secondly, the Westminster model
had not been comprehensively challenged and replaced by an understanding which filled in
long-standing gaps in explaining aspects of policy making such as the distribution of power
and the role of non-core executive functions

The conceptualisation of the British political system informed by the Differentiated Polity
Model is summarised by Rhodes (1997) across ten themes (see Table 3 overleaf). This offers
a portrayal of the British political system as de-centred, hollowed out and operating through
networks. The Differentiated Polity model has adapted over time due both to ongoing
development by its proponents and challenges from alternative governance based models that
incorporate an appreciation of the continued influence of traditions that reproduce the
Westminster model and inequalities (Smith, 1993; Marsh et al., 2003; Davies, 2011).

As much as the work of Rhodes has come to define the governance based approach to the study
of policy making in Britain, there is a great deal of scholarship which presents alternative
conceptualisations of the governance model (Guy-Peters, 2000; Smith & Richards, 2001;
Bache & Flinders, 2004; Bell & Hindmoor, 2009). A prime example is the Asymmetrical
Power model (Marsh et al., 2003; Marsh, 2008a). This consists of two key contentions: First,
it is asserted that a key characteristic of the British social and economic system is structured
inequality and that this is often neglected by traditional governance scholars. This argues that
inequalities are significant to policy making as they may “constrain and facilitate the actions,
and likely success, of individuals and interest groups in the British polity” (Marsh et al., 2003,
p.310). Secondly, it challenges the notion of a differentiated polity by arguing that the long
established political tradition in Britain still lends itself towards a continuation of decisive
action by unitary state formations (Marsh et al., 2003, p.310-313).
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Table.3: Ten themes in contemporary British Politics (Rhodes, 1997).
Networks
1. Since 1945, Britain has changed from a unified state to a differentiated polity.
2. Policy networks of resource-dependent organisations are a defining characteristic of the British policy
process.
3. There has been a shift from a strong executive (and the tradition of ‘government knows best’) to the
segmented executive, characterised by bargaining games within and between networks.
Governance
4. Government confronts self-steering inter-organisational networks. The relationship is asymmetric, but
centralisation must co-exist with interdependence.
5. Policy making is not linear but recursive because interventions create unintended consequences,
implementation gaps and ‘mess’.
6. Direct management (or control) of this organised social complexity multiplies unintended consequences.
Indirect management is the central challenge posed by government for the operating code of central elites.
7. The British state is subject to internal and external hollowing out.
Reflexivity
8.

The study of British government must interrogate its own traditions by defending the institutional approach,
its historic heart, and responding to the behavioural and post-modern challenge.

9.

Such studies should employ local reasoning and reconfirmation to link academia, government and citizens.

Accountability
10. Self-steering inter-organisational policy networks confound mechanisms of democratic accountability
focused on individuals and institutions. Effective accountability lies in democratizing functional domains.

The critical take on governance based policy making put forward within the Asymmetrical
Power model is reflected as well in other popular contemporary approaches to understanding
politics in the UK. A key example is the work of Davies (2012) and that of the Critical
Governance School. This school of thought advances an alternative reading of policy making
in the UK which is based primarily on the ideas of Antonio Gramsci (see Fontana, 2002). Their
argument goes that contemporary governance has little in common with the vision of network
governance or plural modes of governing put forward by its proponents (e.g. Sørensen &
Torfing, 2005). It argues that “Network governance is a form of neo-liberal ideology, defined
not simply as championing free-markets but as an active project for economic and political
modernisation inspired by informational capitalism, the heart of the connexionist objective of
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fostering an entrepreneurial, reflexive and communicative society” (Davies, 2011, p.5) and sets
out that “the challenge of researching governance as hegemony is therefore to explore how the
dialectic operates, or not, in the routine politics of networks and other governing
institutions”(Davies, 2011, p.11).

Bearing in mind that governance theories represent the state of the art in the study of British
policy making, the challenge here is to identify the most worthwhile choice out of the existing
theories. This choice ought to take into account the balance between the critiques that have
been offered and the inarguable rise of governance-based policy making. A requirement as well
is to incorporate the way that policy making is understood from within government.
Understanding the account of policy making from government sources is critical in interpreting
the data as and when it arises in the case study. What this involves is explained in more detail
in the following section.

2.1.3. Policy Making: A View from Westminster.
How policy making is described from within government casts light on the academic debates
and understanding this helps to better interpret the case study data as it emerges. It is worth
noting that ideas within government and academia are not mutually exclusive, but do have
fundamental differences. This is because government seeks to inform the policy making
process for pragmatic purposes and academia seeks to develop an epistemic understanding of
what is happening. Of this, Newman states that there are “different concerns, incentives,
dynamics and languages; they have different conceptions of knowledge, work to different
timescales and operate from different power bases” (Newman, 2011, p.477). Although these
differences have resulted in distinct contradictions 16 , there is a long- established dialogue

16

An account by a former Civil Servant states: “Speaking as a civil servant, it has always struck me as strange

that many academic observers of the government scene have for many years been implicitly writing off the
traditional “Westminster model” as if it was now outdated. Many of the main proponents of this view also coupled
that with an attachment to a new and more theoretical approach, built around the concept of “governance” which
involved narratives that are more complex. The arguments have to some degree been academically self-serving
(and have often involved a pleasure in theoretical elucidation that tries and often fatally exhausts practitioner
willingness to engage)” (Duggett, 2009, p.1).
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between academia and politics, which intensified during the period being, studied here 17
(Newman, 2011).

A comprehensive and contemporary source of evidence about the way policy making is
understood within government is that produced by Waller et al. for the Information
Commissioners Office in 2009. Based on extensive interviews with senior policy makers, the
research offers a picture of a system that in many ways still operates along traditional lines.
Their work states that:


Although distinctions can be drawn in principle between policy formulation,
development and delivery, such distinctions are seldom drawn in practice and are rather
artificial.



There is no meaningful distinction, except in very limited circumstances, between the
policy of individual Ministers and Departments and the policy of the government as a
whole.



Ministers remain pre-eminent in deciding which policy objectives they wish to be
pursued.



There are discernible trends in policy making towards greater openness with much
higher levels of consultation. Policy making is, however, also becoming more informal
and at times rushed.



There is increasing focus on the importance of delivery in policy making.
(Waller et al., 2009, p.5-6).

17

Newman describes the linkages between government and academic conceptions thus: “Politicians have drawn

on the work of leading academics, policy ‘gurus’ and think tank entrepreneurs in shaping contemporary political
projects, and have also commissioned new research to inform and evaluate policy to an unprecedented extent.
This was particularly the case in the United Kingdom (UK) under New Labour…Within the UK, the relationship
has mainly been managed through funding streams that privilege particular forms of research – especially that
which might contribute to the drive towards ‘evidence based policy’, improved evaluation of policy outcomes or
the elaboration of emergent policy agendas. These engagements between policy and research have led academics
to reorient themselves to new funding streams and to seek ways of demonstrating the practical and policy ‘impact’
of their work” (Newman, 2011, p.473).
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The research by Waller et al. (2009) suggests that the Westminster model is still a fair reflection
of how policy making is shaped, although it has undergone some degree of technical change to
incorporate contemporary management techniques. However, alongside this is a narrative
offered by the New Labour government in the period of study. This has focused on encouraging
and talking up network governance, partnership working, stakeholder engagement, devolution
and contracting out (Newman, 2011). What this means is that the account given by Waller et
al. (2009) is more reflective of the established view of government in practice but the desired
character of policy making by the core of government itself in the period of study was more
reflective of a governance based approach. Taking all the evidence from government sources
together, there is clearly credence to the view amongst academics such as Marsh (2008a) and
Davies (2011)(see also Davies, 2012) which emphasise the consistently strong and directive
role of core government in relation to governance based policy making. The sum total of this
is that the overarching understanding of policy making to be employed in this investigation
ought to be a governance based theory that acknowledges the continued influence of core
government and inequalities inherent in policy making. As well, it ought to have the scope to
approach the investigation using an interpretive strategy as the evidence has shown the
potential unique way in which contemporary cases of policy making may materialise. To this
end the logical choice is the Asymmetrical Power model offered up by Marsh et al. (2003).

2.1.4. The Asymmetrical Power model.
The theoretical framework for understanding policy making that informs this investigation is
based on the understanding and philosophical ideas which characterise the Asymmetrical
Power model (as advanced by Marsh et al., 2003; McAnnulla, 2006). The crux of it is that it
captures a balance between the theories of a governance or directive orientated polity; identifies
the importance of structures alongside agency18; and is also alive to the influence of social

18

The emphasis on structure as well as agency has attracted criticism from traditional governance scholars. The
argument is that 1- Critical realists misleadingly clump different types of objects under single term 'structure' and
2- rely on foundationalist themes in their understanding of structures (Bevir & Rhodes, 2006, p.398). McAnulla
(2006) offers a response to these criticisms. This draws on Archer’s Morphogenetic Model for conceptualising
the relationship between structure and agency (Archer, 1995). This model consists of three tiers. 1- Structural
Conditioning: Systematic properties/aggregate consequences of past actions, which shape social situations and
endow people with interests. Actions pre-dated by conditioning. 2- Social Interaction- Agents, while socially
conditioned express own irreducible social powers and intent. 3 Structural Elaboration - Social structures modified
as result of action, agency does not cause structure but modifies it.
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conditions (such as inequalities) that may inform an incidence of policy making. This section
first provides a detailed account of what the Asymmetrical Power model is and its philosophical
foundations before a series of criticisms are identified and considered.

The Asymmetrical Power model “accepts that there has been a shift from government to
governance, but suggests that there has been much more path dependency [than the
Differentiated Power model indicates] ... contends that hierarchy, rather than networks, remain
the dominant mode of governance and government remains strong, although increasingly
challenged” (Marsh, 2008a, p.257). An important aspect of this model is the understanding that
there are asymmetries of power in British society, which are reproduced in the power
dependencies and exchange relationships that characterise the world of policy making in the
UK. A non-deterministic path dependency is an important concept within the Asymmetrical
Power model schema. This means that previous actions and structures direct, facilitate and/or
constrain emergent individual actions and creative practices. Specifically, McAnnula defines
this as where “past activities generate relations between individuals...as well as relations
between ideas... cannot simply be reduced to the beliefs or actions of individual agents”
(McAnnula, 2006, p.121). Within the Asymmetrical Power model the relations between these
path-impacting structures and the agency of individuals is dialectical: meaning that there is an
“iterative relationship between two variables in which each affects the other in a continuing
iterative process” (Marsh & Smith, 2000, p.5). This also extends to the material and ideational
in that ''material inequalities do not have a direct effect on [policy] outcomes, but rather they
are narrated and it is this narration that also has an effect...the resonance of this discourse is
affected by the material realities.'' (Marsh, 2008a, p.258). What this means is that there is a
type of relationship between structures and agency whereby the balance of which is most
important in policy outcomes is fluid. As well, it is put forward that the underlying presence of
material inequalities has a wide ranging affect rather than just on decisions made specifically
concerning that issue.

As touched upon at the beginning of this section, the model through which policy is understood
in this investigation serves as an organising lens rather than a rigid foundation. It is a way of
identifying potential questions and assumptions about the data collected. To this end, the
Asymmetrical Power model is something that provides a set of considerations that the case
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study is approached with and potential explanations for the data collected. This model provides
a series of assumptions about what may happen in the instance of policy making being
investigated. These include:


There being a potential for a mismatch between the rhetoric of modernised policy
making and what may transpire to be directive practices by core government.



The potential of all interested actors to participate and influence outcomes will be
circumscribed by the degree of power they have in each instance.



The material inequalities of different parties affected by the policy issue will be
reflected in the type of response that emerges.

The next task is to introduce a clear definition of what is meant by modernised policy making
in this instance and set out how the term has been reflected in contemporary modernisation
reforms in Britain.

2.2. Modernised Policy Making.
It is critical to the successful completion of this thesis that modernised policy making is
explained in detail. In order to do this, the concept is traced back to the ideas that emerged with
the Enlightenment period in Europe. Part of this will involve setting out the ways that the term
modernised is open to interpretation and can lend towards different notions of rationality,
participation and virtue. Having done that, further background will be developed by exploring
what modernisation has meant in practice for those reforming policy making in Britain since
the 1960’s. Moving on then to the core part of this section, New Labour’s definition of
modernised policy making will be elaborated and a key part of doing this will involve
explaining the content of the Modernising Government reforms and its associated literature.
This section of the chapter will end by looking at the critiques of New Labour’s modernised
policy making and alternative ways that policy making in this period has been understood.

2.2.1: Modernised Policy Making—— A History.
Any notion of modernised policy making should be traced back to underlying ideas about
modernity that emerged as part of the Enlightenment (Williams, 1999; Dupre, 2004). Taking
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this history as a starting point is indicative of a view that, although modernised policy making
may indeed be taken to mean different things by different governments, it has some consistent
underlying characteristics.

Modernisation implies a process of progressive change to the ideas, structures and practices of
the polity. It involves a move away from systems characterised by tradition, customs and rituals
towards those informed by science, rationality and participation (Black, 1966; Huntington,
1968; Abid, 2004). It is a product of the Age of Enlightenment, which came to dominance in
18th Century Europe, which was characterised by a transformation in how human nature and
progress was understood (Gay, 1973; Williams, 1999; Dupre, 2004). It gave rise to the modern
period and a drive towards political relations founded upon a mentality of “Empirical
interrogation of past dogma and theory, of rational challenge to authority and tradition, of
scepticism, scientific enquiry, increasing secularism and humanism.” (Williams, 1999, p.7).
Useful here is the work of Huntington (1968) which sets out that modernisation should usually
consist of efforts that enhance:


Centralisation — here a core of government is able to oversee all activities, serve
as an ultimate source of authority and engage in strategic decision making.



Rationalisation — the development of structures and processes that lend towards
decisions based on reason and scientific inquiry. An expectation that actions can
be justified and accounted for based on this.



Differentiation — units and individuals have clearly defined roles and relevance to
the conditions of the time. Ongoing process of variation within the system in
response to environmental conditions in terms of stratification and segmentation.



Participation — increasing involvement of different segments of society in
decisions. Enfranchisement and rights.
(Huntington, 1968, p.74)

Two important points here relate to the conceptualisations of rationality and virtue which
impact on the degree of scope there is in any definitions of modernised policy making. Firstly,
it is contended here that being rational (as a catch all for the scientific and orderly dimensions
of modernisation) need not necessarily refer to a disenchanted and rigid foundationalist stance.
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This means where “… policy makers seek to manage economic and social affairs “rationally”
in an apolitical, scientised manner such that social policy is more or less an exercise in social
technology.” (Schwandt, 1997, p.74). This face of modernisation has been thoroughly criticised
in significant parts of the literature19 (Weber, 1922; Adorno & Horkheimer, 1947; Sanderson,
2002; Parsons, 2010). This body of critique is important and picks up on significant negative
issues that have arisen from a particular way of engaging in modernised policy making. It is
rooted in a longstanding internal dialogue amongst modernisers20 (see Thomas, 2014). The
work of Weber (1922) is emblematic of the sociological implications of this critique. It
highlights the commensurate rise of rationalised bureaucratic structures which place
individuals across society in a disenchanted21 “iron cage of rationality” (Weber, 1922, p.1401).
It is taken here that this sense refers to one way of being scientific that is a reflection of a
particular paradigm (see Kuhn, 1970; Hacking, 1990) and its use as a technology to serve the
ends of powerful elites (Dryzek, 1989, p. 98).

This is at odds with what is taken here to be the sum total of what rationality may mean outside
of its dominant expressions in the 20th century. Rationality is understood to be the opposite of
tradition, hence if rigid foundationalism becomes the tradition and at odds with the immediate
needs of a situation, then it would be rational to work in ways other than that22. This relates to
an emergent diversity in what may pass as scientific, in that it has increasingly come to
acknowledge the range of methodologies that may be employed and an appreciation of the
complexity and compromise that this may entail. The work of Popper (1967) is a good starting
point. It attests to ways of being scientific that appreciate the complexity and fluidity of
endeavours, he states ''The empirical basis of objective science thus has nothing 'absolute' about
19

The extent to which this rigid format of modernised can be taken as a negative is captured in the instance of the

1946 Nuremberg trials. Here, the lawyer defending Ernst Kaltenbrunner, charged with crimes against humanity,
explained that Nazi atrocities were the legacy of eighteenth-century secularism (Thomas, 2014).
20

The basis of this critique in not necessarily that the enlightenment/modernisation is a negative per se. As Adorno

and Horkheimer state: “The critique of enlightenment...is intended to prepare a positive concept of enlightenment
which liberates it from its entanglement in blind domination.” (Adorno & Horkheimer ,1947, p.xviii).
21

A definition of ‘disenchanted’ is when people may behave in a “spirit of formalistic impersonality ...without

hatred or passion, and hence without affection or enthusiasms” (Brubaker, 1984, p. 21).
22

Indeed, something that Weber (1922) picks up on is that rationality, in the form he described, is in fact rather

irrational (see Ritzer, 1993, for a useful explanation and contemporary case study of this). Also, Adorno and
Horkheimer state that “Intellect’s true concern is a negation of reification.” (Adorno & Horkheimer, 1947, p.xvii).
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it. Science does not rest upon rock bottom...it is like a house erected on piles...we simply stop
when we are satisfied that they are firm enough to carry the structure at least for the time being''
(Popper, 1967, p.94). Hence, in this respect, what it means to be rational contains the scope for
innovative and reflexive approaches to tasks at hand which draws on a wider range of
experiences and data then what is usually associated with the foundationalist paradigm. Work
by the likes of Feyberend serve to show the tremendous diversity and debates within the
practice of rationality itself (see Tibetts, 1977; Farrell, 2000; Sankey, 2000). What this brings
us back to is a position where modernised practices are first and foremost about rational
challenge to authority and tradition, rather than a tool for its reproduction. The legitimate
impetus for rationality, it is contended here, is the public good23. This bond between rationality
and public good brings us on to a consideration of the place of virtue in modernised policy
making, something that manifested in the New Labour concept with its focus on social justice.

The question as to the place of virtue24 in modernised policy making is important not only as
the driver of rational actions, but as an ethical foundation in and of itself. Virtue translates into
New Labour’s emphasis on social justice, i.e. policy making is virtuous when seeking to
alleviate inequalities concerning the distribution of wealth, opportunities, and privileges within
a society (Commission for Social Justice, 1993). The issue of social justice, connects strongly
with an ongoing series of debates about what a ‘left modernism’ ought to look like and what it
means for a social democratic government such as the Labour Party to engage in modernised
policy making (Bauman, 1986; Srnicek, 2015). The reading here takes virtue to be an intrinsic
dimension of the modernist project (so not just a characteristic of certain types of modern
practices), this is in line with Adorno and Horkheimer’s statement that “freedom in society is
inseparable from enlightenment thinking” (Adorno & Horkheimer, 1947, p. xvi).

23

There is a fine line here between taking an idea of behaving virtuously as a rational act of good, back to a

concept of providence, perceiving actions as in line with Gods will. This is a longstanding philosophical question.
(See McCann & Miller, 2005; Keys, 2006).
24

Descartes identified virtue as a commitment to carrying out what one may judge to be the best itself, with this

relating back to a notion of a supreme good (see Alanen & Svensson, 2007). Supreme good, also referred to as
higher good or summum bonum, is put forward as an overarching ideal for human behaviour which “in the world
of knowledge the idea of good appears last of all, and is seen...to be the universal author of all things beautiful
and right” (Jowett, 1999, p.269).
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That is not to say that the way modernised policy making has manifested in its dominant forms
has been virtuous per se, but for it to be modernised policy making it ought to be guided by
this principle in some shape or form (even if misguided). Indeed, an argument for actively
incorporating notions of virtue provide opportunities to reconcile some fundamental
deficiencies in the way it has been practiced (Mackintyre, 1981). Ideas pertaining to this are
sown all the way through the enlightenment literature. There are repeated references to the
desire to enhance wellbeing, and of people becoming involved in decisions and those decisions
reflecting people’s needs being a key part of this (see Bronk, 1998; Dupre, 2004; Pagden, 2013).
Thus, when we refer to modernised policy making it is legitimate to include an
acknowledgement that virtue is an intrinsic part of this.

The contention here, then, is that an engagement in modernised policy making need not
intrinsically lead to blinkered readings of a given policy issue or deny the possibility of
engaging in a reflexive and critical approach to policy making. It is not limited to being a
disenchanted technology applied at the macro level. Being rational (certainly in terms of the
definition of modernised policy making used by the New Labour government) can be just as
much about reflexively identifying the possibilities emerging from popular participation and
forming innovative and creative solutions as it may be about forming tightly coded programmes
without reference to citizen’s lived experiences.

From this point, it is important to elaborate on the way government has sought to reform policy
making and the different ways that modernised policy making has been encouraged and
regulated. The key features identified present more or less prominently and with differing
interpretations based on the type of government and the circumstances under which they
operated. This is significant because, for better or for worse, policy reform in the UK have in
a number of important ways, especially concerning the role of business orientated and
managerialist approaches, followed a consistent path which has served to shape the choices
available for the next round of reforms (Massey, 2001). It would also be fair to expect the
legacy of past reforms to have an impact on the state of policy making at the time of study and
provide ideas as to what to expect in a particular case of policy making (Brandsen & Helderman,
2006).
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2.2.2: Contemporary Modernisation Reforms.
Efforts to modernise policy making can be traced back at least to the Northcote-Trevelyn
Report of 1854 (Butcher & Massey, 2001; Lowe, 2011; Public Administration Select
Committee, 2013). The focus of these efforts has been on rationalising and differentiating the
role and functions of the civil service and its relationships with elected politicians in ways that
reflect the ideas informing government at the time the reforms were being implemented (Fry,
1993; Theakston, 1995; O’Tootle, 2005). The particular way that modernisation is
conceptualised in contemporary reforms emerged as a guiding principle in the 1960s and
heralded a period which could be described as an intense cultural revolution (Straw, 2002; Goss,
2005; Hallsworth et al., 2011; Haddon, 2012a; Haddon, 2012b; Pollitt, 2014). The Wilson
government kicked this period off by embarking upon a drive for modernisation which was
guided by an ethos of taking advantage of the 'white heat of the technological revolution' to
boost British fortunes (Kellner & Crowther-Hunt, 1980; Wilson, 1986; Lowe, 2011). This was
motivated by the administrations political credo and a bevy of social changes, which had
resulted in an enlarging public sector, increasing complexity in undertaking public
administration, and advances in communicative technology (Theakston, 1995; Carnivali &
Strange, 2007, p.231-246). Government reforms in this instance were organised around the
1968 Fulton Report (Fulton, 1968). This report advocated, for the first time, the implementation
of technical, systematic and strategic managerial approaches that drew on business principles
(Chapman, 1968).

Wilson's period as Prime Minister came to an end soon after the launch of the Fulton Report
and following on from this the 1970-4 Heath government continued and built on this
programme (Pollitt, 1980; Radcliffe, 1991). A key output was the publication of the
'Reorganisation of Central Government’ White Paper (Department of Environment, 1970).
This looked at the machinery of government; led to the significant reorganisation of key
government functions; a sharper focus on budgeting; and output orientated procedures such as
the PAR system (Robson, 1971). It also led to the establishment of the Central Policy Review
Staff (more commonly referred to as the 'think tank') that was tasked with developing long term
strategy and co-ordinating policy across government departments (Pollitt, 1980).
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This was all in contrast to the more traditional style of policy making that had predominated
up to the later part of the 20th Century (John, 2012). The thinking changed in this period from
public administration being a unique activity to it being informed by business and strategic
management values25. This had implications for how policy makers were expected to behave
and consisted of a shift from a traditional ethos of a trusted mandarin26 to one of service to
customers (Chapman & O'Toole, 2005; Greenaway, 1998). The literature indicates that the
years between 1968 and the election of the Conservative government in 1979 were significant
because they heralded the consolidation of approaches to policy making that set the context for
the period of study27. What they show as well, is the point at which the emphasis moved away
from the traditional expectations and practices of policy makers towards expectations more
closely aligned with business models rather than modernised policy making per se. Although
the following Conservative period of government (1979-1997) was revolutionary in many
respects, it only served to enhance and consolidate the underlying business orientated
programme of modernisation kick-started by the Wilson Government.

The Conservative Governments of 1979-97 brought with them a new impetus based on the
emergent New Right ideology. Modernisation in this period was driven by a logic that sought
to cut government expenditure, 'roll back the frontiers of the state' and increase the role of the
private sector in the delivery of services (Massey, 2001). A salient feature of reform in this
period were the efforts to reduce the size of the Civil Service and Government expenditure.
This involved the setting up of the Efficiency Unit and the Financial Management Initiative as
set out in publications such as the 1982 White Paper ‘Efficiency and Effectiveness in the Civil
Service’ and the 1987 Next Steps report (Haddon, 2012a). The reforms brought in during this

25

That is not to say that business management values were not present in the work of government up to this time
(see for example Pollitt & Talbot, 2009, p.77) just that they were not the predominant feature of any efforts at
reform.
26
A 1928 inquiry into the Civil Service captures this notion of the mandarin when it states: “practical rules for
the guidance of social conduct depend...as much upon the instinct and perception of the individual as upon castiron formulas; and the surest guide will, we hope, always be found in the nice and jealous honour of civil servants
themselves. The public expects from them a standard of integrity and conduct not only inflexible but fastidious,
and has not been disappointed in the past.” (Cited in. Greenaway, 1998, p.357). However, one aspect of the
reforms was to diminish the power of Civil Servants who had come to be seen in some quarters as ’elitist and
bureaucratic… permanent bureaucrats who formed a powerful and self-serving coterie of their own...accused of
thwarting the policies of elected politicians in order to advance their own welfarist and corporatist agendas’’
(Massey, 2001, p. 18).
27
It is worth noting that the Callaghan Government does not get a mention in this history. It did not embark on
any reforms because of the administrations short life (1976-1979), lack of a Parliamentary majority, and other
pressing issues (Seddon & Hickson, 2004, p.211).
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time continued the move towards enhancing business management practices and transformed
the activities of policy makers in a way that was said to have amounted to a “…prolonged and
intense cultural revolution.” (Massey, 2001, p.19) (See also Rhodes, 1997).

The reforms up to and including those of the post-1979 period are said to have heralded the
implementation of practices which, for the most part, could be understood under the rubric of
New Public Management (Hood, 1991). These were extensive enough for it to be said that 'it
would not be true to argue that the UK had shifted completely over to NPM, it would be fair to
suggest the era of the traditional form of public administration had passed' (Massey, 2001,
p.19). Massey lists the features of New Public Management as including:
•

Greater attention to results or outputs and personal responsibility of individual
officers and managers.

•

A move from hierarchies to flatter and more flexible structures.

•

Clearly defined institutional and individual objectives including performance
indicators.

•

Attention to economy, efficiency, and effectiveness including a greater
commitment to procedures such as market testing and compulsory competitive
tendering.

The previous paragraphs indicate that although quite different administrations have been at the
helm through the years 1968-97, there has been an underlying consistency in the direction of
modernisation reforms. These have led overall to a change in policy making towards types of
modernised practices that could be understood under the rubric of New Public Management
(Butcher & Massey, 2001). Regarding the drive towards policy making characterised by the
New Public Management, Massey (2001) states that “it’s impact upon the public sector and the
determination of successive governments to enforce the implementation of what amounted to
a cultural revolution therein was prolonged and intense” (Massey, 2001, p.19). In many
respects this is in line with the classic view of modernisation explored in the previous section,
whereby instrumental forms of rationality come to predominate. A key underlying theme
within this is that modernisation as a move towards a business orientation had little bearing on
the way in which core government and parliament exercised power and the way that different
participants in policy making arrived at settlements, i.e. little had changed in terms of the way
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policy decisions were made. As we move now towards a consideration of the way in which
modernised policy making was defined by the New Labour government, one of the issues
covered will be the extent to which this was distinct from previous periods.

2.2.3. The Modernising Government Programme.
Within the literature that details the reforms undertaken during the 1997-2010 New Labour
period in British politics: the overriding point is that there was promised to be a radical
modernisation of politics and policy making (Blair, 1996; Labour Party, 1997; Cabinet Office,
1998a; Cabinet Office, 1998b). This is because following the 1997 General Election, the
incoming New Labour government promised a radical new third way approach to politics (Hay,
1999; Finlayson, 2001; Bevir, 2005). The offer was “a party of ideas and ideals but not of
outdated ideology. What counts is what works. The objectives are radical. The means will be
modern.” (Labour Party, 1997, p.1). However, the literature available overwhelmingly
indicates that there was a discrepancy between the promises offered by the New Labour
government and what transpired in practice (e.g. Newman, 2005). To set this all out as clearly
as possible, the content of the Modernising Government reforms before moving on to
considerations of how they have been assessed in practice. In looking at this, attention is paid
to:


Specific evaluations of modernised policy making;



Considerations of the logical foundation of the reforms rhetoric;



Broader assessments of the degree that reforms in the period matched the ideological
claims of the administration.



Alternative explanations of policy making relevant to the period of study.

In a nutshell, the Modernising Government programme was characterised by reforms being
conducted in a way that sought to enhance participation, focused on the public good, and
encouraged innovative and reflexive approaches to policy making. The overarching themes of
the programme were first set out in the 1997 Next Steps Review which stated that the new
Labour government would pursue policies where:
•

Ministers are encouraged to take closer involvement with target setting and
attainment for the agencies over which they exercise authority.
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•

There is greatly increased use of information technology and other modern
management techniques by agencies to ensure they use best practice as
demonstrated in comparable private and public sector organisations.

•

There is cooperation and coordination across institutional boundaries to provide
seamless delivery of service, so called joinedup government.

•

Ministers work to dispel confusion over their accountability for agencies in that
whilst the managerial delegations would be maintained (and in places deepened)
ministerial accountability to Parliament for the performance of agencies will remain
unchanged.
(List taken from Massey, 2001, p.24)

These notions were consolidated into the Modernising Government White Paper (Cabinet
Office, 1999a) that offered up a vision of modernisation which emphasised the importance of
citizens, especially in terms of their participation and meeting their needs as the object of policy
making, it was stated that: “Modernisation, though, must be for a purpose: to create better
government to make life better for people. People want government which meets their needs,
which is available when they need it, and which delivers results for them. People want effective
government, both where it responds directly to their needs, such as in healthcare, education and
the social services, and where it acts for society as a whole.” (Cabinet Office, 1999a, p.6).

The implementation of the Modernising Government programme was overseen by a multiagency Project Board, chaired by the Cabinet Office's Permanent Secretary, with members
drawn from main delivery departments, local government, the TUC, CBI and academics. The
Project Board was responsible for listening to a People’s Panel and front line staff in putting
together its work programme. Annual Action Plans were produced and the Centre for
Management and Policy Studies was set up to ensure that the right skills and knowledge were
available to implement and take forward reforms (Haddon, 2012b).

Within the package of efforts that made up the Modernising Government programme, a key
area had been the promotion of reforms to the practices of policy makers. What this meant was
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set out in the report Professional Policy Making for the 21st Century28 (Cabinet Office, 1999b).
Its role was to encourage practices that reflected the vision of modernisation and it set out
guidelines for policy makers. It took as its starting point the aspiration for policy makers to be
“...forward looking in developing policies to deliver outcomes that matter, not simply reacting
to short-term pressures.” (Cabinet Office, 1999b, p.6). The report essentially sets out that
modernised policy making should: ''consist of ... a series of high level features...three themes
vision, effectiveness and continuous improvement that fully effective policy making needs to
encompass...a total of nine core competencies that relate to each theme and together
encapsulate all the elements of the policy making process...[the report offers] definitions of
core competencies, together with descriptions of the evidence needed to demonstrate each
competency...' (Cabinet Office, 1999b, 2-10).

The report addresses anyone who may be involved in, or responsible for, government policy
and in doing so “...recognises that policy making is an activity which cuts across the old
policy/administration divide and the differences between politicians and bureaucrats” (Parsons,
2001, p.94). This is significant as it marked a turn away from the traditional focus on civil
servants as the sole administrators of policy. It asks for policy makers to work towards
developing core competencies that will enable them to take a holistic view of issues; be flexible
and innovative; take an evidence based approach; reflect on what they are doing; be fair; and
to involve people in their work at all stages (Cabinet Office, 1999b, p.71).

The report seeks to support policy makers to adapt to a “new, fast-moving, challenging
environment” by setting out ways they can “focus on solutions that work across existing
organisational boundaries and on bringing about change in the real world” (Cabinet Office,
1999b, p.8). The guidance contained in the report encouraged reflexive practices. This is
because it identifies that “policy making rarely proceeds as neatly as this model suggests and
that no two policies will need exactly the same development process” (Cabinet Office, 1999b,
p.10) and then notes the need for policy makers to be flexible in terms of utilising the guidance
as it “... recognises that on occasions policy makers will not have the luxury of being able to
carry through all elements of the process as thoroughly as they might wish. In those

28

This report is key to the upcoming investigation as it sets out the nine specific features of modernised policy
making that contribute to the analysis of the case study data.
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circumstances they have to decide which of the key elements are most important and which
will have to be handled differently...” (Cabinet Office, 1999b, p.13).

A new taxonomy of the policy making environment/process based on feedback from those
involved in the practice is offered up in the report (Cabinet Office, 1999b, Apx A). The result
of this is that the predominant cycle/stages approach to policy making is largely rejected and
in its place a descriptive model to conceptualising policy making informed by the real world
experiences of policy makers. The model seeks to “set the standard of professional, modernised
policy making by defining what professional policy makers should be able to do. It is intended
to guide the policy making process, not to evaluate the policy which is the outcome of the
process...'' (Cabinet Office, 1999b, Apx A par.3). The implications of this approach are that
policy makers ought to be more supported when operating in the complex environment which
is the British polity, especially when making decisions in a way that do not easily fit in to the
traditional policy cycle.

The Professional Policy Making for the 21st Century report (Cabinet Office, 1999b) finally sets
out how the progress and implementation of these reforms ought to be managed. It posits this
as the responsibility of the Centre for Management and Policy29, who should encourage its
success through efforts around peer review; the joint training of Ministers and policy makers;
benchmarking of the policy process; and an innovation known as “the knowledge pool”
(Cabinet Office, 1999b, p.61). The way that the measurement and monitoring of progress and
implementation was organised is significant. This is because it indicates the limited degree to
which policy makers were compelled to follow the instructions contained in the reforms.

2.2.5. Perspectives on the Modernising Government Reforms.
What has been advanced so far is the position that the rhetoric 30 of the Modernising
Government reforms advanced by the New Labour government promised a distinctive

29

This was the body set up to ensure that reforms were being implemented, that policy makers were adequately
trained, and knowledge was disseminated. (Haddon, 2012b).
30
Rhetoric is used here in line with the definition offered by Finlayson (2014). This implies that it is a form of
political communication that can have varying degrees of consistency with the material conditions it is describing
or instructing.
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approach to modernised policy making from what had occurred under previous administrations.
The task at hand now is to explore how these Modernising Government reforms have been
assessed in practice. This will involve firstly setting out the way these reforms have been
assessed as part of the government’s own process of reform and evaluation. Moving on from
that consideration will be given to the distinct body of literature that offers up critical readings
of this period. In particular, this will be concerned with the mismatch between the promises
and realities of the New Labour administration and the role of modernised policy making in
extending business-orientated practices within government. This will take in the internal logic
of the reforms; the fit with prevailing socio-economic conditions; and the detailed critiques of
how policy making in this period did not reflect these promises. This will lead on to exploring
the alternative ways, other than as modernised, that policy making in the period of study could
be described.

There is a limited range of research produced on behalf of government as to the extent that
policy making was modernised. There was an initial phase of published evaluations that were
conducted as part of the Modernising Government programme (e.g. Cabinet Office, 1999b;
Bullock, Mountford & Stanley, 2001). These were concerned with the implementation of the
reforms in line with the Action Plan and was overseen by the Modernising Government Project
Board that ran until 2002. An example of this is in Bullock et al. (2001, p.41) which presents a
best practice example as being the Foreign and Commonwealth Office’s ‘Email Policy Group’
which connected Civil Servants in different countries together to contribute to policy via email.
This was generally a process of evaluation that was concerned with providing data for senior
policy makers on the ways that the reforms were being implemented and what such cases
involved. As well, the data was used as learning materials by policy makers. Thus, it doesn't in
itself provide a picture of how modernised policy making is or how modernised policy making
was becoming in general.

Efforts that explore the degree to which specific modernised practices were present in line with
and resultant of the reforms have primarily concentrated on producing 'best practice' type case
studies of when and how modern practices are present (e.g. Nutley, Davis, & Smith, 2000). For
example, a report for the Centre for Management and Policy Studies provides some thirty-eight
examples of modernised policy making that include health and safety reforms by Customs and
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Excise; work to reduce fraud by the Home Office; and a Waste and Resource Action
Programme by DEFRA (Bullock et al., 2001). There is also evidence that indicates that
modernised practices were not just contingent on the reforms as a number of examples shown
occurred prior to the publication of the programmes policy making guidelines. A good example
of this is contained in the Professional Policy Making for the 21st Century report (Cabinet
Office, 1999b). Here, policy makers were invited to provide examples of good practice through
surveys and interviews (Cabinet Office, 1999b, p.15-18). In this instance, best practice
examples such as the Single Work Focused Gateway and New Deal for Lone Parents are cited
(Cabinet Office, 1999b, p.17). Based on these data sources it can be ascertained that some
progress appears to be being made in implementing the measures set out in the Modernising
Government programme in certain places, and that there are good examples of modernised
policy making in existence that may not necessarily be a consequence of the reforms.

Overall, there is a dearth of substantial evaluations of the Modernising Government reforms as
far as policy making is concerned. One reason for this is that the business of policy reform is
fast moving. Indeed, the Modernising Government guidelines was supplanted again in 2011
with the incoming Coalition Government's 'Civil Service Reform Plan' (HM Government, 2012;
Policy Profession, 2013) and key institutions set up to guide the reforms, such as the Centre
for Management and Policy Studies and the Modernising Government Project Board, were
reorganised or disbanded at an early stage in that administration (Haddon, 2012b). Because of
this, those involved in this fluid and complex area of policy have limited opportunities to
produce definitive evaluations. A consideration as well is that regardless of the findings of such
evaluations, the policy makers involved might have faced, quite possibly undue criticism, given
the very fact that it would have been produced in a political setting (see Hallsworth, Rutter, &
Parker, 2011).

There is also research and analysis that takes a more critical look at the Modernising
Government reforms as they stand (Newman, 2001; Parsons, 2001; Hallsworth et al., 2011).
The issues raised that are relevant to this thesis have related to the underlying logic of the
reforms; suggestions that the reforms do not go far enough to ensure that government can
operate effectively within contemporary conditions; its implementation; and the degree to
which it in practices reflected social democratic values. Once these are outlined, consideration
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will then be given to how we may understand the degree to which policy making is modernised
in light of the existing literature.

From within government, the House of Commons Public Administration Select Committee,
undertook a reflection upon the Modernising Government reforms (Public Administration
Select Committee, 2001). This picked up on its logic and some of the deficiencies in the way
it was executed. These relate to how complex the content of the reforms were and the lack of a
clear focus. It states that “The 'Modernising Government' programme as a whole is complex
and has multiple elements. It is not always clear where the key priorities are, with the resulting
danger that civil servants will endeavour to work methodically on all of them at once. This is
a great virtue; but it is also a considerable disability in terms of putting first things first. In our
view the immense checklists contained within the 'Modernising Government' programme need
to be converted into a much stronger definition of what the key priorities for action are, with
clear responsibilities assigned for delivering the...” (Public Administration Select Committee,
2001, para.42). This is coupled with a notion that the mechanisms for supporting the reforms
(such as the Centre for Management and Policy Studies) were not implemented in a sustainable
way. Of this, Haddon (2012b) reviews the rise and fall of the Centre for Management and
Policy Studies (a key institution developed to see through the reforms) and notes how it was
confronted by traditional Whitehall politics which meant that the story of “CMPS was a ‘typical
Downing Street process for dealing with a perceived problem’: rebadge an institution and
launch, ‘then think that that’s it (job done) then lose interest, fail to resource (it) thoroughly,
(with) no (proper) governance’[quoted from an interview with a former senior Civil Servant]
Though this may be a rather strong and simplistic analysis, the issues – the desire to make
change, the difficulty of sustaining deep political interest in managerial issues and the urgency
to obtain results – were crucial in terms of the support needed to see through and institutionalise
long-term change.” (Haddon, 2012b, p.17).

In terms of the underlying logic of efforts to modernise policy making in this period, Parsons
(2001) provides a thorough critique of the content of Professional Policy making for the 21st
Century (Cabinet Office, 1999b) which can be summarised into these three key points:
1- The model is predicated on the notion of what works, but is unable to demonstrate that
what is prescribed in the guidance works;
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2- Tends to downplay the degree to which politics and democracy are important
dimensions of policy making;
3- Rejects the contribution other schools of strategic thought could make to policy making.
(Parsons, 2001, p.93).

The gist of it is that, far from being innovative, the guidance is based on re-hashed 1960s
strategic management ideas which have been shown to be wrong most of the time (see also
Wildavsky, 1979, p.205) and lend towards de-politicised assumptions that undermine
democracy. He states that “In its urge to abandon the old hierarchical (Weberian) paradigm and
embrace the 'network' approach to governance, the professional model loses sight of a critical
and defining feature of public policy making in a democratic society: the difference between
elected and non-elected policy makers.” (Parsons, 2001, p.98). These issues lead to difficulty
in aligning the development of modern policy making with possibly more fortuitous
contemporary trends in management such as learning in ways that integrate with processes of
democratic representation. Of this, Parsons concludes ''Given that policy making takes place in
conditions of ignorance, unpredictability, uncertainty, chaos and complexity...a strategic policy
model should also aim to incorporate approaches to strategy which are more focused on these
factors...'' (Parsons, 2001, p.108). That such a thorough critique could be offered shows that
there are significant debates in play concerning the quality of these reforms.

One of the core tenets of the Modernising Government reforms was about ensuring that policy
making was fit for contemporary conditions. Researchers have noted that this is tremendously
important and belies a significant, possibly self-inflicted, challenge for government. It has been
stated that: “The paradox for government reformers is that, as more complex forms of policy
delivery have been developed...the more difficult it has become for governments to control the
processes of delivery involving multiple agencies...with the move from hierarchical,
bureaucratic governance structures to systems based on privatisation, partnerships and markets,
the difficulties of implementation have been exacerbated” (Smith et al., 2011, p.976). In line
with this, research by the Institute for Government (Hallsworth et al., 2011) posits that the view
amongst senior policy makers is that there has been little progress on modernising policy
making in a way that leaves us with an approach that is fit for purpose. They state: “recent
improvement attempts have often offered 'a very peculiar and wholly inaccurate representation
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of both the policy-making process and the challenge of actually improving it'...considerable
work is still to be done in order to create a realistic, coherent approach to improving policy
making...seems to be a gap between theory and practice: policy makers know what they should
be doing, but often experience difficulties putting it into practice.” (Hallsworth et al., 2011,
p.37).

Taken together the evidence covered so far indicates that (although there are examples of
modernised policy making in existence) =-there have been significant concerns about the
design and implementation of the reforms. Evidence has shown that they may not have served
to fundamentally affect the way in which policy making proceeds and that this may stem from
both the practices of core government and the way that reforms fit with the culture and
potentialities of the policy making community in Britain. This is very important as it marks out
a clear separation of the feasibility of the reforms rhetoric in generating a set of fundamentally
modernised conditions for policy makers. This is reflected in the logic of the investigation
through the appreciation that modernised policy making may find a relatively supportive
political context, but that it is in no way a given that this will be the case in every instance.

There has also been a broader debate about the degree to which the new Labour administration
reflected the social democratic values contained in its Third Way ideological position
(Newman, 2001; Bevir, 2005; McAnulla, 2006; Page, 2007). This is important because it is
indicative of the degree to which we can expect the virtuous dimensions to the modernising
government rhetoric to be reflected in practice. A key part of this debate has been a question
as to the degree that the modernising government reform reflect something new and socially
democratic as opposed to a continuation of neo-liberal reforms introduced by the previous
Conservative administration (Pollitt, 2000; Rhodes, 2000). Massey (2001) posits that
Modernising Government was a largely a continuation of the previous rounds of reforms and
offers little new in terms of approach or social democracy as the Labour Party were “not about
to reverse any of the Tories substantive public sector reforms... and remains committed to
consolidating them and ensuring their implementation.” (Massey, 2001, p.23). Newman sets
out, however, that there were key areas of difference which mark out New Labour’s approach
as unique (Newman, 2001, p.74-79). Of this, she summarises that “There is evidence of an
'enabling' style of governance...emphasis on innovation and experimentalism in its first few
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years...a host of initiatives requiring partnership working...suggests an 'open system' style...”
(Newman, 2001, p.78). However, despite acknowledging the administrations success in
introducing a new modernised vocabulary and examples of modernised policy making,
Newman (2001) states that there is still strong evidence of government retaining a strongly
directive role that has enabled the state to have “retained for itself the power to define the
agenda and to shape the meaning of the evidence that feeds the development of
policy...excludes alternative conceptions of modernisation...[its language] permeates the
discourse of ministers and civil servants, managers and professionals, journalists and political
commentators...” (Newman, 2001, p,78). In conclusion, she states that all of this ''masks deep
continuities in the practices through which policy is implemented. It also masks the
intensification of reform processes begun under Thatcher and major administrations...''
(Newman, 2001, p.79). Taken together, the overarching message is that there was a distinct
gap between the rhetoric and practice of policy making in the New Labour period.

A general message that can be taken from these critical accounts of the modernising reforms
undertaken in the New Labour period is that they do not reflect the best available knowledge
and offer nothing more than incremental changes upon previous rounds of reforms. Is this a
bad or avoidable set of circumstances? Could these critiques be seen to overlook the complex
politics of reforms and the degree to which their content needs to be workable/acceptable to
existing civil servants in a way that a more ambitious report may not have been 31? So, for
example, those designing these reforms would have been looking at the informal and poorly
informed way in which the previous administrations may have pursued policy measures and
the disastrous results that emerged in some instances, not least with the Poll Tax (Adonis,
Butler, & Travers, 1994). The complexity of real world policy making generates an ongoing
challenge for any efforts to form a clear and straightforward interpretation of the intentions and
logic of policy decisions at any given point in time. Indeed, the prospect of a set of reforms
fixing the inherent challenges of policy making in the real world, in the words of Lord
Hennessy of Nympsfield, “… would take a Second Coming” (Public Administration Select
Committee, 2013, p.79). With regard to the Modernising Government programme, McAnnulla
(2006) sets out some of the complexities inherent in this set of policies. He notes that elements

31

Civil Servants have been viewed as a body of policy makers who can be influential and resistant to change (see
Public Administration Select Committee, 2013 for a discussion on this).
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of the agenda such as audit arrangements “sit uneasily with the third way focus on partnership
and trust.” (McAnnula, 2006, p.129).

As the critical accounts have shown, what happened in the New Labour period was seen to be
fitting with previous rounds of reform and was limited in the degree to which it offered a radical
break with the past. Important issues have been raised by critics as to the logical foundation of
the reforms and how well it made use of opportunities to implement measures that would have
been more reflective of social democratic practices. Having identified some of the limitations
and parameters of the Modernising Government reforms, it is worth now asking that if policy
making was not yet modernised, what alternative practices was it reflective of?

2.2.6. If Policy Making is not Modernised, then what is it?
Having considered the critiques of policy making in the new Labour period, it seems clear from
the literature that policy making was not significantly modernised. In that case, what other
policy making practices could one expect to find whilst undertaking this investigation? The
literature available provides clear indication of what these may be. In the first instance, there
is ample evidence of three predominant styles that are directive, reactive, and bargaining based
policy making (Jordan & Cairney, 2013). These three predominant styles are cited in a wide
range of influential accounts of policy making in Britain. Alongside these are accounts that
indicate specific examples of practices that may well be less predominant but are documented
to have been appropriate explanations in specific instances or in light of particular
interpretations. Amongst these political and self-interested practices are the best documented.
The rest of this section will run through a description of each of these and in so doing seek to
incorporate examples of the way that these could be understood in relation to modernised
policy making.

Directive policy making32 has long been held up as a key feature of the Westminster model
(Gamble, 1990; Lijphart, 1999). It refers to the situation where senior ministers, a core of
government, are pre-eminent in decision-making and all other policy actors serve to implement

32

Also referred to as policy imposition (see Lijphart, 1999).
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the directions given when asked to do so. This understanding is borne out in recent research by
Walker et al. (2009) that reasserted the view amongst senior civil servants and ministers that
this was still largely reflective of their experiences. Jordan and Cairney (2013) discuss the
degree to which policy making in Britain may be understood to be directive. They refer back
to work that indicates that there are significant limitations to the exercise of directive practices
by core government33 in the day-to-day world of policy making where “most policy decisions
were effectively beyond the reach or interest of government ministers. The sheer size of
government and its policy environment necessitates breaking policy down into more
manageable issues involving a smaller number of interested and knowledgeable participants.
Therefore, most public policy is conducted primarily through small and specialist policy
communities that process ‘technical’ issues at a level of government not particularly visible to
the public or Parliament, and with minimal ministerial or senior civil service involvement.”
(Jordan & Cairney, 2013, p.237). That said, there is no dispute as to the existence of core
government’s capacity to direct policy making as and when required. An instance of this is
presented in relation to the Modernising Government reforms. Nutley et al. (2000) review a
series of cases of evidence-based policy making and conclude that ''carefully designed research
can be overtaken by political imperatives'' (Nutley et al., 2000, p.8). As part of this they cite
examples of where evidence has been over-ridden because of political imperatives, this
includes measures such as the introduction of NHS Direct, the literacy hour in education, and
directly elected Mayors (Nutley et al., 2008; see also Newman, 2001, p.74; Savage & Atkinson,
2001).

Policy making that is characterised by bargaining is associated mostly with the governance
mode of understanding policy making in the UK (Rhodes, 1997; Bache & Flinders, 2004).
Where policy is not being imposed, actors engage in various forms of bargaining to advance
their interests within a given community/network context. This can range from confronting a
decision making body with a persuasive argument along to co-operatively liaising with peers
to organise who does what and when. The type of networks and sites bargaining takes place in
are varied and have attracted a range of conceptualisations (Jordan & Cairney, 2013, p.278).
An important factor is that not all groups have equal access to the decision making process,
and commensurately employ a range of strategies to exercise their voice when that opportunity
33

That is not to say that directive practices may not be reproduced all the way down the hierarchy of government
and manifest also as a practice to be employed when relations of power that enable such behaviour are present.
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is available34 (Schattschneider, 1935; Grant, 1978; Maloney, McLaughlin, & Jordan, 1994). In
terms of modernised policy making bargaining based practices have been observed as
undermining the drive for change, as bargaining often results in significant compromises. A
poignant example is the Fulton Report (Fulton, 1968) which kicked off this current era of
modernisation reforms. The scope of the Fulton Report (Fulton, 1968) was altered as a result
of bargaining between those commissioned with reviewing the civil service and senior civil
servants (Kellner & Hunt, 1980). The result of this was a significant limitation on the degree
that policy making could be modernised in that instance because “the way that the Civil Service
helped to narrow the committee’s terms of reference—and later was able to argue that this
restriction invalidated much of what the Committee said.” (Kellner & Hunt, 1980, p.28).

It would be easy to consider the approaches to policy making so far described as an accurate
reflection of the everyday reality of policy making in Britain, that at least some neat
combination of these different approaches may be found. To do so would involve overlooking
the fact that policy making is often made in less than ideal circumstances, by possibly
incompetent actors, and likely resultant in unintended outcomes 35(Bovens, T’Hart, & Peters,
2006). Because of this, there is the possibility that in the case study reactive and/or muddled
policy making may be observed. Policy making in the UK “is often perceived by policy makers
as a fundamentally reactive process... in part, because of the undoubted pressures under which
they generally work.” (Cabinet Office, 1999b, p.17). It is identified as something that
modernisation reforms seek to design out, as its emergence is likely to come from pressurised
and confused working conditions. In practice, reactive policy making may not necessarily be a
negative, but usually involves an immediate response to issues, an inability to grasp the broader
set of opportunities a situation presents, and an overlooking of the potential medium and longterm costs and benefits (Chung & Thewissen, 2011: 356). Closely related to this is an idea
around muddled policy making36 (Dunleavey, 1995; Gray, 1996; Gray & T’Hart, 1998; Bovens

Grant offers a good explanation of this when he states: “The basic distinction...between insider groups and
outsider groups, is a distinction based on interest group strategies, by which is meant the combination of modes
of action used by an interest group to attain its goals. It must be emphasised that the acquisition of insider or
outsider status by a group involves both a decision by government and a decision by the group concerned. The
basic aim of such insider groups is to establish a consultative relationship whereby their views on particular
legislative proposals will be sought prior to the crystallisation of the Government's position (Grant, 1978, p.2)
35
It has been stated “policy scientists have documented time and again that policy makers fail to accomplish their
objectives; that policies can have serious unintended effects; and that efficiency is not exactly the guiding principle
in many public sector programmes and organizations.” (Bovens et al., 2006, p.7).
36
Also referred to in the literature as disastrous, inept, and prone to fiasco.
34
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et al., 2011). This is where the practices of policy makers are such that it results in damaging,
even disastrous consequences 37 . A whole range of muddled behaviour can be observed to
constitute these instances such as poor planning, misaligned resources, general ineptitude,
incompetence, and incapacity. This is taken by a number of authors to be a very persistent
feature of a British polity that is “unusually prone to large-scale, avoidable policy mistakes”
(Dunleavy, 1995, p.52).

Something that is largely overlooked in the literature, especially those concerned with reform,
is the political dimension to policy making and the practices that this may engender. In
reference to the Modernising Government reforms, Parsons (2001) argues it is represented as
“an ideology / value free zone in which professional policy makers are only interested in what
works... [and when politics does feature, it] appears as something of an irritating obstacle in
the way or a problem to be managed and overcome.” (Parsons, 2001, p.96). This indicates that
practices directly focused on both popular democratic concerns are overlooked and in some
way designed out. However, it would be unwise to say that policy makers at all levels do not
engage in practises that are guided by popular concerns. This type of political policy making
may very well be at odds with reason but ensures the continued support of actors charged with
forming a policy response in a given instance. As well, political policy making may also be
considered as an internal practice, concerned with the relationships between policy actors. This
is where policy actors engage in ways that further their own ideological or personal interests in
a given situation (Machiavelli, 2003). This aspect could also be understood in terms of
potentially self-interested practices policy makers may engage in (which may or may not have
a political dimension). This draws on the understandings offered from within the rational
choice school that policy actors are primarily driven by material self-interest and approach a
given issue in a way that maximises their benefit and minimises their risk (Green & Shapiro,
1994; Dowding, 1995; Ostrom, 1997).

Taken together, these different indications of how policy makers may behave provide a basis
for distinguishing how the data collected as part of the investigation may be interpreted. The
contention here is that there is every possibility the case being evaluated will contain examples
Disastrous in the sense that it ‘has failed against all possible objectives’ and helped ‘form part of a chain of
consequences which reach far beyond the immediate policy arena.’ (Gray, 1996, p.77-78).
37
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of a number of these practices and also indicate ways of working that do not fit neatly into the
aforementioned categories. Another important aspect to this is that there are likely to be
instances where different practices confront or override each other at varying stages of the
policy response being investigated.

2.3. Conclusion
This chapter has undertaken a number of tasks in order to fulfil the first objective of this thesis,
which was to explore and assess the nature of New Labour’s concept of policy making,
contextualising its claims by reference to the long history of debates about policymaking and
modernisation in Britain. In so doing, a basis was also set out for fulfilling the second objective,
which is the detailed investigation of the degree that the development of the 2009 Migration
Impact Fund was an example of modernised policy making.

The first step taken in this chapter was to clarify the way that policy making in Britain is
understood and the type of theoretical framework that would be most suitable to the
investigation. The result of this was to identify the Asymmetrical Power model (Marsh et al.,
2003; Marsh, 2008a) as the best choice of model through which to understand policy making
in Britain. This is due to its acknowledgment of the influence of core government, the relevance
of governance-based practices, and the role that inequalities play in the policy process. As well,
this approach balances out the relevance of structures within an interpretive framework that
acknowledges the importance of agency. Having done that, the conceptualisation of
modernisation was set out. This was a key task, which involved providing a justification for
taking New Labour’s definition of modernised policy making to be characterised by positive
features of the modern tradition (virtue, participation, and substantive rationality). Having then
considered the way modernisation has been engaged with in contemporary reform programmes,
particular attention was paid to New Labour’s Modernising Government reforms which is the
source of the definition used in the investigation. One of the tasks undertaken at that stage was
to point out the critiques of the way the reforms manifested in practice, clearly indicating that
as it stands, policy making in Britain has not been considered modernised in line with the
definition New Labour offered to any significant degree. The final part of the chapter took on
the task of mapping out the main ways that policy making practices have been understood other
than as modernised. This was done in preparation of approaching the case study data so as to
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better make sense of what is observed and distinguish between what is modernised, and what
is not.

This chapter has shown that all aspects of the study of policy making are prone to high levels
of dispute over meaning and validity (Tashakori & Teddie, 1998). How to navigate this
problem is an important consideration and detailed explanation is offered as part of the next
chapter on methodology.

The following chapter will explain the case study design and methodology in detail. There are
a host of considerations about the nature of conducting research in the field of policy making
and the practical ways that a case study may be approached. The methodology chapter will
give detail as to the way that the data will be selected and how the findings will be analysed.
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Chapter Three
Methodology: Case Study Design
3.1. Introduction
This investigation seeks to identify how and to what degree a case of policy making in the New
Labour period was modernised. To do this, a case study of the response by policy makers to
unanticipated levels of immigration to the UK following the 2003 Treaty of Accession, which
culminated with the establishment of the 2009 Migration Impact Fund, is undertaken. The
investigation is approached in a way that starts with a series of propositions based on the
existing literature. These are then used as a guide to the investigation, which is organised in a
way that is alive to the unique data that this instance of policy making may offer. Multiple
methods of data collection are deployed to ensure that an adequate range of data is identified.
This combines semi-structured interviews, ethnographic observation, and secondary data
collection (especially statistics, academic studies, press cuttings and government reports). The
data is organised into a thick narrative, which is then subjected to an in-depth analysis.

The investigation is organised into three cumulative parts. The first part sets out the context of
the case, which involves explaining the policy issues and actions that led up to the instigation
of the 2003 Treaty of Accession. The second part provides a chronological account of the
development of the 2009 Migration Impact Fund. This has a focus on the causal mechanisms
and contingent outcomes that emerged. Finally, the third part of the case study offers an
analysis organised around four sub-questions (which are: to what extent were the nine features
of modernised policy making present? how consistently did modernised policy making present
throughout the case? how synergistic was the modernised policy making observed? And, what
other explanations could there be for the policy making observed other than as being
modernised?). Having done all that, the findings are then presented and subjected to theoretical
analysis in Chapter Seven. That chapter presents the findings in relation to four key
considerations, which 1- are the findings that directly answer the research question; 2- findings
relevant to understanding how the research relates to the existing literature; 3- findings about
the methodological approach taken; and finally, 4- an explanation of the unanticipated findings
which came out of the investigation.
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This methodology chapter starts with an account of the key challenges relevant to this research
and explains how these are dealt with. Following on from that, the design of the research is
elucidated and the theoretical propositions informing the work are set out. Next, the methods
of data collection and the specific way that the work will be analysed is described. The
approach to analysis is important to this work and emphasis is placed on making clear the basis
of the specific tests and scales used. Having done that, the ethical issues that the research
presents are highlighted and responded to.

The choice of methodological approach is dependent on the type of question being asked, the
extent of control the researcher may exercise over the phenomena being studied, and the degree
to which events are contemporary (Yin, 2003, p.8). It is because the research question here is
about how much a particular set of behaviours were present in a contemporary event which
offered little potential for behavioural control that undertaking a case study emerged as the
most appropriate choice of method38. The next level to this question was whether to conduct a
single or multiple case study. Yin (2009) puts forward that this choice between a single or
multiple case study is “the primary distinction in designing case studies…” (Yin, 2009, p.47).
The rationale for choosing a single case study in this instance is two-fold. Firstly, the intention
is to explore the presence of a form of policy making in as much detail as possible. Undertaking
multiple case studies would have offered findings that offered more in terms of comparison
and detracted from the focus and depth of analysis that a single case study may offer. The
second reason was that the longitudinal and multi-site character of the case study (it spans five
years and incorporates a range of decision-making sites) allows for the identification of
consistencies at different points in the case study, so doing this across multiple cases would not
have been feasible.

As part of the process of choosing a case study approach, an issue emerges as to the degree to
which the findings can be generalised. This is something that touches upon a complex set of
considerations (Falk & Guenther, 2007). This complexity is enhanced by issues associated with
38

However, it is worth noting that amongst the multitude of methods by which a research question may be

answered that the case study has traditionally been overlooked and reduced to “...the exploratory stage of some
other type of research method.” (Yin, 2003, p.17). In line with the position advanced by Yin (2003), this is not a
view given credence in this instance of research.
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conducting a single case study based on qualitative data where there are a “...lack of generally
accepted rules for drawing causation and generalisation inferences from the data.” (Kennedy,
1979, p.663). This is an issue for all forms of research (Yin, 2009, p.15). As it stands, case
studies are generalisable to theoretical propositions and that in doing a case study the goal is to
“expand and generalise theories (analytical generalisation) and not to enumerate frequencies
(statistical generalisation)” (Yin, 2003, p.15). Analytic generalisation is elaborated by Yin
(2010) to be a two-step process: First, a conceptual claim is made by researchers that shows
how their case study findings bear upon a particular theory, theoretical construct, or theorised
sequence of event. Secondly, this theory is applied to implicate situations in which similar
events might occur. To this end, the scope for analytical generalisation out of the investigation
is two-fold. In the first instance, it relates to generalising the data in terms of the research
question posed. Secondly, it is about identifying how the findings may conform to and confirm
theoretical and empirical conclusions from within existing studies. The extent to which
analytical generalisations may be offered in light of this work is enhanced by choosing a typical
case of policy making for study (Gerring, 2007, p.87-93).

3.2. Research Challenges
Engaging in all forms of social scientific research is fraught with difficulties and complex
challenges 39 . Researchers have increasingly abandoned the pretence of making positivistic
claims about their work and it has become a given that bias ought to be factored in rather than
designed out of research (Crotty, 1998; Tashakori & Teddie, 1998; Hill, 2009, p.9). The work
here is located within the epistemological assumptions of the interpretive tradition and as such
steers away from making positivistic claims, it contains an underlying appreciation that
findings arrived at are reflective of the researcher’s position rather than beholding an
ontological truth (Crotty, 1998). Dahlberg, Drew and Nystro¨m (2001) outline some key
interpretivist assumptions as being an acceptance of the potential for:

39

The extent to which these challenges can actually be confronted is limited by our underlying capacity to make

sense of our surroundings (Talbot, 2005). For example, we have not yet incorporated the possibilities indicated
by advances in quantum and relativity theory into the study of politics and it has been argued that in many ways
we remain locked into a “mechanistic and linear” view of the world (Talbot, 2005, p.5).
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•

Multiple constructed interpretations of reality. We may all live in one universe, but
our experiences and interpretations can be very different.

•

The investigator and research participant to both be changed by the research process.
There is no question of conducting research in a totally detached manner.

•

Description and understanding to be more useful and interesting than attempts to
establish cause and effect relationships.

•

Inquiry to be always value-bound. There can be no neutral interpretations. All
findings are profoundly affected by the values, theories and prejudgments that
researchers bring to the research process.

Hence, the findings of the research will be a reflection of a situated reading, which will be of
value through its indication of how policy making proceeded and the degree that modernised
policy making was present. Getting to that point requires navigating a series of specific
challenges that emerge with regard to conducting research in a policy setting. The important
challenges are the complexity of policy making; its contentious character; and the problems of
accessing data and information.

The case study is set in a complex area of policy making that involves the response to a newly
emerged policy issue. Considering the significance of complexity in this case is important as it
has a bearing on the collection and interpretation of the case study data. The term complex is
used to refer to a situation or structure with many parts in intricate arrangement and an
awareness of all of these parts is unlikely to be available to the researcher. Something is
complex when all causal categories cannot be identified and segregated40 (Khalil & Boulding,

40

A complex setting is likely to entail the a number of the following characteristics: “...large number of

elements...interaction must be dynamic, changes with time...interaction is fairly rich...interactions are nonlinear...interactions usually have a fairly short range...[predominance of short range interactions] does not preclude
wide ranging influence...loops in the interactions...usually open systems...operate under conditions far from
equilibrium...have a history...each element ignorant of the behaviour of the system as a whole...”(Cilliers, 1998,
p.3-5).
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1996; Byrne, 1998; Cilliers, 1998; Byrne & Callaghan, 2013). Complexity is increasingly
understood to be a challenge that needs to be factored into, rather than designed out of, policy
investigations (Pawson & Tilley, 1997; Sanderson, 2000). There are a variety of approaches
that researchers have taken to manage complexity (see Table.4 below). These provide a starting
point for ascertaining the best way to do it in the instance of this investigation. The contentious
character of policy making and the capacity to access information in this setting, are specific
dimensions of complexity that feature more prominently as challenges in this instance and
require specific consideration in designing the case study.

Table.4 Four Conceptualisations of Complexity (Pawson, 2013, p.48-66).

Augmented

Largely associated with medical evaluations. Complexity conceived in a truncated form that

Triangle

can be dealt with within mainstream evaluation approaches. Interventions assessed within
the parameters of experimental trials. Complexity as numbers/variables. A limited
conceptualisation of complexity especially with regard to the value/role of participants’
views/actions outside of experiment.

Systematic

Diverse area and range of approaches based on a conception of complex systems as the basis
of study (e.g. Bryne, 1998) examples include chaos theory, holism, agent based modelling
etc. lots of effort put into defining complexity. Complex aspects of interventions are those
that have a life of their own and thus lead to endogenous change, feedback loops, emergent
properties, and unintended consequences etc. Embellishes issue of complexity.

Critical

Based on work of Bhaskar (1975) notes that physical and social worlds are ordered but

Realist

infinitely complex. Impossible to fully understand. Social sciences meet a particular
challenge as society in a constant state of self-transformation. Laws and processes also
operate at unobservable level outside of human consciousness. Explanation adequacy
generated out of an iterative spiral of theoretical inquiry and philosophical critique.

Pragmatic

Generated out of practical experience of evaluators and literature mainly consists of
remedies for unforeseen complexities which emerge in the course of an evaluation such as
practitioners falling out, changes of direction, tumultuous events. Range of designs for
managing complexity 'in the field'. However piecemeal and provides endless answers to
never ending problems. Emergent fields include developmental evaluation.
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The contentious character of policy making represents a significant and well documented
dimension of the complexity this investigation is confronted by. Policy making is characterised
by conflict and contention because different interests often seek to shape processes and
outcomes in a variety of ways. This does not lend itself to research documenting clear-cut
causal patterns and easily traced outcomes (Boyne et al., 2010; Smith et al., 2011). This conflict
exists on multiple levels and extends from material struggle to the very construction of truth41.
Politics itself is understood to be a setting that exists by virtue of contested meanings where
“political struggle is a cognitive struggle (practical or theoretical) for the power to impose the
legitimate vision of the social world.” (Bourdieu cited in. Waquand, 2005, p.3) (See also
Endlemann, 1988). This is compounded by the politics of research that informs the type of
interests and perspectives researchers come with, the influence they seek to exact in a given
situation, and the balance of different, at times competing, theoretical approaches (Berger &
Luckmann, 1967; Bovens, T’Hart, & Guy-Peters, 2006; Newman, 2011). What this means for
a researcher is that the data available and the information participants are willing to offer may
very well serve as a suggestive reflection of their own or a dominant position. Thus, it has to
be a given that participants may have an interest in situations being presented one way or
another and that all forms of evidence available may reflect this. The implications of this are
that the prospect of an underlying truth being unearthed in this instance is limited and that the
researcher themselves, wittingly or not, bring to bear their own influence and position on what
they study (something that will be explored and responded to as part of ethical considerations
later in this chapter).

Starting from the understanding of the challenges presented by the political character of policy
making, an important implication is that it contributes to the restrictions that researchers usually
face in accessing and making sense of data. The work of Bourdieu (1990) offers the
understanding that what a researcher is able to interpret and respond to in a given situation is
relative to their position in it. This is a problematic for researchers because to be an insider
(meaning they have a high level of access to data and potentially the capacity to influence
proceedings) in a given situation may require exclusive communicatory forms and tacit
41

It is worth refreshing that although there is contest over meaning, what is taken as truth has been found to be

quite consistently dominated by powerful interests (Adorno & Horkheimer, 1947).
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knowing that, even if so desired, limits the capacity to translate ones social reality for those
who are outsiders. This issue is magnified because policy research takes place in a complex,
multi-level, asymmetric, dynamic system. Therefore, an insider account only offers a limited
explanation that may well differ from other insider accounts, especially those at different points
within a given situation. Researchers have responded to this by seeking out those with more
power and influence in a given situation so as to be able to explain more thoroughly what ought
to be the influential decisions and relations. Hence, a great deal of the scholarship about policy
making has been based on engagement with elite participants who are in the know: even though
access to such people can be difficult even for the most esteemed of researchers (Rhodes, 2011).
However, even with perfect access and an uncanny ability to appreciate and translate these
accounts: the capacity to effectively access and relay data about policy making effectively is
further constrained by a number of factors. These include:

•

Practical issues concerning the time constraints involved in sharing information
(Duggett, 2009; Newman, 2011).

•

Obscure and asymmetric forces in given situations (Spinoza, 1677).

•

Shifting and/or conflicting accounts provided by participants from the same
‘inside’. For example, note Lawson's (1992, p.199) contradiction of Gamble's
(1988, p.7) account of the privatisation of publically owned British companies and
utilities.

•

The often significant gap in practices between researchers and those involved in
policy: “evaluators and policy makers are on 'different wave lengths' with neither
camps understanding the constraints and priorities of the other.'' (Hallsworth et al.,
2011, p.48-50).

As it stands, the consensus within this field of research is that it is not feasible to design out
these challenges. The onus is on identifying them and acknowledging their role (Crotty, 1998).
Within the interpretive approach the ideas of Karl Popper provides a suitable basis for working
in these conditions (as described by Pawson, 2013, p.7-11). The reason for this is that the work
of Popper is organised around the premise that ontological or absolute truth (and by extension
a purely correct approach to research) appears to be unobtainable and that by definition all
“data is hedged with uncertainty” (Pawson, 2013, p.9).
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The following quote by Karl Popper sets out an analogy for the logic informing this position:
“The empirical basis of objective science thus has nothing 'absolute' about it. Science does not
rest upon rock bottom...it is like a house erected on piles...we simply stop when we are satisfied
that they are firm enough to carry the structure at least for the time being” (cited in. Pawson,
2013, p.9). Pawson (2013) posits the notion (embraced in this research) that this is not a
problem as long as we understand the role of research in political science as where “it is a
continuous, accumulative process in which the data pursues, but never draws level with,
unfolding policy problems.” (Pawson, 2013, p.9). It is of tremendous importance to lay out in
as much detail the specific way that this methodological approach to the work is handled in
this investigation. This is because within the parameters of interpretive research is a rich
diversity of potential ways of conducting an investigation and each has significant implications
for the way the work may be organised and the type of data that can be extracted.

3.3. The Methodological Approach
With the key challenges and responses to these in hand, the task now is to make clear the
methodological approach to the investigation. This will involve outlining the method that the
work will be informed by and explaining how the investigation will proceed. There are a
number of choices about how to do this42 and it would usually be apt at this stage to indicate
as to whether an inductive or deductive approach is going to be used. In this research an
approach is taken which blends the two. This involves using case study data that is collected
inductively to develop a new account of the policy making that took place and which is alive
to the possibilities this new data source may offer up. The data is then used in an analysis that
involves efforts to deduce the degree to which the theory of modernised policy making and
other existing theories may be identified in the case study data, whilst retaining scope to discern
data which provides explanations outside of those provided by exiting theories.

42

Indeed, there has consistently been debates about the legitimacy and effectiveness of different methods and

research paradigms over the years and in particular, the relative merits of qualitative and quantitative methods
associated with broadly termed positivistic and relativistic approaches (Tashakori & Teddie, 1998). An integral
part of this dynamic has been the influence of technology and theoretical perspectives that have lent themselves
to particular styles of research (Hill, 2009, p.9).
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Approaches that blend induction and deduction are increasingly acknowledged (Perry, 1998).
Some would go so far as to state that any research posited to be strictly inductive or deductive
stands as a false distinction because “both (prior theory and theory emerging from the data) are
always involved, often simultaneously... [and that] it is impossible to go theory-free into any
study.” (Richards, 1993, p.40).

3.3.1. Research Design
Having established the theoretical and personal approach to the case study based investigation,
the next step is to go into more detail and set out the research design. This is the plan that
“guides the investigator in the process of collecting, analysing, and interpreting observations.
It is a logical model of proof that allows the researcher to draw inferences concerning causal
relations among variables under investigation.” (Nachmias & Nachmias, 1992: cited in. Yin,
2003, p.21). There are two main elements of the research design in this instance. This consists,
firstly, of the way that the theoretical propositions and analytical frameworks are established
and used. Secondly, the design involves setting out the practical way that the work is progressed
in terms of collecting, organising, and presenting the data. The rest of this section will work
through and describe each element of the investigation and indicate the ways that it is linked
together. The underlying goal is to express how it moves from the establishment of a research
question, to a workable set of tests, through to a series of findings.

The case study is organised into three cumulative self-contained sections. The first section
offers a context to the case study. It provides a general picture of immigration and community
cohesion policy making in the UK and how it operated leading up to and during the period of
study. It also covers the broader issues and responses to immigration from Europe following
the 2003 Treaty of Accession. This is important as it locates the case as part of a wider set of
policy processes, and indicates the type of causal patterns the development of the 2009
Migration Impact Fund may be influenced and constrained by. The second section contributes
a detailed narrative of the development of the 2009 Migration Impact Fund. In it, a mixture of
data sources is used in a way that focuses on building up a richly detailed and chronological
account of the extent to which policy making was modernised in this case. The third section
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involves an analysis of the degree that the development of the 2009 Migration Impact Fund
constitutes an example of modernised policy making. The analysis consists of two parts which
taken together cover the four sub-questions. These are:

5. To what extent are the nine features of modernised policy making present in the case?

6. How modernised was the policy making at different points in the case?

7. What degree of synergy was there between the different features of modernised policy
making at key points in the case? (I.e. was there incidences where different features of
modernised policy making were present but contradicted each other to produce nonmodernised outcomes?).

8. What alternative explanations could be applied at points in the case where policy
making was not found to be modernised? (E.g. It may be found that the initial measures
in response to new migration represented a muddled approach to policy making.)

Having done that, the findings of the research are presented. Here, the degree to which
modernised policy making presented and its location and relationships with alternative types
of policy making is set out. The findings are also used as an opportunity to review the
usefulness of the methodological approach taken; indicate the way that further study may be
undertaken to test the findings; and look at how the findings relate to the existing literature. In
terms of the existing literature, the key issues that relate to this research are that 1‘modernisation has not been significantly advanced in the period of study’ (e.g. Hallsworth,
Rutter, & Parker, 2011); 2- ‘there was a significant variation between the rhetoric and reality
of New Labour policy’ (e.g. Newman, 2005); and that 3- ‘there are numerous best practice
examples of modernised policy making available’ (e.g. Bullock, Mountford, & Stanley, 2001).

The structure is designed to ensure a progression from propositions to analysis to findings. The
work starts with a set of theories and then seeks to gain further detail about these from the
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investigation based on the research question “to what degree was policy making modernised in
this case?” The strategy is to answer the research question by developing a case study using
multiple methods of data collection (semi-structured interviews, secondary data, and
ethnographic observation).

The use of multiple methods of data collection is especially important in this setting. This is
because certain aspects of the case may or may not be documented in reports and press cuttings
and other parts will be informed subjectively by an appreciation developed by conducting
observations. Triangulating the data will be an important task. In terms of this: the idea is to
indicate where disparate accounts exist simultaneously; enhance the validity of the findings in
places where different data sources corroborate one proposition or another; and also to refute
the degree to which certain sources of evidence are understood to be useful (Denzin, 1970).

An important note to make in terms of design is that although multiple methods of data
collection are used in part so as to aid the corroboration of data, the underlying theoretical
approach here is mindful of the insight to be gained from disparate accounts, the value of
finding these, and the limitations of deciding which are more or less valid based on the extent
of particular standpoints. In terms of data collection the other element that is relevant to
consider as part of the initial design is the way in which it will be managed. Extensive use is
made of guidance produced by Yin (2003; 2009) and the work is designed so as to keep richly
detailed and well organised annotations of the data collected and ways of getting back to the
data sources used should need be.

In the most general terms, what the design ought to facilitate is the completion of research that
is of a sufficient quality: which is valid (Yin, 2009, p.40). The common test of validity covers
four dimensions which are Construct, Internal, External, and Reliability (Yin, 2009, p.40-45).
An effectively designed piece of research needs be informed by a consideration of the ways in
which it intends to satisfy each of these dimensions. The way this is satisfied in this case is
offered on table.5 overleaf.
Table.5 The Four Dimensions to Testing Validity (based on Yin, 2009, p.41)
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Dimension

Test

How will this be met?

Construct

Are correct operational measures

Detailed tests of modernised policy making developed

established for the concept being

and used to analyse data collected. Clear parameters

studied?

for the case study established.

Are causal relationships identified?

Uses multiple methods of data collection to build

Internal

narrative account that spans entire period of policy
making in response to new migration and leading up
to the development of the 2009 Migration Impact
Fund.
External

Are the findings generalisable, in what

The findings will be subjected to a theoretical analysis.

domain?

This will consider the extent to which they confirm
and conform to analyses of the character of
modernised policy making in the New Labour period.

Reliability

Can the operations of the study be

A clear record of the data collected will be kept.

repeated?

Analytical tests used will be clearly explained and
logged. However, the replication of the investigation
is limited due to nature of endeavour which is a one
off event.

3.3.2. Theory and Propositions
The theories 43 and propositions that this work starts with are of great significance. This is
because “theory dominates experimental work from its initial planning up to the finishing
touches...” (Popper, 1992, p.90), It provides “...a chosen object, a definite task, an interest, a
point of view, a problem.”(Popper, 1992, p.61). The task of this section is to clarify the theory
used and describe the propositions44 that will guide the interpretation and analysis of the data.

43

A theory can mean different things to different people (Wallace, 1971; Marsh & Stoker, 2010). Because of this,
it is worth setting out the way that theory is understood and used in this instance. Wallace (1971) notes that theories
often start with empirical generalisations (which do not necessarily have to be proved or rooted in existing research)
that remain as hypotheses until they gain enough empirical validation to become laws, or theoretic invariances
(Wallace, 1971, p.48). The source of theories need not be entirely logical, Popper asserts that “...there is no such
thing as a logical method of having new ideas...every discovery contains an irrational element...Einstein speaks
of the search for those highly universal laws...they can only be reached by intuition...” (Karl Popper cited in.
Wallace, 1971, p.50).
44
Turning out propositions from hypotheses is based on fitting observables and un-observables into a form “in
other words, the originally observed relation is made tentatively applicable to more phenomena then are referred
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Proceeding in that way, it is theoretically possible that the outcomes of the work will then
potentially contribute to reforming the initial theory. This is because it is through this ongoing
process by which theories come to change as they “simultaneously encourage their own
exposure to change inducing external factors...new exogenous variables and new measurement
errors are encountered, with resulting new opportunities for empirical discoveries and technical
inventions that can bring about change in theory.” (Wallace, 1971, p.57). This is an important
point as the shifting of theories in light of research is part of a broader research cycle where the
resources we have to make sense of the world come to be updated so to as to provide the most
useful reflections. The main way that this broader task is touched upon is by using the findings
to undertake a theoretical analysis (in Chapter Seven) that will look to generalise the findings
in relation to the theories used to inform the investigation and identify any particular issues that
emerge from doing this.

The theories informing this work present on a number of overlapping dimensions. At the top
are the ideas that come with the model through which policy making in the UK is understood
(that has been described in detail in the previous, literature review, chapter). This provides both
a set of propositions through which the data may be interpreted and a model to start to organise
the structure of the policy making activities that are collated. The main theoretical points to the
Asymmetrical Power model are that policy making takes place in a setting where there is an
increasing presence of network based practices but that hierarchy (vis a vis the power of core
government to direct policy) remains the dominant mode (see Marsh, 2008a, p.257). The other
key point is that there are asymmetries of power in British society, which are reproduced in the
power dependencies and exchange relationships that characterise the world of policy making
in the UK. These points provide for a source of contrast with the theory of modernised policy
making that is being investigated in that policy makers are instructed to work in ways that
encourage participation and social justice. It lends towards the proposition that policy making
is highly unlikely to be completely modernised in this case because of the character of policy
making in the UK.

to in the generalisation [theory] from which the theoretic proposition is induced, thus presenting an opportunity
to broaden the scope of the information contained therin.” (Wallace, 1971, p.55).
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The second layer of theoretical considerations are those that come with New Labour’s concept
of modernised policy making. This provides the basis for the investigation (as detailed in
section two of the previous chapter). Amongst the nine specific features of modernised policy
making it sets out (that it is proposed may to some degree be present in the case study) there
are overriding theoretical ideas that are worth flagging up at this stage. These concern social
justice and substantive rationality. In terms of social justice, a proposition is that there is the
potential to observe virtuous policy making that involves enhancing equality and which entails
the inclusion of all relevant parties in decision making and consequently the benefits of any
outcomes arrived at. In terms of substantive rationality, the proposition is that there will be
examples of policy making which is reflexive and alive to the immediate circumstances rather
than following set prescriptions.

The third layer of theoretical considerations relates to the many different ways that policy
making may be explained and the wide range of activities that may be observed. Each of these
theories serve as an alternative proposition as to how policy making activities identified in this
case may be explained. In the instance of this research, it is expected that the following theories
will be most useful in interpreting the data collected:



The first theory is that reactive or muddled types of policy making often predominate
(Lindblom, 1959). This is something that is documented in the literature as the type of
policy making that that modernisation reforms seek to remedy (Hallsworth et al., 2011).
Reactive policy making may not necessarily be a negative, but usually involves an
immediate response to issues, in inability to grasp the broader set of opportunities a
situation presents, and an overlooking of the potential medium and long term costs and
benefits (Chung & Thewissen, 2011, p.356). However, this does open up the potential
for much more muddled practices that can lead to unintended and even disastrous
consequences. The significance of this theory is enhanced as the case study is set in a
reactive and highly charged setting that is associated with these type of practices
(Hallsworth et al., 2011). In terms of detail, reactive and muddled policy making is
judged to be the antithesis of modernisation so indications of where evidence is not
used; where people do not work together; that short term views are taken; general
disorganisation; and inconsistent decisions will all be evidence of this.
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The second theory is that policy making is often directive. Directive policy making is
seen as one of the defining characteristics of the British polity and involves the
imperatives of core government framing and overriding the judgements and interests of
other participants in the policy process (e.g. Newman, 2001). This contrasts with
modernised policy making in important ways as the emphasis is on forming approaches
centred on the best possible solutions which may or may not corroborate with the
directions of core government. This is a complex distinction to make as one could find
policy making to be both directive and modernised. For example, core government
could direct a particular department to undertake a set of actions based on evidence and
involving affected persons in a way the department was not able or willing to do.



The third theory is that policy making often involves bargaining. This is understood to
play a key role in how decisions are arrived at within the British polity (Cairney &
Jordan, 2013) and is a key feature of the governance based understanding where
different interests interface to arrive at decisions in a multi-level and diffuse setting
(Rhodes, 2001). This is an important distinction with modernised policy making which
entails more co-operative processes of generating solutions.



A fourth theory is that certain features of modernised policy making will feature more
prominently, this is based on survey of Senior Civil Servants and former Ministers
(Hallsworth et al., 2011, p.33-34) (see figure.1 overleaf).
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Figure.1: Strengths and Weaknesses of Policy Making Characteristics.

(copied from Hallsworth et al., 2011, p.33)

What the theoretical basis serves to do is provide a set of key reference points for the
investigation. This is bolstered by the understanding the researcher comes with that provides
opportunities to reflexively incorporate further theories as the investigation progresses 45. It is
a way to make a start on classifying the phenomena observed in the case study based
investigation and distinguishing what are or are not examples of modernised policy making.
There is likely to be evidence collected that does not fit neatly into the theoretical models
available due to the open and interpretive stance the investigation takes. Such instances would
be dealt with in the findings and incorporated into the theoretical analysis conducted as part of
chapter seven.

3.3.4. Data Collection
The next step is to set out the method of data collection and analysis. In terms of data the key
components of this are the units of analysis; the data collection methods; data handling; and its
presentation.

45

Which would of course be logged and worked into the thesis.
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Units of Analysis
Clarifying the units of analysis means setting out when/where/what activities/who's actions
will be included in the investigation, why, and the relevant distinctions (Yin, 2003, p.22-24).
The primary unit of analysis is the policy making that took place in response to new migration
following the 2003 Treaty of Accession and leading up to the development of the 2009
Migration Impact Fund. This setting is understood to be fundamentally reactive, with a
politically significant unprecedented wave of immigration being reacted to by policy makers.
The parameters for what can be included as sub-units of analysis are:

•

A time period of 2003-2009.

•

Britain as a location of study.

•

The criteria for being a relevant unit of analysis, with regard to both primary and
secondary data sources is the relevance to the development of the 2009 Migration
Impact Fund and in particular the understanding of how modern it was.

•

Who or what policy makers are to be potentially included is guided by range of policy
participants identified in PP21: this is very broad and includes anybody who has some
responsibility towards government who is present in the policy making process and
also any persons affected by the development of policy.

•

The type of structures (such as departments, teams, committees, and regulations) policy
makers work through and generate will be taken as valid units of analysis.

The features of what modernised policy making ought to look like is taken from guidance
produced as part of the Modernising Government reforms which provide details as to the
specification of modernised policy making in this case (Cabinet Office, 1999a; Cabinet Office,
1999b). In particular, nine features of modernised policy making are looked out for, these are:

1. Forward Looking- Takes a long term and informed view of the likely impact of
policy.
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2. Outward Looking- Takes account of national, European and international factors
and trends
3. Innovative and Creative- Questions established ways of dealing with things and
open to suggestion.
4. Using Evidence- Uses best available evidence from as wide a range of sources,
especially key stakeholders, as soon as possible.
5. Inclusive- Takes account of the impact on the needs of all those directly or indirectly
affected by the policy.
6. Joined Up- Looks beyond institutional boundaries to the government’s strategic
objectives: establishes the ethical and legal base for policy.
7. Evaluative- Builds systematic evaluation of early outcomes into the policy process.
8. Reviews- Keeps established policy under review to ensure it continues to deal with
the problems it was designed to tackle, taking account of associated effects
elsewhere.
9. Learns lessons- Learns from the experience of what works and what does not.

Taking these units as a starting point, two significant challenges are presented. The first is due
to the broad range and complexity of potential participants and data sources (rather than, say,
just being concerned with the actions of a team within the Home Office). This raises the
potential of producing a case study that lacks clarity and focus. The literature available
indicates a number of way to deal with this issue (Yin, 2009). The way that this is dealt with
in this instance is by engaging in the case study in a time ordered way that utilises chain
sampling46. This will be approached by starting with the legislation and arrangements that gave
rise to the development of the policy (the 2003 Treaty of Accession and the supplementary
parliamentary legislation) and using these to identify search terms for secondary data and
relevant agencies to contact (for example the Accession Monitoring Project which was set out
as part of the supplementary legislation). The second issue relates to the particular way that
46

Chain sampling (also referred to as referral sampling or snowball sampling) is a non-probability sampling

technique where information from existing data or subjects is used to identify further units of study (Atkinson &
Flint, 2004b, p.1044–1045).
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data is judged to be an example of modernised policy making. This is because the
understanding incorporates notions of social justice, participation and substantive rationality.
So for example, there may be examples of joined up working which serve to reinforce
inequalities and reproduce structures of domination. The only way around this, due to the
subjective nature of the judgements involved, is to keep this notion in mind when assessing the
data and being as clear as possible in the findings about potential grey areas that may or may
not have emerged.

Collection Methods
Multiple methods of data collection are used in the case study. They consist of secondary data
collection, semi structured interviews, and ethnographic observation.

In terms of secondary data collection, the guiding principle is that no format of data is
inadmissible; this means that a full range of potential sources are explored. It is anticipated that
the most relevant sources will be:
1.

Official Government Records (e.g. minutes, reports, plans, proceedings).

2.

Press articles (especially newspapers, press releases, and journals).

3.

Social media discourse.

4.

Statistics.

5.

Lobby pieces.

6.

Academic texts.

These sources of data are harvested through general searches (such as via Google and reference
lists) and as identified through the semi-structured interviews and observation. The
documentary data is treated as situated information. By this, it is meant that just because it is
in print does not mean that it is necessarily a true or accurate account of the matter (John, 2005,
p.218). Rather, the information is treated as useful in illustrating the political and structural
dynamics of the case, with further verification being established through the understanding
gleaned from observation, interviews, and triangulating the different data sources to establish
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consistencies. It is anticipated that official government documents will be a useful source of
information in terms of setting out the legislative and structural context which was generated
throughout the course of the investigation; for establishing the prominent viewpoints of
different participants in the policy process; and for identifying the way that key policy makers
updated and shared their findings and recommendations as the policy measure took shape.

The second of the three methods of data collection is semi-structured interviews. This is where
a researcher approaches a relevant subject and “explore in detail the experiences, motives, and
opinions of others and learn to see the world from perspectives other than their own” (Rubin
& Rubin, 2005, p.3). An interview is semi-structured because “They have a flexible and fluid
structure...organised around an aide memoire or interview guide...[That] contains themes, or
areas to be covered during the course of the interview...so that the interview can be shaped by
the interviewees own understandings as well as the researcher’s interests...” (Mason, 1996,
p.32). The benefits of a semi-structured approach (as opposed to a structured or non-structured
approach to interviews) is that space is provided to identify further information and opinions
the subject may have. This was particularly relevant in this instance, as the targets for interview
were exclusively subjects who played active (often directive and influencing) roles in the
development of the 2009 Migration Impact Fund. This includes actors such as policy managers,
research officers, advocates from the community sector, and politicians. The mechanisms
potentially identified in interviews could then be fed into the theoretical development of the
investigation.

Conducting interviews with participants in a politicised environment has a number of
challenges that call into question the extent to which the data is useful. This presents a need to
ensure it is placed in a triangulated context. Firstly, this is because it is seeking to attribute
features identified, such as the presence of inclusive practices, to a conceptualisation of policy
making which encourages such behaviours. The complexity is such that even in interviews
with key participants where the question is asked directly (i.e. “were you aware of the
modernising government programme and specific guidance around inclusive practices”) there
remains issues around verification (due amongst other reasons to their potential differing
interpretations of the guidance; answering in a way which seeks to indicate professional
conformity; and that the individual interviewee will not be able, despite their best efforts, to
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accurately reflect the impact of a policy process numerous different participants contributed
to). The main way that this challenge is managed is by triangulating the data collected to
illustrate the process in detail beyond individuals’ accounts: although it is acknowledged this
only goes some way to solving this issue and that fundamentally the findings offer a situated
account that contributes to the overall data collected. The last issue concerning conducting
interviews is getting the policy makers identified as relevant to participate. At the outset, there
is no way to account for the degree to which this will be the case. To ensure the best possible
likelihood of getting participation, guidelines that indicate the most effective ways of
communicating with potential interviewees will be followed (Rubin & Rubin, 2005).

The third method of data collection used is ethnographic observation. This means engaging in
the study with the intent to provide a detailed, in-depth description of the everyday life of the
policy process and practices, something which is also referred to as working towards producing
a ‘thick description’ (Geertz, 1973). Here, this means identifying opportunities to be present at
settings where the policy development is ‘taking place’ and where the policy issue is ‘present’:
so as to develop a first-hand understanding of the tone and attitudes of the policy participants.
Given that a portion of this study (2003-2005) is retrospective and that elements of the policy
making process is likely to have taken took place behind closed doors or remotely: the
information gleaned through this method is quantifiably the most limited of the three ways that
data was collected. However, even in settings where it is anticipated that the opportunity to
observe in detail is limited- this measure is invaluable in attuning to the tone of debates and the
way in which some of the participants interacted.

3.3.5 Handling and Presenting the Data

Data Handling
Yin (2003, p.97) posits three principles for handling data in a way to ensure the validity and
reliability of the evidence. The first is to do with triangulation and using multiple sources of
evidence to converge different lines of inquiry. The two ways that this is achieved in this
instance is through the triangulation of data sources and of perspectives (Patton, 1987- cited in.
Yin, 2003, p.98). The main way that data sources are triangulated is by seeking sources which
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verify or refute each other. For example, if an interviewee identifies that there was a high level
of consultation with affected persons, accounts from affected persons will be sought out to
verify or refute this information. It is worth noting, however, that a significant proportion of
the data used is reports and records produced by government that have their own processes of
validation due to their production for sceptical audiences in a contested setting. This then brings
us on to the second way in which triangulation is undertaken- through perspectives. Given the
subject matter, there is likely to be numerous perspectives which are sustained within the policy
process. Again, the task here is to give weight to the different perspectives through
triangulating them with different data sources so as to be in a position to emphasise, especially
when it comes to analysing the data, the most pertinent perspectives which contribute to an
understanding of the degree to which the development of the 2009 Migration Impact Fund is
an example of modern policy making.

The second way in which the data is handled so as to ensure that the investigation is as valid
and reliable as possible has to do with organising and documenting the data collected through
the case study. A case study database is to be kept and that notes will be “organised, categorised,
complete, and available for inspection at a later date... [but that the compiling this] does not
mean that the researcher needs to spend excessive amounts of time rewriting interviews or
making extensive editorial changes to make the notes presentable.” (Yin, 2003, p.101-104). He
also advises that these notes should be accompanied by any tabular materials and narratives.
Narratives are where the researcher produces open-ended answers to the case study question
and represent “an attempt to integrate the available evidence and to converge on the facts of
the matter or their tentative interpretation.” (Yin, 2003, p.104).

The third way that data is managed in support of producing a valid and reliable case study
based investigation is through “maintaining a chain of evidence.” (Yin, 2003, p.105). This
involves organising the data in such a way as to enable the reader to follow the derivation of
any evidence and ensuring that no original evidence is lost. This is important, as in the course
of undertaking the investigation, numerous lines of enquiry were identified and dropped as they
began to appear to be less relevant. However, as new information and accounts become
available these lines of enquiry may prove to be more relevant then they appeared to be at that
point. To dip forward into the research there is a clear example of this: The Labour Party is
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now understood to have had far more difficulties in constructing a position on immigration
then was understood by outsiders at the time. This is because this information only came to
light when the Ministers concerned had moved on to other positions, whereby a spate of
memoirs and think pieces emerged. These reflected both the opening up of these internal
conflicts and a response to an understanding of how the general public and media were
responding to the issues and perceived impacts (Mandelson, 2013).

Presentation
Having established the way that the data will be collected and handled an essential step in
setting out the research design is to make clear the way in which the data will be presented. As
specified already, the data will be organised across three sections, which each emphasise
different data sources and presentation methods. The first section consists of information
setting out the context, especially in terms of the general character of immigration and
community cohesion policy making in the period and the range of ways post-accession
migration was prepared for. The emphasis in that section is entirely on the presentation of
secondary data primarily sourced from academic and government accounts. The purpose of the
first section is to leave the reader in a position to appreciate the context the policy was
developed in and the associated issues and options which may have been on the agenda of the
policy makers involved. The second section presents a narrative of the development of the 2009
Migration Impact Fund. This is based on the original research and utilises the whole range of
data sources specified for the investigation. The style in which the narrative is presented draws
on the tradition of 'thick description' which involves presenting “our own construction of other
people’s construction of what they and their compatriots are up to.” (Geertz, 1973 cited in.
Marsh & Stoker, 2010, p.137). The narrative is presented in a time ordered way that includes
as much as possible about the case. This is in order to aid the analysis and the reader’s
appreciation of the ins and outs of the situation. The third section of the case study involves
conducting an analysis of the case based on the evidence gathered in forming the narrative. The
analysis is of great significance to the case study so is explored as a separate section next.
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Analysis
The crux of the investigation is in the analysis. There are a number of popular approaches to
analysis and in practice most research beyond instrumental programme evaluations tends
towards description rather than analysis (John, 2012). Analysis is understood to be “...one of
the least developed and most difficult aspects of doing case studies ...there are few fixed
formulas or cookbook recipes to guide the novice...much depends on the investigators own
style of rigorous thinking, along with the sufficient presentation of evidence and careful
consideration of alternative interpretations.” (Yin, 2003, p.109-110). The challenge here is to
be able to maintain the open exploratory stance that the investigative method necessitateswhilst being as rigorous as possible in terms of the analysis. The way that this is tackled in this
instance is firstly by ensuring that the analytical implications and requirements are considered
at every stage of the investigation. This is achieved by having an ‘analytical strategy’ (Yin,
2003, p.111). Secondly, a clearly defined analytical exercise is conducted that uses measures
that are as specific as possible. The rest of this section will describe and set out what these tasks
involve and how they fit into the investigation.

Having an overarching ‘analytical strategy’ is useful because it ensures a consistent and
focused approach to the investigation. This helps to avoid “having false starts and potentially
waste large chunks of your time... [where one may] treat the evidence fairly, produce
compelling analytic conclusions and rule out alternative interpretations.” (Yin, 2003, p.111).
Guidance produced by Yin (2003, p.113) sets out three ways that this could be done (Relying
on theoretical propositions; thinking about rival explanations; developing a case description).
The one used in this instance is that of thinking about rival explanations. This involves testing
rival explanations in the course of the research. A key part of this involves being attuned to the
emergence of alternative explanations which may emerge “Some real life [explanatory] rivals
may not become apparent until you are in the midst of your data collection, and attending to
them at that point is not only acceptable but desirable...overall the more rivals your analysis
addresses and rejects, the more confidence you can place in your findings.” (Yin, 2003, p.113).
What this means is that at the outset of the case study a series of propositions are postulated.
When the data is being collected every step of the way analytical questions are being asked that
say: “which of the propositions explain this, and how else could these phenomena be
explained?” To ensure that the considerations and practices of data collection work in a
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consistent way, an analytical technique of explanation building is employed (Yin, 2003, p.119).
This involves utilising an iterative process where the rival explanations are compared against
the findings of an unfolding case study.

Having collated the data in a way that keeps analysis in mind, the narrative is then recombined
through two specific analytical exercises that directly confronts the research question. The first
part of the analysis explores the presence of modernised policy making in terms of each of the
nine features of modernised policy making set out in ‘Professional Policy Making for the 21st
Century’ (Cabinet Office, 1999b). This is done in a way that recombines the data collected in
terms of each of these characteristics and then offers a judgement as to the degree that this
characteristic was present. Within each of the features analysed, suggestions are made as to
what other propositions or explanations were in play with regard to this area of activity.

In terms of stating the degree to which each of the characteristics were present in a way that
reflected modernised practices, it is important to be clear about how the measurements are
selected and utilised. The factors to bear in mind are that: 1- The degree of modernisation
and/or the degree of other policy making practices are variable; then 2- the balance between
these factors in the instance of each characteristic is variable; then 3- the exploratory and
idiosyncratic character of research in this area does not lend itself to the identification of fixed
and clearly defined measures. Looking at these factors in relation to the type of approaches to
measurement available an ordinal model of measurement is employed (see Smith, Gratz, &
Bousquet, 2008). This means that the attributes can be rank-ordered, but that the distances
between attributes do not have any meaning. The scale used is thus:

•

Completely modernised

(4 points)

•

Significantly Modernised

(3 points)

•

Not particularly modernised

(2 points)

•

Was not modernised

(1 point)
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For example, one may say that policy making with regard to inclusion was completely
modernised and that this was more so than in terms of the use of review where policy making
was not particularly modernised. In so doing, no further specificity is offered as to the distance
between these statements. From this, a simple numerical formula is to be drawn up whereby
each of the 9 characteristics has a potential score of 1-4 that can then be added together and
then an overall score of between 4 (not modernised) and 36 (was modernised) be arrived at.
When a final figure is established by adding the individual scores together and dividing it by
the number of units, the score will be rounded off to the nearest whole number. So for example,
if a score of 3.63 is arrived at this will be rounded off to 4. Alongside this scale will be an
indication of the alternative policy practices that were identified and outstanding questions that
limit the conclusiveness of the data analysed. The presence of other practices will be indicated
in descriptive terms and as a factor in measuring the degree of modernisation.

Once the first part of the analysis has been conducted and an idea as to the degree in ordinal
terms that policy making is modernised in this instance has been ascertained, then the second
part of the analysis is undertaken. Here, an extended piece of writing will be offered that
summarises the reasons why the investigation appreciates the level of modernisation to be what
it is and covers three other sub-questions which are how modernised the policy making was at
different points in the case? What degree of synergy was there between the different features
of modernised policy making at key points in the case? And, what alternative explanations
could be applied at points in the case where policy making was not found to be modernised?
Another key task of the second part will be to pick up on any other matters that emerged in the
course of conducting the case study that have transpired to be relevant in ways the original
research design has not directly accounted for. This is likely to be the case as the investigation
here is not only exploratory but actively seeks out rival explanations as part of its analytical
strategy. The analysis is then used to feed into a final part of the case study that presents the
findings of the research. Here, the outcomes of the analysis are located within the wider
literature and initial propositions and whether and to what degree the findings can be
generalised is explored.
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3.5. Ethics
Ethics are the moral standards by which people and groups conduct themselves, they are
reflective of values in action (Rokeach, 1973). All research is undertaken, consciously or not,
within some sort form of ethical code and because of this it is important to be clear about the
ethics in this instance and the way that it is reflected in dealing with key issues such as
positionality; managing sensitive data; and adherence to set standards. Clarity about the ethical
code being worked to will help to minimise the disjuncture between the everyday behaviour of
a researcher in the field and the institutional framework that aims to regulate good ethical
practice. It will also indicate the way that ethical problems which arise in the course of the
research will be managed as: “[ethical problems] ...arise when we try to decide between one
course of action and another, not in terms of expediency or efficiency, but by reference to
standards of what is morally right or wrong.” (Barnes, 1979).

Reflexivity is important to ethics (Gillam & Gullmann, 2004). Being reflexive “means that the
researcher should constantly take stock of their actions and their role in the research process
and subject these to the same critical scrutiny as the rest of their data.” (Mason, 1996, p.6).
Hence, developing a reflexive appreciation of one’s own personal strategy and objectifying it
so as to be better able to work in a way that reflects the necessary institutional codes is of
critical importance in terms of producing work that is acceptable to the research community. If
we engage in reflecting on ourselves we need to develop “a consideration of the practice of
research, our place within it and the construction of our fields of inquiry themselves.” (May,
2001, p.44). Underlying this is an idea that “...being reflexive in doing research is part of being
honest and ethically mature.” (Ruby, 1980, p.154). The starting point for this is a statement that
my practice is located in wider iniquitous relations of power that influence my own and shared
epistemological assumptions and practices (Bourdieu, 1990; Bourdieu, 1992; Bourdieu and
Wacquand, 1992). Although there is not a single methodological way of being reflexive, the
work of Bourdieu (1992) and Bourdieu and Wacquand (1992) is used. It posits that developing
a reflexive practice is based on an effort to avoid the projection of one’s position onto the object
of study (Bourdieu, 1992, p.272). Doing this should include an identification of my social
location and my field location. In a sense it comes down to being clear about my position and
then achieving what one wants to achieve through the research in an ethical way: “The
researcher or writer is likely to have calculated how best to further her or his values without
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appearing to be biased or prejudiced. The outcome of research must not appear to be a
prejudgement arrived at without due examination.” (Halliday, 2002, p.60).

There are a wide range of ethical frameworks that research and evaluation is conducted within,
with frameworks tailored to the particular focus of the research- be it involving vulnerable
persons or confidential financial data. Some of the more common frameworks used in public
sector research are the ESRC Research Ethics Framework (ESRC, 2010), Department of Health
Research Governance Framework for Health and Social Care (Department for Health, 2005),
and the European Union’s Code of Ethics for Socio Economic Research (Institute of
Employment Studies, 2004). These frameworks set out the minimum and most commonly
agreeable ethical principles, no easy task given the multi-millennia old philosophical debates
as to what constitutes ethics.

In this instance, I will be subscribing to London Metropolitan University’s ‘Research Ethics:
Policy and Procedures’ (London Metropolitan University, 2014) and its accompanying
‘Handbook for Research Students & Supervisors and Code of Practice.’ (London Metropolitan
University, 2014). The ethical framework contained in these texts is justified as necessary
because of the following five points:



To enhance the quality of research;



To protect the rights and welfare of participants and minimise the risk of physical and
mental discomfort, harm and danger from research procedures;



To protect the welfare of researchers and their right to carry out legitimate
investigations;



To minimise the potential for claims of negligence made against the University, its
researchers and any collaborating individual or organisation; and



To ensure the reputation of the University for the research it conducts and sponsors.

As a subscriber to this code of ethics, which is a requirement of being a research student at that
University, ethical approval from a Research Ethics Review Panel must be sought and renewed
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whenever there is a change in the research or after four years. Disputes and overriding
definition of what is ‘ethical’ is brought to the Ethics Committee.

Given the nature of the research there are no direct and fundamental ethical considerations,
unlike say testing a new medication on a number of cows. The ethical considerations in this
instance are about the protection and respect for the research participant’s professional
reputations.

With regard to the professional reputations of research participant’s, the consideration here is
to do with the potential to misrepresent what has been said and disrespect the values and
viewpoints of those who have directly engaged in dialogue. This is because in the course of
undertaking semi-structured interviews with the participants they may reveal information they
had not intended to or which presents information that they on reflection do not feel
comfortable sharing. To this end, I have developed a method where I prepare my interview
notes in draft format and then return them to the interviewee for approval and only use them
once they have been released back to me. This may contribute to the generation of trust with
the participants (making a second interview more likely and possibly fruitful) and could also
deliver the added benefit of harvesting further information and clarification from the
participants, who may take the opportunity to offer further detail to some of their points when
reviewing the draft interview notes. Another check will be to provide drafts of the research to
interview participants as it develops to ensure they are still happy to have their name associated
with it. Any interview participants who cannot be contacted will have their details anonymised
so as to avoid potential dispute post-publication. Participants who change their mind about
contributing will have the data they provided taken out of the research.
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Chapter Four
Case Study Part One: Context

4.1 Introduction
The purpose of this first part of the case study is to contextualise the policy making that
culminated in the 2009 Migration Impact Fund. Because the case study charts the response to
unanticipated issues (that being the character and extent of immigration following the
enactment of the 2003 Treaty of Accession), a critical task will be to clarify the way work in
this area came to be organised and the key drivers of this. Alongside that, a background to the
triggers for the new immigration will be offered, along with data concerning the estimates and
considerations of its impact. Finally, the structures and arrangements put in place by policy
makers in anticipation of new migration are described.

In general terms, the context of this case study is that there was a significant drive within the
British government to boost immigration to alleviate challenges facing the economy. This
coupled with a commitment to the ‘European Project’ (Daddow, 2012) led to the immediate
opening up of the UK labour market to new European citizens following the enactment of the
2003 Treaty of Accession. Significantly, the government agencies that would usually respond
to and manage this issue were in a state of flux. Immigration policy was undergoing important
changes from a closed to a diverse-managed system and the newly re-constituted area of
community cohesion policy did not initially have agenda space for the issues relating to new
European migration. Taken together this meant that a somewhat bespoke response had to be
provided. Finally, the level of migration that transpired from the outset was far higher than
anticipated and consequently a great deal of political and media interest was generated by this
policy issue.

The single most important detail in terms of context is the 2003 Treaty of Accession (which
came into force in April 2004). This is what precipitated the immigration that demanded a
response by policy makers. It paved the way for significant and unprecedented patterns of
migration to the UK. The 2003 Treaty of Accession was part of a long term and gradual
expansion of the European Union. It granted the Czech Republic, Cyprus, Estonia, Hungary,
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Latvia, Lithuania, Malta, Poland, Slovakia and Slovenia full EU membership and freedom of
movement across the European Union for their citizens by a deadline of 2011 (Boeri & Bruker,
2005).

4.2. The Key Policy Domains: Emergence, Diversification and Reconstitution.
Traditionally, issues regarding the movement of people into to the UK have come under the
rubric of immigration policy, until such persons become citizens and are no longer subject to
any controls or conditions. Issues that may emerge concerning new migrants after this point
are covered as an area of Community Cohesion policy (which had in the past been referred to
as Race Relations policy and before that as Integration policy). Immigration is a high profile
and fraught area, where policy makers have sought to balance humanitarian, economic and
psycho-social concerns (Gilroy, 1991; Spencer, 1997; Layton-Henry, 2004). Since the 1970’s
government policy towards immigration has been characterised by a closed-door (also referred
to as zero-immigration) approach47 (Cornelius, Martin, & Hollifield, 1994). It only diversified
significantly in the years following the 1997 election of New Labour and throughout the period
of study (Flynn, 2005; Sommerville, 2007; Mulvey, 2011). This was in response to government
policy48 and the new issues pertaining to immigration that emerged in this period. A complex
of issues informed this shift in policy, and were reflected in the key legislation from this period.
This all precipitated a move from a 'closed door' to a 'diverse-managed' system due to the partial
liberalisation of the entry requirements for work migrants alongside increasingly restrictive
policies for some migrants such as asylum seekers (Flynn, 2005). The logic for this is captured
in this 1998 statement by, then, Immigration Minister Barbara Roche who stated that: “In the
past we thought purely about immigration control...now we need to think about immigration

47

For example, every year since the 1968 Commonwealth Immigration Act- the Immigration Nationality

Directorates Annual Report stated that its objective was “To restrict severely the numbers coming to live
permanently or to work in the United Kingdom” (cited in. Flynn, 2005).
48

It is notable that the way commentators anticipated the approach to immigration by the New Labour government

is based on assumptions as to what immigration policy would look like through the lens of Third Way policy
making. This is because immigration was largely kept out of the Labour Party manifesto (in stark contrast to the
Conservatives 1979 manifesto). In part, this was because in the years leading up to the 1997 election, immigration
was not even one of the top ten electoral issues. This was in contrast to its importance at previous and future
elections (Mulvey, 2011, p.1489; Fomina & Frelak, 2008).
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management...The evidence shows that economically driven migration can bring substantial
overall benefits for both growth and the economy.” (Cited in. Balch, 2010, p.126).

Community Cohesion policy has an overriding concern with the experiences, impacts and
integration of first and second-generation migrants 49 (Worley, 2005; Cantle, 2009). It had
emerged originally in the UK in the form of Race Relations policy (also referred to initially as
Integration policy) as a sub-division of the immigration policy framework in the mid 1960’s5051.
This was as a response to discord pertaining to the treatment of non-white migrants from fellow
Commonwealth states (Solomos, 1991, p.36-42). It is an area of policy making that re-emerged
with a distinct agenda following riots in a number of towns in the north of England in 200152
(Cantle, 2009). One of the key issues relating to this case study is that the overriding concern
with this re-established area of policy was with the dynamics between white and secondgeneration Muslim migrants in northern towns. This meant that new European migration did
not immediately fit or have space in the work and initiatives established within this policy
domain. This is important as rather than being subsumed within an existing (waiting) agenda,
the issues relating to new European migration required the establishment of bespoke structures
and relations to work up a response to the issues.

4.3. The Big Policy Issues.
In the years leading up to and around the signing of the 2003 Treaty of Accession, there were
a number of significant immigration related issues affecting the UK (see Table.6 overleaf).
Alongside these issues, the anticipated economic benefits of increasing some forms of
migration was at the fore in the opening up to new European migrants in 2004 (Portes & French,
2005; Sommerville, 2007; Eade & Valkanova, 2009). Significantly increasing the number of

The definition of community cohesion used in government is that: “Community Cohesion is what must happen
in all communities to enable different groups of people to get on well together. A key contributor to community
cohesion is integration which is what must happen to enable new residents and existing residents to adjust to one
another.” (Department for Communities and Local Government, 2008, para. 1.3)
50
The 1965 Race Relations Act stands as the first specific piece of legislation in this area.
51
There is an obvious omission of community cohesion in Northern Ireland, which has its own long-standing area
of policy making (e.g. Buchanan, 2008).
52
The riots were characterised by disputes between white and second generation Pakistani and Bangladeshi
Muslims who had been “targeted by white racists in a similar way to the Black community in previous riots and
were generally second generation, born in Britain, who might have been expected to be more able than their
parents to claim an equal stake in British society. They had also been the beneficiaries of over 40 years of antidiscrimination and equal opportunities legislation.” (Cante, 2009, p.46).
49
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people available to work in the UK was seen as a way of contributing to efforts to improve the
economy and bolster a relatively strong rate of growth, which averaged 2.8% between 1997 –
2003 (Corry, 2011). It was also anticipated that it would help turn around a falling rate of
unemployment which had come down from 10.3% in 1993 to 5.1% in 2001 (Pissarides, 2003,
p.3). The then Prime Minister, Tony Blair, explained the Government’s position in a speech to
the Confederation of British Industry in April 2004: “There are half a million vacancies in our
job market and our strong and growing economy needs migration to fill these vacancies. Some
of these jobs are highly skilled, some are unskilled jobs which people living here are not
prepared to do. Some are permanent posts, others seasonal work. Given the facts we faced a
clear choice: use the opportunities of accession to help fill those gaps with legal migrants able
to pay taxes and pay their way, or deny ourselves that chance, hold our economy back...”
(Confederation of British Industry, 24th April 2004).

Table.6 The Big Immigration Issues and Key Legislation 1999-2009.
1. Asylum seekers: remained a hot popular topic and the legislation through which
asylum was managed was understood to be less effective than intended.

1999 Immigration and
Asylum Act.

2. National Security: After September 2001 national security and anti-terrorist
measures became an increasingly important political topic which was closely 2002 Nationality,
related to immigration controls.

Immigration and Asylum
Act.

3. Age: The UK population was ageing. The dependency ratio was increasing and
projected to become increasingly difficult to sustain.

2005 Immigration,
Asylum and Nationality
Act.

4. Growth and Globalisation: The UK economy in the late 1990's was expanding
and had begun to experience labour shortages for the first time in decades. This
was especially noteworthy in skilled sectors of the economy. The existing

2007 UK Borders Act.

immigration system would not be able to facilitate levels of immigration that the
economy was projected to require.

2009 Borders, Citizenship
and Immigration Act.

(Layton-Henry, 2004; Sommerville, 2007.)

(Clayton, 2014)
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One of the important factors that has contributed to the need for increased immigration in
relation to economic concerns had been the ageing population. This is a common contemporary
demographic trend in advanced capitalist economies53 (Creedy & Guest, 2009). The argument
for immigration in respect of this was that more workers were needed to positively affect the
dependency ratio that looked at the number of people working in relation to retired persons
(Creedy & Guest, 2009). Figures produced by the Office for National Statistics54 in regard to
this proposed a need for a net immigration of 180,000 persons a year is, although controversial
in popular terms, problematic mainly because of the difficulty in sustaining this level of
immigration, especially when there are economic downturns (Somerville, 2007, p.97).

The economic issues that drove the opening up of the UK to new European migration could
have engendered a variety of policy responses that may or may not have involved migration in
the form that it took. In this instance, high-level policy was shaped by commitments to
liberalise labour markets within a global economic system and to deepen European integration.
This came down to the post-1997 New Labour government investing in (and indeed playing a
leading role in the advancement of) a neo-liberal global free market model55 (Cerny & Evans,
2004; Bevir, 2005; Rustin, 2008). This stance took the opening up of labour markets as a
solution to the economic headache of labour shortages and an ageing population in the UK
(Select Committee on Economic Affairs, 2003). Alongside this was a commitment to the
European project that was consistent with the UK in its support of a neo-liberal global
economic system (Kok, 2004). Within this, the books are balanced by seeking to maintain and
enhance the relative position of the UK in an increasingly integrated and knowledge based
global economic system (Held et al., 1999; Hirst & Thompson, 1999). Analysts have pointed

Creedy and Guest describe it as a “feature of the latter stages of demographic transition which accompanies
economic development...the transition starts with declining infant mortality and is followed by declining fertility
rates” (Creedy & Guest, 2009, p.3).
54
Figures produced the Office for National Statistics indicate that the Old Age Dependency Ratio, which has
remained steady at about 300 per 1000 head of population until the turn of the millenia, will by 2050 rise to 500
per 1000 head of population (Office for National Statistics, 2010). This report posits that this figure can be kept
down to a less expansive figure of 343 if the government proceeds to deliver on two key policy measures: 1legislating for a progressive rise in State Pensionable Age, 2- ensures that there are at least 180,000 new long term
immigrants each year between 2004-2031 who will by 2050 account for a population increase of 4.4million
(Office for National Statistics, 2010, p.9).
55
It is worth noting that the particular stance towards global economics reflect the buying into of a particularly
powerful and resilient construction of how best to organise human affairs rather than something natural or
inevitable (for example see Targ, 2006).
53
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out that the UK has to compete more than ever with other advanced and emerging economies
for workers who are moving around more, and more frequently (Cohen & Zaidi, 2002;
Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development, 2008). It has also been pointed out
that national governments ought to be taking a more flexible approach to migration, as they are
now much less able to effectively control migration flows given the demands of business and
the uneven distribution of employment opportunities (Sassen, 1991; Castles & Miller, 1999).
This view is indicative of the position of key international organisations such as the
Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development who promote policies that enhance
labour mobility. For example, the 2008 Organisation for Economic Cooperation and
Development report ‘Global Competition for Talent’ sets out a positive rationale for this
approach: “As the scale and complexity [of brain flows] increases...there are important impacts
on knowledge creation and diffusion in both receiving and sending countries...indication that
this is not a zero sum game.” (Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development, 2008,
p.8-10).

The net result of immigration policy in this period had been a distinct increase in economic
migration (i.e. the government had been successful). The net economic immigration flow went
from a negative figure of -26,300 in 1995 to a net positive figure of 60,100 in 2005 and Work
Permits issued increased from 63,000 in 1997 to 145,000 in 2006 (Home Office, 2006, p.96).
This is, of course, on top of the new European citizens registering to work in the period.

In order to sustain the response to the big issues and also address the lingering sense of crisis
associated with immigration: the management of immigration (i.e. the operations of the Home
Office) underwent significant changes to both develop the capacity to administer increased
migration flows and to ensure that it could effectively fulfil its deterrence function at the same
time (National Audit Office, 2004; Sommerville, 2007; Gibson, 2008; Mulvey, 2011). As part
of the re-organisation, functions concerning Community Cohesion transferred from the Home
Office to the newly formed Department for Communities and Local Government at its
inception in 2006. This is significant as the fact that new European migrants were not subject
to immigration controls meant that any policy response to emergent issues had to come from
outside of the immigration management frameworks. Given that the seemingly most
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appropriate policy area of Community Cohesion was already shaped by a set of alternative
concerns, the issue of new European migration found itself between established domains.

This point that the responsibility for responding to new European migration was difficult to
locate is of critical importance. The issue generated a context where a wider range of
stakeholders and policy makers not traditionally involved in immigration or community
cohesion issues featured more prominently in the policy response, which is documented in the
next part of this case study. This located the work undertaken to develop the 2009 Migration
Impact Fund on the edge of discussions and debates about community cohesion (Cantle, 2009;
Denham, 2010). This context lends itself towards an understanding that the policy
developments associated with new European migration in the period of study will be likely to
present somewhere between the immigration and community cohesion domains. In addition,
this means that the activities observed may also potentially be undertaken in new areas that sit
outside of those established policy domains. It is because of this that one may assume that the
policy making observed in this case is likely to be modernised in line with New Labour’s
concept because of the diminished chances of path dependent practices from previous periods
if the matter had been dealt with under the auspices of an existing (waiting) policy instrument.

4.4. The Role Played by Key Interests.
In December 2002, the UK announced that it would be one of just three existing European
Union Member States that would grant new European Member States full and immediate
access to its labour market as part of the 2003 Treaty of Accession. The other existing European
Union Member States deferred the right until the 2011 deadline when all EU citizens were
assured of full rights of free movement and access to labour markets (Boeri & Bruker, 2005).
This eagerness on the part of the UK Government to open up to new migration reflected a
consensus in favour of increasing migration amongst a number of key interests. Starting with
the main business groups such as the Confederation of British Industry and the British Chamber
of Commerce, we can find that this sector did not have to be particularly vocal, in public at
least, about the need to increase immigration in the years leading up to the 2003 Treaty of
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Accession56. The evidence indicating their position resides mainly in submissions they made
to Parliamentary Inquiries during the period of study (which they would have routinely
responded to) and a short joint statement from the Confederation of British Industry, the Trade
Union Congress (the umbrella body for Trade Unions in the UK) and the Civil Service. The
evidence available indicates that they were positive about increasing immigration in general.
This position is stated in evidence provided by the Confederation of British Industry at the
fourth session of the House of Lord’s Select Committee on Economic Affairs (2003) (which
considered an ageing society in the UK). That committee concluded, “The Confederation of
British Industry (CBI) is of the clear opinion that immigration of workers at both the low-skill
and high-skill ends of the labour market helps ease the current skill shortage, has no perceptible
impact on the wages of the indigenous workforce, and helps to sustain economic growth.”57
(Select Committee on Economic Affairs, 2003, paragraph 2.15).

Trade Unions in the UK at the time offered no opposition to increased immigration. Opposing
new migration was understood as something that would have undermined long fought
campaigns against racism and mistreatment of new migrants (Eldring et al., 2012). An example
of this is the 2000 Trade Union Congress. There, the then leader of the Transport and General
Workers Union- Bill Morris, received a standing ovation when making a keynote speech to
support a motion to resist racist rhetoric by politicians around immigration, here he stated,
“When I hear the words bogus and flooding it sends a shiver down my spine. When I hear the
words economic migrant, I think of my mother who came to Britain 46 years ago after the death
of my father…She was an economic migrant. We were a family of economic migrants. As I
look back I hope we have contributed more than we have taken from our great country”. (Milne,
2000).

56

Support for the 2003 Treaty of Accession in general was more cautious and seen as containing opportunities
and threats, especially with regard to increased competition from cheaper and more loosely regulated places for
direct investment and contracts (BCC, 2003).
57
Notions around superior work ethic were also paramount. For example, the House of Lords Select Committee
on Economic Affairs fifth report states: “Most employers giving evidence echoed this view...citing a better “work
ethic” and “attitude” as one of the main reasons why they employed immigrants rather than British workers.
Sainsbury's said “We have found migrant workers to have a very satisfactory work ethic, in many cases superior
to domestic workers.” (Select Committee on Economic Affairs, 2003, p.492).
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In September 2005, the TUC, CBI, and the Civil Service issued its first ever joint statement.
This was in support of managed immigration (Trade Union Congress, 2005). The statement is
important as it indicated a high level of co-operation between these key interests around this
issue. The statement laid out key commitments by each party and said “The UK needs the skills
and enthusiasm of people from around the world…now more than ever...the country needs to
invest wisely in their potential within the context of a migration system that is managed in the
national interest.” (Trade Union Congress, 2005, p.1). These (the Confederation of British
Industry, the Trade Union Congress, and the Civil Service) were the main groups who could
have offered a significant opposition to opening up the UK to new European migration in 2004.

There was, from less influential quarters, vociferous opposition to opening up the UK labour
market following the 2003 Treaty of Accession. A pressure group known as Migration Watch
emerged in this period as a leading voice of opposition to the increasingly liberal facets of the
UK’s immigration policy concerning economic migration. Migration Watch contributed
information to Parliamentary debates and was regularly featured in the media throughout the
period of study as a reasonable voice of opposition (in contrast to the more extreme views
purported in this period by groups such as the British National Party). Migration Watch has
been described by its chair Andrew Green as “an independent organisation. We have no
political axes to grind. We simply believe that the public are entitled to know the facts,
presented in a comprehensible form” (Migration Watch, 2011). They produced briefings setting
out perceived flaws in the number of migrants predicted to arrive by government and arguing
that there was no way of guaranteeing that those arriving would only go to areas where there
are labour shortages (Migration Watch, 2003a).

The general public was also becoming increasingly negative towards immigration in this
period58 (IPSOS-MORI, 2003). This was impacted by media coverage of the issue. Much of
the coverage of immigration in this period was based on myths and fears, within which white
58

There was a distinct rise in immigration related stories that got a lot of exposure was noted in this period, these

included: “...the disturbances in northern English towns in the summer of 2001...lorry found in Dover in 2000
with bodies on board of 58 migrants who had suffocated en route...the Sangatte refugee centre in
Calais...Morecombe Bay tragedy...he bombings of both 9/11 and 7/7...the scandal of visas being fast tracked
[which led to the resignation of immigration Minister Beverly Hughes in 2004]...” (Mulvey, 2011, p.1488).
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migrants from places such as Kosovo began to play a bigger role in an area that had traditionally
been dominated by non-white persons (Staniewicz, 2007; Eade & Valkanova, 2009). The
tabloid press offered up alarmist coverage of the potential impact of immigration postaccession (Fomina & Frelack, 2008; Eade & Valkanova, 2009). Research concerning media
coverage in this period states that “…sections of the UK media focused on the impending
arrival of ‘hordes’ of Eastern European, and especially Roma people. Headlines such as ‘See
you in May: Thousands of Travellers are on their Way’ (the Sun, 19th January 200, p.4-5.)
‘Blair’s Bid to Save UK Jobs from the EU Gypsies’ (The People 1st February 2004.) and ‘Stop
the Invaders’ (Daily Star, 12th February 2004, p.6) are indicative of the anxiety that the media
both reflected and exacerbated.” (Eade & Valkanova, 2009, p.33). The negative coverage was
in many ways intertwined with concerns around the direction of immigration policy, visa scams,
and membership of the EU. A good example is this comment from the Evening Standard in
April 2004, which states: “Lack of debate on immigration, lack of sound and clear immigration
policy, first promises then pretending to be doing something. NOT SINCE [sic] Enoch Powell’s
“rivers of blood” speech in 1968 has immigration ranked so high on the national agenda. This
is almost entirely the fault of the Government – hence today’s immigration summit, chaired by
the Prime Minister.” (Cited in. Fomina & Frelack, 2008, p.35).

What this type of media interest and consistent lobbying of groups such as Migration Watch
meant was that politicians had to balance a clear policy imperative to increase immigration
with populist measures that satisfied those concerned that efforts were being made to deter
unwanted migrants and protect existing conditions. This was coupled with internal
contradictions and disputes within the upper echelons of the Labour Party at the time about the
correct approach to this issue and immigration more generally59 (Finch & Goodhart, 2010;
Heppell & Hill, 2012). For example, John Denham, the then Chairman of the Home Affairs
Select Committee, was quoted as saying that new European migration had hit some groups

59

This has been referred to as a case of cognitive dissonance where “In the early years, it could be argued that

Labour was in fact struggling with three competing views. First, the party leadership was determined not to
appear soft on immigration for electoral reasons, hence the populist language, especially on asylum, from David
Blunkett among others. Second, it wanted to create a modern, multicultural Britain with a dynamic open economy.
And third – despite New Labour’s determination, even relish, to shed out dated shibboleths of the left – there was
still a lingering belief that tightly controlling immigration was somehow tinged with racism” (Finch & Goodhart,
2010, p.4-5).
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unfairly “The day rate for a brickie in Southampton has fallen by 50 per cent, which is good
news if you are having a kitchen extension built, but, if you are a brickie with a family to feed,
is not fine at all” (Hinscliff, 2006). Throughout the period, he was representative of a faction
within the party that had worked to stem the easing of immigration restrictions for further new
European citizens from Bulgaria and Romania and increase attention on disadvantaged white
communities as the most effective route to reducing disunity and conflict within working class
communities (Hinsliff, 2006).

4.5. Policy Measures in Anticipation of new European migration.
An important measure undertaken in anticipation of new migration was to estimate the number
of persons likely to arrive. The potential impact on immigration levels of opening the UK's
borders to new European member states was massively under-estimated by official researchers.
This is important because it influenced the type of measures put in place at the outset. Official
research greatly underestimated the levels of immigration that would transpire. This research
offered figures of around 7000 to 15,000 new migrants arriving in Britain during the first two
years following the enactment of the 2003 Treaty of Accession, then predicting the immigration
figures would reduce in the years following 2005 (Alvarez-Plata et al., 2003; Dustmann et al.,
2003). Indeed, even cautionary figures produced by the anti-immigration lobby group
Migration Watch offered a figure of just 40,000 arrivals per year (Migration Watch, 2003).

Contrary to the indicative figures produced by the official research, evidence was available at
the time that EU member states such as Poland had significant factors influencing people to
emigrate should the opportunity arise. Research produced for the Trade Union Congress by
Hardy and Clarke (2005) set out the dire state of the Polish economy at the time, the very low
wages and high unemployment. It states that: “In the early 1990s ‘shock therapy’, followed by
a relentless drive to the market based on neo-liberal ideas, has increased insecurity and driven
down living standards for large numbers of workers [in Poland]. Unemployment is currently
on average 20 per cent, but those living outside the large cities or in regions to the East, face
unemployment levels as high as 35 per cent...The inability of young people, even with a good
level of education, to find work is also manifest in a 40 per cent youth unemployment rate.”
(Hardy & Clarke, 2005, p.3). It seems almost ridiculous now to imagine that of the almost 5
million unemployed people in Poland that just 10,000 would make the effort of jumping on a
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£50 flight to Manchester (or an even cheaper coach to Victoria) to try their luck in a country
that was bursting with jobs. As well, it is worth mentioning that Poland and the UK have
developed relatively close historical ties. This is borne out in the already existing Polish
community in Britain; that Britain hosted the Polish government in exile; and the close
association with regard to the Second World War (Stachura, 2004; Sword et al., 1989). As one
interview respondent quipped: “...us Poles love England, we saved you in the Battle of Britain,
so expected a warm welcome.” (interview respondent 7).

A number of policy measures were put in place after the European Union (Accessions) Act was
presented to Parliament in November 2003. These in part responded to the mounting popular
concerns about post accession immigration, which were mixed in with the general immigration
concerns influenced by the media coverage that was considered in the previous section. These
changes were contained in The Accession (Immigration and Worker Registration) Regulations
2004 that were put before, and subsequently accepted by, Parliament on the 25th of March
2004 (Statutory Instrument No. 1219, 2004). These regulations enabled the agreements made
as part of the 2003 Treaty of Accession to be operated within the existing set of legislation
concerned with immigration, primarily the 2000 Immigration (European Economic Area)
Regulations and the 2002 Nationality, Immigration and Asylum Act. The main feature of these
regulations was that workers from the accession states had to register with the Workers
Registration Scheme and were not entitled to benefits until they had worked and paid taxes for
12 months.

The new Accession Regulations meant that civil servants were obliged to set up and operate
the Workers Registration Scheme. In important part of this was that a monitoring device was
also established in the form of the Accession Monitoring Project. These are the first instances
of structural arrangements emerging as per a policy response to the 2003 Treaty of Accession.
The Accession Monitoring Project was operated jointly by the Home Office, Department of
Work and Pensions, Her Majesty's Revenue and Customs, and the Office for the Deputy Prime
Minister. Its main job was to produce bi-annual reports on the impact of new migration in terms
of the numbers and profile of new arrivals signing up to the Workers Registration Scheme and
applying for National Insurance numbers; Amount of said persons claiming benefits and tax
credits; and housing and homelessness support received. New migrants from the accession
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states had to pay a fee to sign up to the Workers Registration Scheme and only by doing this
was any entitlements to benefits or housing support unlocked after being employed
continuously for 12 months. Employers faced prosecution if they employed workers who were
not registered on the scheme. This example of new structures being formed based on
interdepartmental working very much set the tone of expectations for the response to migration
in this instance to be an example of modernised policy making.

The structures that were put in place in preparation of new European migration were valuable
in that they provided a basis for policy makers to identify a range of possible issues that may
emerge at an early opportunity. Bearing in mind the context that has been elaborated in this
part of the case study: a lot was riding on the success of these new arrangements. The
government had identified a need to increase migration for economic reasons and was
committed to making it work.

4.6. The Migration Figures
What transpired following the expansion of the European Union was a remarkable, and initially
difficult to track60 new dimension to immigration flows. It involved the arrival of relatively
large numbers of European citizens from the new member states, especially Poland. The initial
immigration statistics concerning migration following the 2003 Treaty of Accession show that
between May 2004 and April 2005- 176,000 people from the new European member-states
registered to work in the UK with 57% of this total being from Poland (Department for Work
and Pensions et al., 2005). These figures remained at a similar level throughout the period of
study (see figure.1 on page 105) and meant that by 2010 Polish was the second most common
foreign language in the UK with almost 600,000 speakers (ONS, 2011). Some key aspects of
these statistics are that:

60

There are question marks over the accuracy of the figures that were produced. For example, John Denham MP

stated, “I tracked A8 migration in my constituency but was confronted with official data that underestimated the
number of migrants by 90 per cent and did not reflect the impact on wage rates in the construction industry which
I had personally monitored.” (In Finch & Goodhart, 2010, p.25).
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Overall, new European migrants were much more likely to be working in the lower paid
and manual sectors (see figure.4 on page 106).



Wages were mostly low, with 75% earning £4.50 - £5.99 per hour, and 19% earning
£6.00 - £7.99 for the period May 2004 to September 2008 (Department for Work and
Pensions et al., 2008, p.15).



The top five sectors for registered workers, who applied between May 2004 and
September 2008, were administration, business and management (39%), hospitality and
catering (19%), agriculture (10%), manufacturing (7%) and food, fish, meat processing
(5%) (Department for Work and Pensions et al., 2008, p.12).



A small minority (8%) of registered workers who applied between May 2004 and
September 2008 declared that they had dependants living with them in the UK when
they registered. Amongst those who did have dependants, the average number of
dependants was 1.5.



Of those who applied between May 2004 and September 2008, 81% of registered
workers were aged 18-34. (Department for Work and Pensions et al., 2008, p.8).



Between May 2004 and September 2008, Anglia had the greatest number of workers
registering with employers in the area, with 15% of the total. This is followed by the
Midlands and London, with 13% and 12% of the workers registered. The proportion
registering with London based employers fell from 20% in 2004 to 11% in Quarter 3
of 2008 (Department for Work and Pensions et al.,2008, p.17).



Applications for benefits were relatively very low throughout the period. (Department
for Work and Pensions et al., 2008, p.23-26)
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Figure. 2 Workers Registration Scheme: Approved Applicants 2004-2008 (Department for
Work and Pensions et al., 2008, p.5)

Figure.3 Nationality of Approved WRS Applicants: May 2004- September 2008. (Department
for Work and Pensions et al., 2008, p.8)
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Figure.4. The Eight Most Common Jobs for New European Migrants 2004-2008. (Department
for Work and Pensions et al., 2008, p.29-32)

Box.2 Geographic Spread of New European Migrants in UK (excl.Shetland) 2004-200861

61

Source: http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/uk_news/7370955.stm.
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4.7. Summary
In setting out the case study context, a number of significant issues have come to light. The
first of these is that the policy issue of new European migration occurred in a period when the
key policy domains that would have traditionally dealt with the issue were undergoing
significant changes. This meant that from the outset, new ways of working had to be established
to respond to the unique character of the migration that followed the 2003 Treaty of Accession.
It also means that there was considerable scope for modernised practices in line with the
rhetoric of the Modernising Government reforms as there would be less reproduction of
established ways of working. The second significant issue was that there were conditions that
were very supportive of increased migration. This was especially true in terms of the core
government commitment to liberalising labour markets and businesses need for more workers
in the face of declining unemployment. This generated an expectation that the policy response
to new migration would be supportive and seek to ensure it continued. The next significant
issue was that a clear package of anticipatory policy measures was put in place before the
opening up to new European member states in 2004. The character of these set the scene for
the type of approaches likely to be observed in the core case study. By this, it is meant that a
great deal of emphasis was placed on evidence collection and joined up working, with the
Accession Monitoring Project being a prime example of this. Absolutely key to the case study
context is the statistics which show the notable levels of migration that policy makers were
responding to. These served to heighten media and public interest and concerns about the issue,
indicating that policy actors will be very likely seeking to show that they are responding to the
issue appropriately.
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Chapter Five
Case Study Part Two: Developing the Migration Impact Fund.

This part of the case study starts in May 2004, the period immediately after the 2003 Treaty of
Accession was put into action. It provides a chronological account of the policy making that
lead up to the implementation of the 2009 Migration Impact Fund. The policy making observed
in this case can be organised into four distinct phases. The narrative here describes them in turn.
The first phase consisted of the initial response to new migration following the enactment of
the 2003 Treaty of Accession. This was driven by macro-economic concerns such as the effects
of new migration on unemployment levels and wages. In the second phase, the concern was
primarily about the local impacts of new migration. The third phase was characterised by
sectional interests negotiating the level of resources and support the emergent issues
concerning new migration would receive. Finally, attention is paid to the policy making that
was involved in a fourth phase which involved the practicalities of getting the 2009 Migration
Impact Fund into operation.

5.1. Initial Responses: Reassurances and Campaigns.
Immigration transpired to have significantly and quickly increased following the enactment of
the 2003 Treaty of Accession in May 2004. Salt and Rees (2006) went so far as to say that the
UK began to undergo the most significant wave of migration in its history62. The main source
of statistics which are useful to this study are from the Workers Registration Scheme set up by
the Home Office to keep track of A8 migrants taking up employment in the UK. Although,
there are much cited difficulties in collating up to date and consistent migration figures (Boden
& Rees, 2009) the Workers Registration Scheme would have been subscribed to by the majority
of migrants from within the EU as it was a gateway to registering for work (as it enabled
individuals to receive a National Insurance number and, if needed, social benefits after 12
months). The initial immigration statistics concerning migration following the 2003 Treaty of
Accession show that between May 2004 and April 2005 176,000 people from the new

62

It has been stated that: “more than a million Eastern Europeans (mainly Poles) flowed into the UK in a four
year period – the largest peacetime migration in our history. That the country absorbed such a huge movement
with remarkably little fuss (and certainly no serious unrest) was a sign of the economic times and a tribute to both
British hosts and Polish migrants.” (Finch & Goodhart, 2010, p.6).
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European member-states registered to work in the UK with 57% of this total being from Poland;
43% were under 24; there was an almost equal number of male and female applicants; and the
majority of applicants worked in hospitality, agriculture, and administration (Accession
Monitoring Report, 2005). It was also noted from the early statistics that pre-accession over
50% of existing migrants from the A8 countries resided in London and the South East yet by
March 2005 this figure had gone down to below 25% (Portes & French, 2005, p.17-19).

One of the initial considerations for policy makers at the time was the degree to which these
high figures may have reflected undocumented persons already living in the UK, who had only
registered once they had the opportunity. Portes and French (2005, p.18) collated Labour Force
Survey and Workers Registration Scheme data to indicate that there was a significant number
of people who signed up to the Workers Registration Scheme who had arrived in the UK in the
preceding years but this accounted for less and less of the overall figure after the first three
months of accession: it in no way contradicted the basic statement that there was immigration
in that year far in excess of the predictions.

A number of government sponsored studies considering the macro-economic impact of this
unanticipated bout of immigration were also conducted immediately. The focus of these were
on real and potential impacts on wages and unemployment. One important initial statistical
analysis was produced for the Department for Work and Pensions by Portes and French (2005).
The report was driven by the sort of headline national impacts which had been anticipated in
the recent debates, primarily the effect on wage levels and unemployment. One interviewee (3)
provided insight into the logic behind this being the first line of inquiry when they stated that
“[government] ministers would have been really worried about things like wages being pushed
down or unemployment increasing because that would have undermined their argument for
opening up to Europe and having more migration...alienated their Trade Union
supporters….and given the likes of the Daily Mail the chance to say Labour were anti-English.”
(interview respondent 3). This debate remained critical throughout the period and the argument
that wages and employment were negatively affected amongst the low paid and marginalised
increasingly came to prominence (Goodhart & Finch, 2010).
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The study by Portes and French (2005) collated Labour Force Survey and Workers Registration
Scheme data. It concluded that the early data indicated that new immigration in the period had
a modest and mostly positive impact on the UK economy with little effect on unemployment
or wage levels. To quote the report directly: “Our results suggest that the primary impact of A8
migration has been to increase output and total employment, with minimal impact on native
workers, although higher levels of accession worker migration do appear to be associated with
small increases in the claimant unemployment count...Overall, the economic impact of
accession on the UK labour market appears to have been modest, but broadly positive,
reflecting the flexibility and speed of adjustment of the UK labour market.”(Portes & French,
2005, p.33). This report is important in understanding the development of the policy issue. It
reflects the tone of other reports produced around this period (Sriskandarajah, Cooley, & Reed,
2005; Blanchflower, Salaheen, & Shadford, 2007; Lemos & Portes, 2008). The content of the
report itself was also verified in a follow up produced by Gilpin et al. in 2006. These reports
were significant because they shifted the emphasis away from policy responses that may have
sought to curtail the free movement of workers due to negative impacts on wages and
unemployment.

At the same time, in the 18 months following the enactment of the 2003 Treaty of Accession,
a series of studies and reports from local organisations and regional agencies began to emerge.
These set out some of the impacts and challenges on individuals and local services in specific
parts of the country63 (Citizens Advice Bureau, 2005; McKay & Winkelmann-Gleed, 2005;
Schneider & Holman 2005; St Martin’s Housing Trust, 2005; Briheim-Crookall, 2006;
Stenning et al., 2006; Zaronaite & Tirzite, 2006). These represented a constellation of
peripheral and/or non-traditional policy actors lobbying for attention and support to deal with
newly emerged challenges relating to new European migration. These studies contributed to a
shift towards the policy issue being about the impacts of new migration on local services,
communities and migrants themselves. This was particularly with regard to homelessness and
poor housing. One such study was produced by the Eastern European Advice Centre (Morris,
2005). This undertook an in depth study of A8 migrants arriving at Victoria Coach Station and
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A comprehensive bibliography of reports concerning the impacts and challenges of new migrants, especially
with regard to housing is available from Diacon et al. (2008).
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found a distinct number of people unprepared for life in the UK who had found themselves
homeless (see box.3 below).

Box.3: An Example of the local impacts of new European migration in 2004

The Eastern European Advice Centre produced a study into homelessness amongst new
A8 migrants in London. The study ran from October to November 2004 and took place
around Victoria Coach station which was one of the key entry points for A8 migrants,
especially those on lower incomes taking a cheaper coach journey than flights. The study
found and spoke to 28 new migrants who were experiencing homelessness. It was found
that those spoken to had mostly arrived following prolonged periods of unemployment in
Poland and found barriers to accessing employment in the UK, mainly due to limited
English and the unavailability of decent employment. The survey then went on to explore
the availability of support for these persons and concluded that the range of civil-society
led homeless shelters and outreach services could not provide help with housing as these
people were not entitled to support as they had not worked in the UK for over 12 months.
However, they had provided homeless new migrants with basic (possibly life-saving) help
such as access to washing facilities, snacks, c/o addresses and primary health care.
(Morris, 2005)

The media had also begun to pick up on the real and imagined impacts of this new wave of
migration and ran very regular articles which primarily focused on Polish immigration and
stereotyped all A8 migration as being the immigration of Polish people (Burrell, 2009). Fomina
and Frelak (2008) undertook a detailed analysis of the tone and incidences of reporting in the
printed press of this issue in the sample years of 2004 and 2007. They note that “In 2004 one
may notice a stormy debate on EU enlargement, opening of the British labour market and
expected influx of workers from new EU member states... In the second analysed period
publications concentrating on the everyday life of Poles or the impact of immigration
dominated.” (Fomina & Frelak, 2008, p.31).
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Figure.5 Number and Tone of newspaper articles concerning A8 migration in 2004
and 2007 (Fomina & Frelack, 2008, p.32-33)
2004

2007

Number

148

234

Tone of

Positive

Negative

Neutral

Ambivalent

Positive

Negative

Neutral

ent

articles
analysed

Ambival

28 %

22.5%

25%

24.5%

15%

21%

48%

16%

Fomina and Frelak (2008, p.32) go on to provide a quantitative breakdown of the number of
articles published in a selection of UK based newspapers in 2004 and 2007 and indicate the
tone of the articles published (See figure.5 overleaf).

Into 2005, and the Audit Commission had become increasingly interested in the emerging local
impacts of A8 migration and as a result of this had shifted their focus away from researching
issues concerning asylum seekers and existing community cohesion/migration considerations
associated with the disturbances in Burnley in 2001. The, now defunct, Audit Commission had
by late 2005 completed a statutory consultation (under the 1998 Audit Commission Act) and
had agreed to produce a National Study into the issue of new migration following the 2003
Treaty of Accession. This set in train a program of participatory research which resulted in the
2007 Crossing Borders report (Audit Commission, 2007). This became the template for the
ensuing contribution of policy makers to dealing with the impacts of A8 migration. An
interview respondent (1) who was employed by the Audit Commission at the time explained
how the report came about. They said that in late 2005 the Audit Commission’s senior
management team was considering the way it could contribute to best practices in relation to
immigration and community cohesion. A scoping report was produced to aid this decision and
this included: “migrant workers from the EU… included as an option in the scoping report in
part due to feedback from the auditors at Cornwall and Boston authorities where they were
facing particular challenges at the time… the focus shifted towards A8 migrants… Following
consultation around a short list with interested parties including local authorities, police forces,
PCT’s and similar the feedback was collated and the commissioners decided to embark upon
the ‘crossing borders’ report.” (interview respondent 1).
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The Crossing Borders report (Audit Commission, 2007) involved detailed consultation and coordination with a range of local authorities, key service providers, academics, and local
organisations such as churches, community groups, and community safety partnerships. In
compiling the report, they “got together an external advisory panel from around the country,
as eclectic a mix as possible. [they] Ran a one-day workshop to establish issues and approaches.
Crunched secondary data. Considered multi-agency working. Went to a number of case study
areas. Explored use of population statistics esp. those provided by the Workers Registration
Scheme.” (interview respondent 1).

The Crossing Borders report (Audit Commission, 2007) starts off by setting out that on a
national level the geographical spread of new migrants, in relatively large numbers to areas
that have previously been largely mono-cultural, had raised fresh challenges for policy makers
and at the same time boosted businesses in many parts of the country (Audit Commission, 2007,
p.7). The report sets out 8 key local impacts of new migration, which are set out in Box.4 below:
Box.4 The Main Impacts of New European Migration.
1-The lack of accurate numbers makes it harder for agencies to predict and plan for change. It can make it
difficult to explain change to existing residents and to refute local rumours. It makes it harder to develop
business cases for extra funding or redeployment of existing resources, which can delay operational and
strategic responses.
2-While migrant workers are welcomed by employers, questions are often raised about potential competition
in local labour markets, especially for job seekers with poor language and other skills.
3-Where there is a rapid expansion in the number of people needing affordable private rented accommodation
and an increase in tenant turnover, there can be a material impact on local housing markets and local
neighbourhoods. There are widespread concerns about housing conditions for some migrant workers.
4-The combination of open borders and a limited entitlement to benefits means that migrants who fail to find
jobs, or who lose their jobs unexpectedly, can become homeless and destitute. The greatest impact has been
felt in central London, where there has been an associated increase in rough sleeping.
5-Contacting and communicating with migrant workers can be particularly difficult where there is a high
turnover of workers and where they may be wary of public agencies such as the police. Some migrant workers
speak little or no English. Local arrangements for teaching English for speakers of other languages (ESOL)
rarely meet local demand. Interpretation and translation arrangements are not always adequate.
6-There is widespread confusion about entitlements both among migrants and those who try to help them, with
a general need for better advice, information and guidance.
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7-There can be misunderstandings about laws, regulations and community expectations. Road traffic officers
have particular concerns. Minor misunderstandings, can cause preventable problems and bring risks to
community cohesion.
8-Most migrant workers are young and have come without families, so they make few demands on the more
expensive public services of health, education and social care. There can be localised pressure if families do
arrive. Equally there can be hidden issues that are difficult to identify and deal with, such as children not on
any school roll.
(Audit Commission, 2007, p.9-10)

The report gives a number of detailed examples and case studies of the types of impacts that
have occurred in localities around the UK in line with the key points the report outlines. For
example, a case study from Lancashire is offered that sets out how a local employer recruited
200 Polish workers on a 12 month contract and sacked them within the first few months of the
contract. This led to many of these workers being without basic provisions and in places
sleeping rough with no resources to return to their home country if they wanted to. (Audit
Commission, 2007, p.32).

The report ends by presenting a series of recommendations to government and key service
providers to help them deal with the issues that are identified. These recommendations are for:
more joint local working; improvements in sharing data and intelligence; building links with
new

communities

and

supporting

self-help;

improving

communication;

enabling

communication; increasing standards in employment and housing; developing local services;
and minimizing local tensions by increasing community cohesion. (Audit Commission, 2007,
p.38-42).

At the time when the Crossing Borders report was being produced there was an increasing
awareness amongst a broad range of policy participants that something had to be done about
the impacts of post-accession migration. This included numerous local authorities; key service
providers (such as the Police, health services and schools); and Civil Servants from most
departments. This was because the impacts of this migration were spread both geographically
and touched on a wide range of issues that had been picked up upon in the Crossing Borders
report (Audit Commission, 2007). The increased awareness was mainly due to lobbying from
local groups; an awareness of the large numbers of people involved; and an increase in press
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coverage (based on comments provided by interview respondent 5). However, who ought to
respond to the issues was not clearly defined and only started to come together as the issue
unfolded. An interviewee employed by the Local Government Association who worked closely
with Civil Servants and other key policy actors said “one of the problems was that immigration
was something that the Home Office took care of while community cohesion was the DCLG’s
[Department for Communities and Local Government] remit. departments were talking but I
don’t think there was clear leadership at first, although that did emerge around 2007 with the
Migration Impact Forum being set up and all the attention the issues were generating- there
was a clear onus to do something and to not make too big a deal out of it.” (interview respondent
5).

The Crossing Borders report, the process through which it was produced and the actions it
recommended set the justification and template for the Migration Impact Fund, it served to
close off other paths of response to this new migration that could have been taken. What was
significant as well was the connections made by policy makers from different departments and
sectors in the course of the report being produced. This was all reflected in the ensuing actions
within the policy process and the type of debates held which led to the setting up of the
Migration Impact Fund.

5.2. Working Together to Respond to the Issue.
Although the Crossing Borders report was published in 2007 (Audit Commission, 2007) the
process through which it was devised meant that as early as late 2005 it played a role in the
policy response which eventually delivered the Migration Impact Fund.

Around the production of the Crossing Borders report there had been a process of negotiation
taking place between different bits of the civil service and key stakeholders, particularly local
authorities. Staff at the Audit Commission played a key role in core aspects of this negotiation
and initially it centred around two issues: leadership and access to information. An interview
respondent from the Audit Commission said “there was a gap between what information was
being held by civil servants running the Workers Registration Scheme and what local
authorities were accessing to make sense of the changes, we encouraged them to come together
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and agreements were reached. At the same time changes to the Home Office meant that the
DCLG [Department for Communities and Local Government] was more responsible for the
issues.” (Interview respondent 1). Another respondent from the Improvement and
Development Agency said that “it was a cliché at the time but what we needed to achieve was
more joined up working and for that to work somebody had to take the lead in facilitating and
encouraging the work along. This wasn’t the case at first and some of the work with the
Crossing Borders report was useful in that it got different people together and talking. But the
leadership only came from ministers in flits [sic] as the story about new migration stayed in the
press and also found its way into discussions about local authority funding.” (interview
respondent 5). Efforts to reconcile the issue around access to information involved a series of
meetings and seminars, an example of which being the ‘Census and Workers Registration
Scheme Workshop’ which ran in 2006 (cited by interview respondent 5). Here, representatives
of the newly formed UK Border Agency worked with local authorities to establish ways of
making migration data more available to them.

What was important about the process involved in producing the Crossing Borders report
(Audit Commission, 2007) is that it set in train a series of endeavours which provided a
template for two of the most significant ways that the impacts of migration were being
responded to up to the enactment of the Migration Impact Fund in 2009. The first was to do
with capacity building and supporting local authorities to be able to: “...look where the impact
is and then make sure that government and local government are well prepared to be able to
support those communities in coping with the pace of change.” (Communities and Local
Government Committee, 2008, ev50). This support took the form of the Migration Excellence
Programme which was co-ordinated by the Improvement and Development Agency (currently
known as Local Government Improvement and Development). The second key effort was the
Migration Impacts Forum which was about joining up key government departments and
agencies to facilitate a co-ordinated response.

The Migration Excellence Programme which was initiated in September 2007 was a practical
response to the impacts of new migration aimed at supporting local service providers,
especially local authorities (GHK, 2009). The programme was led by the Improvement and
Development Agency (now named Local Government Improvement and Development) which
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was a Local Government Association body which the Department for Communities and Local
Government were very closely involved in directing. The Migration Excellence Programme
provided support to 11 local authorities through peer based support, training and visits (GHK,
2009). The work focused on the areas of difficulty identified by the Crossing Borders report
and produced a good practice guide (Byrne & Tankard, 2008). This was important because it
was an important way in which knowledge about the most effective ways of dealing with issues
pertaining to new European migration was collated. This knowledge around best practice
would later prove to be part of the basis upon which funds were directed through the 2009
Migration Impact Fund.

5.3. The Tussle for Resources.
From late 2007 into 2008 the tension between central government and local authorities
regarding the distribution and allocation of resources to deal with the impacts of new migration
became increasingly apparent. It would be true to say that the constructive efforts reflected in
the Migration Excellence Programme and the process through which the Crossing Borders
report was produced developed alongside and intertwined with ongoing efforts by local
authorities to secure more funds to deal with the impacts of new migration. These efforts to
secure additional funding were present in independent studies and conferences organised by
local authorities (e.g. Westminster, 2007a). As well, the meetings of the Migration Impact
Forum and discussions held as part of the Migration Excellence Programme served as sites
where different interests bargained for resources 64 . The data available indicates that this
conflict came to a head in the 10th Session of the House of Commons Communities and Local
Government Committee (Communities and Local Government Committee, 2008).

Alongside this, a number of Local Authorities such as Westminster, Hammersmith & Fulham,
and Slough worked outside of the processes of policy development being steered by the Audit
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Observation of the Migration Excellence Conference in 2008 included 4 conversations with different officers

from local authorities around the country who all shared the opinion that they were pleased with the information
being offered but hoped that they would receive adequate resourcing to undertake the tasks. This was also reflected
in a question asked at the q and a session. Migrant’s views were represented through a series of ‘talking head’
videos.
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Commission (and reflected in the Migration Excellence Programme and Migrations Impact
Forum). They organised independent research and conferences (e.g. Westminster, 2007b;
Hammersmith & Fulham, 2008) to highlight the impacts of migration and a discrepancy
between the demographic projections that their financial settlement is based on and the
populations they were working with. Taken together these efforts served to push the issues
associated with the impacts of new European migration up the agenda as it was in tune with
ongoing debates around the resourcing of local services. As well, a number of innovative pieces
of work were undertaken that provided options for alternative approaches to dealing with new
migration. For example, Hammersmith and Fulham (and also Westminster Council) engaged
with a Polish organisation called BARKA to deliver a support and repatriation programme
(Mickel, 2008).

One of the structures that transpired in this situation was the Migration Impact Forum that was
founded in 2007. This served as a forum through which Ministers, Civil Servants, key service
providers, and local authorities could meet regularly (the four meetings the group held during
the period of study were attended by between 25 – 40 people on each occasion). The Forum
served to inject a consideration of the impacts of new EU migration into the wider immigration
policy making process. It held its first meeting in June 2007 and was co-chaired by Ministers
from the Home Office and Department for Communities and Local Government. At the
opening meeting the then Minister of State for Communities and Local Government, Phil
Woolas, described its function as “identifying priorities for further research. The other priority
of the group will be to share best practice for public services in dealing with the impacts of
migration. We have set out six thematic areas we think the Forum should cover; community
cohesion, health and social care, housing, education, crime and disorder, and employment, and
we would like to spend a substantial part of each meeting on one of the themes” (Migration
Impact Forum, 2007).

At its first meeting, the issue of resourcing local authority areas in light of new European
migration weighed heavily on the agenda and is minuted twice (Migration Impact Forum,
2007). The minutes’ state “Following the presentation [on resourcing responses to new
migration] concerns were raised about the RSG settlements. Now that settlements are on a 3
year basis, if the figures used to determine settlements are wrong then the RSG funding is
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wrong for 3 years too” (Migration Impact Forum, 2007, p.1) and then “Members also
commented on the financial impact on local services including schools and health. Members
noted that local areas are struggling to meet the cost of increased service provision in response
to rapid change occurring in-year and not covered by formula grant funding.” (Migration
Impact Forum, 2007, p.2). This provides a clear indication that the issue of new migration and
the issue of local authority resourcing was well and truly merged in 2007 (although, it would
be very difficult to identify whether the issue served as a prop for the wider argument around
local authority funding or was a reason for arguing in and of itself).

The tensions between different government agencies with regard to resourcing local areas in
light of the impacts of new migration were well expressed in the House of Commons
Community and Local Government Committee’s Tenth Report of Session in 2007-2008 which
focused on Community Cohesion and Migration (Community and Local Government
Committee, 2008). This served as an important point in the negotiations around what resources
could be provided to deal with the impacts of new migration. At this committee evidence was
provided by a wide range of interests including government, the voluntary sector, trade unions,
business, academics, and statutory service providers. The Committee on 22nd of April 2008
questioned the then Secretary of State for Communities and Local Government, Hazel Blears,
and the Minister for Borders Liam Bryne, specifically about the impacts of A8 migration and
presses on questions around resourcing local authorities (Community and Local Government
Committee, 2008, EV55). Examples of these questions are presented in box.5 below:
Box.5. Questions and Answers about Funding the Impact of New Migration.
Q231 (asked by Phyllis Starkey MP) “…do you think that there is a need for some additional funding, given
that the pace of change is very rapid? Even if you improve the data from which the three year settlements are
made, do you think there is a need for some additional pot of money that can be drawn on if there is rapid
change that occurs in between?”
Answer by Hazel Blears MP: “First of all, there is a real terms increase in local government funding over
this period of the three year settlement, and you would expect me to say that, to try and meet a whole variety
of pressures that are in the system, particularly around social care and other issues. Having said that, in
addition there is also the ￡50 million cohesion fund that our Department has for the next three years, ￡34
million of which is going out through the area-based grants to local authorities for them to be able to deal
with the impact, not just of new migration, but also of settled communities, so there is some extra money in
the system now.”
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Answer by Liam Bryne MP: “…What we have to do in a world where migrants do move faster than
ministers is to make sure that we do have the best possible information about where people are and, if we
recognise that there can be transitional pressures on public services, which we do, we need to do something
about it, which is why we do think that there is a case for asking migrants to pay a little bit extra as they
journey towards citizenship, if that is what they want to do, towards a fund which can help alleviate some of
those transitional pressures that frontline public servants are telling us about…” (Community and Local
Government Committee, 2008, p.EV51)
Q243(asked by Anne Main MP) “ Have you considered establishing a contingency fund to assist local
authorities who have experienced rapid migration because, if they are not reflected in national statistics, this
could help integration more if the funding was there?”
Answer by Hazel Blears MP: “The Local Government Association suggested several months ago that there
should be a fund I think for ￡250 million for various authorities to bid against. We have not adopted that
approach because what has been really important is to give local authorities the stability and predictability of
having a three-year settlement. If you were to create a contingency fund that money has to come from
somewhere. That could have meant undoing the three-year settlement that had been worked out…the LGA
themselves were prepared to admit that they do not have the specific evidence, data and ability to be able to
quantify this [what a contingency fund would pay for], and to some extent I think that that kind of approach
is a very temporary, short term approach. What is important is to improve the data, make sure that when we
do the next three-year settlement and the next CSR we get that embedded in mainstream public services
because this change is going to be with us for quite a long time to come.”
(Community and Local Government Committee, 2008, p.EV54)

At the same committee meeting, the Local Government Association presented a memo
(Community and Local Government Committee, 2008, EV131) which specifically, in section
3.21, asked for a contingency fund of ￡250million to deal with the impacts of new migration.
The LGA requested ￡250 million on the basis that this represented 1% of the overall funding
allocation and reflects an approximate 1% underestimate of actual population (Community and
Local Government Committee, 2008, EV131).

The report of this committee brought to light the different opinions of Central and Local
Government regarding the funding required to deal with the impacts of new migration. The
Local Government Association asked for ￡ 250million and the Ministers assert that
￡35million is already being made available. One of the committee’s conclusions stated that
“We are not convinced that the Government’s recently announced transitional fund [the
original term used for the Migration Impact Fund] will provide sufficient income to fund local
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public services under pressure from migration. We recommend that the Government
immediately establish a contingency fund capable of responding effectively to the additional
pressures which may be put on local government services from migration. The Government
should work closely with the local government sector to develop appropriate funding criteria.”
(Community and Local Government Committee, 2008, Paragraph 126).
Soon after, in June 2008 The Department for Communities and Local Government published
‘Managing the Impacts of Migration’ (Department for Communities and Local Government,
2008). This report set out the scope of the issues presented by new migration as far as the
government was concerned and made clear what steps were being taken and the levels of
funding being made available for the issues. These steps included measures such as increased
funding for ESOL classes; piloting specialist cohesion teams; developing an online portal of
resources for practitioners; and increasing opportunities for local workers to improve their
skills. (the full list is presented below in box.6). Hazel Blears MP, The Secretary of State for
Communities and Local Government at the time, sets out the rationale for this work in the
introduction to the report: “Some places have not experienced migration before: others have
not experienced the kinds of change we are seeing today. It is important to provide support so
that those places can face change with confidence, manage its impact successfully, and make
the most of the huge potential contribution that new arrivals can make to the local economy,
culture and society.” (Department for Communities and Local Government, 2008, p.5).

Box.6 Migration Measures Announced by DCLG in 2008
1. Exceptional Circumstances Grant of £10 million for schools experiencing a rapid growth in pupils.
2. Increasing the Ethnic Minority Achievement Grant for schools.
3. £200,000 to Homeless Link to co-ordinate action to reduce rough sleeping in London.
4. Providing £50 million over the next three years to support community cohesion.
5. Introducing a new Transitional Impacts of Migration Fund [former term used for Migration Impact Fund]
6. Piloting Specialist Cohesion Teams to support local authorities facing particular challenges.
7. Developing a single online portal which will provide a regularly updated bank of good practice on
promoting cohesion.
8. Working with the Improvement and Development Agency to run the Migration Excellence Programme to
identify and share good practice, and promote peer mentoring of local authorities.
9. Developing proposals on how local authorities and their partners including the Learning and Skills
Council (LSC) can prioritise public funding for English for Speakers of Other Language (ESOL)
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10. Upskilling the existing workforce so that employers should not feel they have to seek migrant labour
because there are avoidable local skills shortages.
11. Developing a range of good practice tools to show how Neighbourhood Policing teams can identify and
engage with incoming/emerging communities.

(taken from Department for Communities and Local Government, 2008, p.7-8)

Amongst the funding identified in the report the new Transitional Impacts of Migration Fund
was important as this was the proposed funding which became the Migration Impact Fund. The
report identifies that it was first mentioned in the UK Border Agency’s Green Paper ‘The Path
to Citizenship: Next Steps in Reforming the Immigration System’ which was released in
February 2008 (UK Border Agency, 2008a). The report describes the fund as to be “spent on
building the capacity of local service providers to manage the impacts of migration. For
example, it could be spent on improving mapping of communities and local data; on websites
that provide information for migrants coming to the UK; or on English language training.
However, this list is not exhaustive and we would expect the money to be spent on a wide range
of issues according to local need.” (Department for Communities and Local Government, 2008,
p.37). The report also goes on to state that “We will work closely with the Government Offices
and a range of stakeholders including the Police, local authorities and others to develop further
this proposal in light of the responses to the consultation on the Earned Citizenship [sic-actually
entitled Path to Citizenship] Green Paper.” (Department for Communities and Local
Government, 2008, p.36).

The consultation on the ‘Path to Citizenship’ Green Paper took place between March and June
2008 (Home Office, 2008a: Home Office, 2008b; Home Office, 2008c). The analysis and
response to this consultation were all published in July 2008 (Home Office, 2008c). 100
responses (17%) came from organisations, and 498 respondents (83%) said they were a
member of the public (Home Office, 2008c, p.36). The consultation asked a specific question
to do with the then ‘Transitional Impacts of Migration Fund’ and this was: “Question 5.3:
Should non-EEA migrants entering through the family and economic routes pay an additional
charge on top of existing application fees in order to create a fund which would be used to
alleviate short-term pressures on local public services caused by migration?” (Home Office,
2008c, p.36). The response to the consultation indicated that 76% of respondents disagreed
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with imposing a charge on new migrants to cover the transitional impacts of migration (see
box.1 and box.1 below). A response that was representative of the type of opposition to the
charge stated that “Migrants are already net contributors and pay more taxes on average and so
already pay for the public services they use. The fact that some migrants have more dependants
and so contribute less is not a justification to make all non-EEA migrants pay an additional
charge.” (Home Office, 2008c, p.37).

The Local Government Associations’ offered careful responses which focused on requests for
transitional funding but avoided supporting or discouraging a levy on new migrants. For
example, the Welsh Local Government Association simply stated that they “welcome the fund
to help alleviate the financial impact of population churn on local government. In order for
local government to be able to respond flexibly and proactively this fund must be administered
directly to local authorities and there should be discretion on local authorities as to how this
money is spent.” (Welsh Local Government Association, 2008, p.8).

The conclusions to the consultation summarised the objections as being because of “...concerns
about the proposed fund...Some highlighted the fact that migrants are, on average, net
contributors to the economy, and as such expressed concern at the suggestion that migrants be
required to contribute extra for a fund to manage the transitional impact of migration; others
suggested that to require migrants to contribute to the fund would be unfair or discriminatory....”
(Home Office, 2008c, p.37).

Despite the negative response to the proposed funding arrangements for what would become
the Migration Impact Fund the Home Office asserted that the Fund, with its levy on Non EEA
migrants would go ahead: “Some migrants make claims on public services as soon as they
arrive and before they have contributed significantly to the cost of these services. At the same
time public antipathy to migration can be driven by a perception of unfairness, in that some
migrants are perceived to receive more from the state than they contribute – and this can
adversely affect community cohesion. This calls for public service providers to respond quickly
and innovatively to this challenge. The Government has provided a fair settlement for local
government, and many are already responding to this challenge; but with a relatively small
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amount of additional money we could alleviate some of the short-term pressures.” (Home
Office, 2008c, p.22-23).

Taken together, this stage in the development of the Migration Impact Fund was strongly
characterised by both innovation, in terms of identifying ways of dealing with issues arising
from new migration, and a tussle for resources between central and local government. By late
2008 a settlement had been reached and work began on the detailed development of the fund.

5.4. Initiating the Migration Impact Fund
In July 2008 the Migration Impact Fund (initially referred to as the Transitional Impacts of
Migration Fund) was publically announced following a period of significant lobbying and
debate about the resourcing of local agencies prior to the next 3-year settlement which was
assumed to better take into account the changing population dynamics local agencies were
dealing with. The framework for the delivery of the Migration Impact Fund was also set out in
the government’s response to the Path to Citizenship Consultation (Home Office, 2008c) (see
box.7 below).

Box.7. The Framework for the Migration Impact Fund.
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“...The fund will be tens of millions of pounds and will operate from April 2009...The
fund is designed to assist local service providers in dealing with the short-term pressures
of migration. We believe it is essential that those who best understand where local
pressures are occurring should take the decisions on how the fund should be used. As a
result, we are proposing that the fund would be allocated on a regional basis through the
Government Offices for the Regions... All local service providers, including the police,
local authorities and Primary Care Trusts, will be eligible to benefit from the fund. As
the fund will operate from April 2009 we will use the ONS sub-national projection
figures published in June this year to ensure the most up-to-date, robust and consistent
data available on migration is used in allocating this fund. We will also pressure test this
approach with the Migration Impacts Forum. The Government Offices will prioritise the
allocation of funds to specific projects or services based on a range of factors. These
would include the key issues identified by local service providers. We would expect the
Government Office to use existing fora with knowledge of the impacts of migration,
such as Local Strategic Partnerships, to decide how best a fund of this sort can help
address specific problems... it is essential that local services have an opportunity to shape
the use of the fund in their local area. We will continue to discuss the practicalities of
the fund with the police, local authorities and other local service providers...’’
(Home Office, 2008c, p.23)

The detailed development of the Fund was taken on in October 2008 by the Cohesion
Directorate that worked within the Department for Communities and Local Government. This
work was developed by the Head of Integration Policy who provided a detailed description and
comments on the process at this stage in an interview. The key parameters had already been
made public, as per box.6, and what was necessary was ensuring the appropriate administrative
and monitoring mechanisms were in place.

In many respects this stage of the process through which the Migration Impact Fund was
enacted was relatively straight forward and the interviewee (3) made it clear that “once
everyone’s pretty much agreed on what to do, the supports there, it’s not hard to get the policy
working. It can come down to a few days drawing up procedures, getting the responsibilities
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clear in other departments, drafting templates and forms, arranging publicity...it’s not hard,
especially with a few years’ experience and confidence, also with email everything’s stored on
there so there’s not much call for filing or banks of clerks like before” (interviewee 3).

He (interviewee 3) explained that the development of the fund took about three months. In this
time, they provided updates to their line manager and directly but infrequently to the minister
in charge, Hazel Blears MP. The interviewee explained that the Secretary of State was
personally very interested in the work and looked for regular updates and played a role in
directing some of the specific details of its development. The description offered by the
interview respondent (3) of the work involved at this stage could best be organised into a model
consisting of three overlapping stages and involving four significant features as per Table.7
overleaf.

Table.7 The Three Stages and Four Features of Initiating the Fund
Three Stages
1- Assignment of task and expectations: The Head of Migration is assigned the task of developing the policy
by their line manager within the confines of their supervisory process and then through informal conversations
and tacit interpretation of expectations is instructed as to the nuances of the work (i.e. who should it favour,
what big issues should it feed into)
2- Design and Operationalising: The policy is designed in consultation with a small number of key
stakeholders, relevant templates, information booklets and publicity is prepared. The involvement of the key
delivery agencies is formalised and dates and deadlines are agreed.
3- Delivery and open ended: Once the policy was designed and up and running the civil servant was signed
off the task and it was handed over to its operational lead, in this case the Government Offices Directorate.
However, there remained informal involvement due to the interest the Secretary of State had in the distribution
of funds and the Secretary of State retained final decision on its allocation.
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Four Features
A- High level of ministerial involvement: The Secretary of State, Hazel Blears, maintained a keen interest in
the development of the work and personally directed aspects of it.
B- Exploitation of ICT: The use of email for communicating and keeping records was central, it enabled the
work to be expedited.
C- Political Considerations- The work was developed in a way which responded to lobbying and sought to
ensure that it did not undermine broader political considerations (such as the rise of the BNP and being seen
to give funds to migrants rather than addressing the impacts)
D- Inter-departmental: The work involved civil servants from different departments in an informal and
flexible way.

The interview respondent (3) who described the process made clear that it was important for
the allocated funds to be, and be seen to be, about the impacts of migration as opposed to a
fund for migrants themselves. This meant that the criteria through which applications by local
agencies to receive funds were considered needed to reflect this. As well, what parts of the
country received support also needed to be carefully considered. The exact formula used to do
this remains unclear and no specific guidance appears to have been provided to the relevant
Government Offices. The announcement of the fund (Department for Communities and Local
Government, 2009) set out that the funds would be distributed in line with ‘Barnett principles’
(Department for Communities and Local Government, 2009, p.38). The Barnett Formula, to
which the principles refer, is defined as “not determine[ing] the overall size of the budgets but
provides that, where comparable, changes to programmes...result in equivalent changes in the
budgets of the territorial department calculated on the basis of population shares.” (House of
Commons, 1998, p.5). This meant that the fund was able to be understood as not affecting any
current or future settlements, was in response to changes in a range of local programmes due
to new migration, and was able to be worked out based on demographic information available.
The Interview respondent said that in deciding where to prioritise for support, that it was “a
given that we would be cross matching Census data, WRS data, and statements of local need
over the past couple of years to share out the funding.” (interview respondent 3).

The Migration Impact Fund operated through the 2009-2010 and 2010-2011 financial years
before being wound up in October 2010. It was reported in the press that the decision to end
the fund was made by the incoming Conservative led coalition Government and was as an early
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indication of its intention to be 'tough on immigration’65. The winding up of the program was
described in the press by an unnamed official at the Department for Communities and Local
Government as being because “Ending the ineffective Migration Impacts Fund will save
￡ 16.25m this year. We believe the impacts of migration are better addressed though
controlling immigration, which is why the government will reduce the level of net migration
back down to the levels of the 1990s – tens of thousands each year, not hundreds of thousands.”
(Wintour, 2010).
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However, on the other hand evidence collected through engaging in ethnographic observation indicates that the

decision to end the fund was already taken. This was in light of a change of Minister at the Department for
Communities and Local Government, with John Denham replacing Hazel Blears in June 2009. One of the
implications of this was that resources and emphasis immediately shifted over to alternative funding streams such
as the Connecting Communities programme and thus the Migration Impact Fund was closed and resources
transferred over to this.
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Chapter Six
Case Study Part Three: Analysis

This third part of this case study based investigation analyses the degree to which policymaking
was modernised. The analysis serves as the final part of the case study itself, and the following
chapter then offers up the findings of the investigation. Given the extent to which it is feasible
to offer measurements in this field of study, the analysis will provide a basis for indicating at
what points and in which respects the policy making in this instance was modernised;
significantly modernised; not particularly modernised; or not modernised. Four sub-questions
are answered in this analysis. The first part of the analysis considers the first of these, which is
the extent to which the nine features of modernised policy making that are set out in
Professional Policy Making for the 21st Century (also referred to in this chapter as PP21)
(Cabinet Office, 1999b) are present in this case. Then, the second part of the analysis tackles
the three further sub-questions. These are:



How modernised was the policy making was at different points in the case?



What was the degree of synergy between the different features of modernised
policy making?



What are the alternative explanations that could be applied where policy making
was not found to be modernised?

6.1. Analysis: Part One.
This here first part of the analysis looks in turn at the presence of the nine features of
modernised policy making. In so doing, the meaning of each feature is first summarised and
then an explanation offered as to the degree to which it was observed to be present and why.
Suggestions of what ought to have been observed for the work to have fully met the criteria of
modernised policy making in each instance is also offered. The analysis of each feature then
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offers a fixed statement on whether the policy making in that respect was modernised/ was
significantly modernised/ was not particularly modernised/ or was not modernised.

1: Forward Looking
The first feature of modernised policy making set out in PP21 is for policy makers to be
'Forward Looking' (Cabinet Office, 1999b, p.71). The idea behind this is for policy makers to
do more than react to issues without considering its longer term impacts and opportunities. It
is a notion that encourages vision and for policy makers to “clearly define outcomes and take
a long term view, taking into account the likely effect and impact of policy in the future five to
ten-year period and beyond.” (Cabinet Office, 1999b, p.71). It is indicated that this should be
done through utilising projections of social, statistical, political, economic and cultural trends.
Examples of evidence for this occurring include “the preparation of statements of intended
outcomes, contingency plans, scenario plans, forecasting programmes, taking into account
lessons of previous, related policies.” (Cabinet Office, 1999b, p.72).

The way that forward looking practices were present in this case has two key dimensions. These
are forward looking practices that took place in anticipation of new migration and then forward
looking practices that were undertaken in response to the issue after it had begun to occur. In
the first instance, there is evidence of a limited amount of forward looking policy making that
was hampered by a specific miscalculation. This is where the projections of potential migration
numbers following the enactment of the 2003 Treaty of Accession that was produced for the
Home Office 66 (Dustmann et al., 2003) estimated potential levels of migration to be very
modest. This served to dis-incentivise further proactive forward-planning such as scenario
building or contingency plans because policy makers were led to believe that there would be
no significant impacts arising from the change in immigration rules. Hence, there is little

66

These figures reflected those offered in a similar study that was undertaken on behalf of the European Union

(Alvaraz-Plata et al., 2003).
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further evidence available of distinct forward planning activities, such as scenario building or
contingency plans, prior to the emergence of the issue67.

The policy issue then emerged in a rapid and unpredictable manner. For example, over half a
million persons had arrived in the UK within the first year of the 2003 Treaty of Accession
coming into force. Because of this, there was not a strong basis for the development of a clear
framework or set of projections into the future five to ten years as specified in the guidance,
especially as it was not known in the initial years following the higher than anticipated levels
of migration as to how the issue would unfold. The policy actors involved were reacting to
changes and demands in real time. Because of these reasons it would be unrealistic to expect
to find a five-year plan for responding to new migration produced shortly after the enactment
of the 2003 Treaty of Accession.

Because of the highly reactive character of this case, it is reasonable to relax the definition of
what is meant by forward looking policy making. This means that efforts which looked forward
for short periods of time (i.e. 6-18 months) and sought to offer worked out responses are taken
as appropriate signs of forward looking policy making. Of this, there are a number of notable
instances. These include the economic impact reports produced early on (Portes & French,
2005; Gilpin et al., 2006); and the Crossing Borders report (Audit Commission, 2007).

In the sense of policy makers exhibiting 'forward looking' practices in this instance it is fair to
say that although they did not conform to the specific examples offered by the PP21 report (for
example at the outset various contingency plans could have been worked out): numerous efforts
were undertaken which contributed to the issue moving forward that reflected policy makers
using real time knowledge to project the next steps with a limited range of available
data/planning capacity. However, the miscalculation of potential migration figures and the fact
that no plans were made in anticipation of the potential for higher than expected levels of
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It is debatable whether the Accession Monitoring Project could be taken to be an example of forward looking

policy making. It is not included here as it essentially served as a device to extend the capacity to monitor new
migration flows as the existing data management arrangements would not have the capacity to undertake this task.
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migration are significant. Taken together the practices in this instance appears to have been not
particularly modernised.

2: Outward Looking
Taking an outward looking approach to policy making means to “take full account of the
national, European and international situation.” (Cabinet Office, 1999b, p.71). There are two
disparate elements to this: on the one hand it encapsulates geographically comparative
considerations and on the other hand it means to communicate efforts with the public. Evidence
for this occurring include for policy makers to have “worked closely with international
divisions, agencies etc, use made of OECD, EU mechanisms etc. Looked at how other countries
dealt with the issue...carried out international benchmarking; recognised regional variation
within England. Communication/presentation strategy prepared and implemented.” (Cabinet
Office, 1999b, p.73).

The development of the 2009 Migration Impact Fund exhibits many examples of outward
looking policy making at all stages and in both respects. But this is circumscribed by evidence
indicating significant question marks over levels of communication with the general public.
The examples of outward looking policy making includes the production of a National Study
(Audit Commission, 2007); a 2008 Parliamentary Inquiry which invited input from any
concerned parties around the country and across the political spectrum (Communities and
Local Government Committee, 2008); and work that involved agencies from other EU states.
An example of the outward looking approach then would be the work conducted with the
BARKA-Foundation from Poland. They were engaged with at an early stage in the process of
developing the 2009 Migration Impact Fund to provide information and supported to A8
migrants most in need, especially in the London boroughs of Westminster and Hammersmith
and Fulham. An interview respondent involved in the early stages of the process said that
“Barka were useful in being able to reach out to people who were really struggling and sleeping
rough. They helped us understand the extent of the problem and they took on specific projects
and contributed to discussions with civil servants and the Audit Commission who were looking
at what to do about the negative impacts following accession.” (interviewee 6). This is an
example of policy makers being open to involving and learning from other organisations on a
European wide basis.
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With regard to being outward looking via communication with the public, in simple terms it is
fair to say that key decisions were shared through reports and briefings and all key information
and statistics were made available online 68 . For example, the setting up and work of the
Migration Impact Forum was publicised through mainstream media outlets and the minutes of
its meetings were made available online. However, there remained an ongoing debate as to the
degree that the general public were communicated with clearly about the issue of new European
migration per se. This is something that has come up repeatedly in the Labour Party’s
reflections on its handling of immigration as it digested and debated why it lost the 2010
General Election (Finch & Goodhart, 2010; Heppell & Hill, 2012). Taken together, the
evidence available indicates that policy making in this instance could at best be judged to be
significantly modernised. This is because there were clear indications of outward looking
practices, but significant question marks remain about how much those outside of policy
making circles were communicated with clearly enough.

3: Innovative
The third feature of modernised policy making is about being innovative and encourages a
creative approach that involves taking “...a holistic view looking beyond institutional
boundaries to the governments strategic objectives.” (Cabinet Office, 1999b, p.71). In pursuit
of this the advice is to be “flexible, questioning established ways of dealing with things;
encourage new and creative ideas; and where appropriate, making established ways work
better...open to comments and suggestions of others. Risks are identified and actively managed.
Experimentation and diversity are encouraged through use of pilots and trials.” (Cabinet Office,
1999b, p.73). Suggested evidence for this occurring are for policy makers to have “...used
alternatives to the usual ways of working...took the issue back to the beginning...effective use
of pilots...took steps to create management structures which promoted new ideas and effective
team working...people brought into the policy team from outside.” (Cabinet Office, 1999b,
p.73).
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It is important to note that just because something is in the public domain does not mean that it is accessible to
the general public. Being able to find and interpret reports and statistics produced by government requires a high
level of literacy and a degree of competence in using online resources. Research has shown that a significant
number of the general population do not possess these inclinations (Pattie, Seyed, & Whiteley, 2003; Helsper,
2008).
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The evidence gathered indicates that those involved in the development of the 2009 Migration
Impact Fund exhibited innovative practices at all stages. This is especially apparent through
the use of pilots (e.g. the Migration Excellence Programme); the involvement of outside
partners (such as in compiling the National Study); and the reconfiguration of existing ways of
working (e.g. the setting up of the Migration Impact Forum). In simple terms, the work to
develop the fund was innovative in that it reflected a new approach to dealing with the
immediate impacts of new migration. Whereas issues associated with migration would have
traditionally been handled by the Home Office, from the beginning a wide range of policy
actors were involved in responding to the issues and devising solutions. At the heart of this was
a smaller group of policy actors who had the space, possibly due to a tolerance for modernised
practices within and across departments of government, to be innovative. An interviewee from
the IDeA who was involved in this innovative work stated that “the issues that came about with
the arrival of A8 workers meant that we had to devise a response that wasn’t about migration
in the way the refugee dispersal scheme or border enforcement was...had the opportunity to
start from the beginning and think about what would work best...chance to do work which was
well worked out even though we needed to work fast...” (interviewee 3). What this indicates is
that the newness of the issue and the policy context it emerged in lent itself to policy makers
wanting to do innovative work having the opportunity to do so.

A good example of the activities what these innovative practices engendered is the Migration
Excellence Programme that served as an opportunity for agencies across the country to share
best practice and engage in policy learning (GHK, 2009). This programme then informed the
content and focus of the 2009 Migration Impact Fund and served as a way of ascertaining the
most effective interventions which would be encouraged and supported through the Fund.

Overall, it is very clear that in practice policy makers had the scope and opportunities to engage
in innovative policy making. It is important to consider the underlying reasons for this because
the space to be innovative may primarily reflect there being a vacuum seized in an enterprising
way or else a reflection of policy making space being generated in light of institutional support
and frameworks. The evidence indicates that innovation in this instance was facilitated by both
the overall context where innovation was encouraged and also the opportunities presented by
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the work taking place under conditions of flux (in that the issue feel outside of established
departmental remits and that existing work around immigration and community cohesion was
undergoing changes). Because the innovative work reinforced core government policy (that is,
to ensure the success and continuation of new European migration) the primary source of this
innovation would appear to be the scope provided by institutional frameworks to meet a need
to devise policy in a new way that contributed to existing structures. This means that the
innovation was substantively limited. In light of this evidence it is posited that work in this
instance was significantly modernised.

4: Evidence Based
The fourth feature that is outlined in PP21 encourages an evidence based approach (Cabinet
Office, 1999b p.71). The definition offered suggests that policy makers should ensure all key
stakeholders are involved throughout a policy's development and that all relevant evidence,
including that from specialists, is available in an accessible and meaningful form to policy
makers. The evidence for this occurring includes for policy makers to have “commissioned
new research where appropriate and considered existing research; consulted relevant experts
and/or used internal and external consultants appropriately. Considered range of properly
costed and appraised options.” (Cabinet Office, 1999b, p.73).

There are numerous examples of evidence based policy making at all stages of the development
of the 2009 Migration Impact Fund. Existing and new data sources were exploited and a wide
range of methods were employed to gather and utilise evidence. The early reports produced by
the Department for Work and Pensions (such as Portes & French, 2005) and the setting up of
the Accession Monitoring Project to keep up to date evidence on the flows and key impacts of
new migrants from Europe are initial examples of the way in which evidence based policy
making was at the heart of efforts in this case. It is also evident in the work of the Audit
Commission (2007); the Parliamentary Inquiry (Communities and Local Government
Committee, 2008); and the way that the policy measure was set out in its final stages by the
Cohesion team at the Department for Communities and Local Government (Table.8 below
describes the key examples of evidence based policy making in this instance).
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Table.8 Examples of Evidence Based Policy Making in this Case.
Effort

Description

Accession Monitoring

Quarterly report by the UK Border Agency, the Department for Work and

Project

Pensions, HM Revenue & Customs and Communities and Local Government,
containing statistics on EU migrants from A8 countries. It included information
on the profile of workers (age, sex, sector of employment, intended length of
stay, geographical distribution) tax and benefits (applications for income related
benefits, child benefit, and by region) and housing and homelessness (housing
applications and homelessness assistance received)

Crossing Borders report

This National Study produced by the Audit Commission (2007) collated
information from a wide range of sources and localities through interviews,
focus groups and conference, surveyed available reports and statistical data, to
produce an analysis of the extent and character of issues emerging out of post
accession migration to the UK

2008 Communities and

The 2008 report by the House of Commons Communities and Local

Local Government

Government Committee included a wide range of evidence gathered from

Parliamentary Inquiry.

government and non-governmental interested parties, visits, and evaluated
different opinions and provided opportunities to challenge and test evidence.

Migration Impact Forum

An inter-departmental working group jointly chaired by the Minister for
Immigration and the Minister for Communities. Set up to collect and discuss
evidence on the impacts migration is having.

Devising the Migration

The stage where the Migration Impact Fund was set up as a working

Impact Fund

programme involved a further series of focus groups, a review of available
evidence, and setting up evidence gathering mechanisms.

The evidence indicates that this feature of modernised policy making was prominent in this
case and was done consistently throughout all stages and used to inform future work. Therefore,
it could be proffered that policy making was modernised in this instance.

5: Inclusive
The fifth feature of modernised policy making that is outlined in PP21 encourages an inclusive
approach to policy making that ''is fair to all people directly or indirectly affected by it and
takes account of its impacts more generally'' (Cabinet Office, 1999b, p.71) The definition
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offered indicate that policy makers should ''take account of the impact on and/or meet the needs
of all people directly or indirectly affected by the policy; and involve key stakeholders directly
in the policy process'' (Cabinet Office, 1999b, p.71). Suggested evidence for this occurring
include for policy makers to have ''consulted those responsible for service delivery...those who
would be on the receiving end or otherwise affected by the policy...range of impact assessments
made and included in evidence leading to decisions...'' (Cabinet Office, 1999b, p.74).

There is a mixture of data available in this case that shows distinct efforts to be inclusive, but
also limitations as to the extent to which the views and opinions of the general public and
peripheral policy actors were acted upon. In the first instance, there are numerous examples of
the policy making in this instance being inclusive. A wide range of affected and potentially
affected persons were consulted and involved to a degree. This included migrants themselves,
people in impacted communities, professionals and representatives. A good example of
affected persons being included in the policy process in this case is through the production of
the Crossing Borders report (Audit Commission, 2007). Here, affected persons were involved
in exploring the impacts of new migration and possible solutions. Included were local
community representatives, migrants themselves, and a wide range of service providers who
operated at all levels. This involvement took the form of focus groups, surveys, consultations,
and interviews. This inclusive approach ran all the way through the Parliamentary Inquiry
(House of Commons, 2008) where visits to affected areas were undertaken and people directly
affected were spoken to. It also sought involvement from a wide range of sources in the form
of written evidence. Lastly, the final stages of shaping the Migration Impact Fund by the
Cohesion Team at the Department for Communities and Local Government included
consultation and focus group work with affected communities and new European migrants.

However, in the course of undertaking the investigation a question mark emerged as to the
degree that those with less influence were included and on what terms. There are two facets to
this. The first is reflected in a public consultation held by the Immigration and Borders
Directorate in 2008. This directly asked the public about the Migration Impact Fund (then
called the 'Transitional Impacts of Migration Fund') and how it would be funded (Home Office,
2008a: Home Office, 2008b; Home Office, 2008c). Despite overwhelming objections to the
fee, especially from migrants themselves, the levy went ahead. As well, amongst all the
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inclusive practices observed throughout the development of the fund, no evidence is available
that states how the views and opinions collected were directly responded to. For example, no
statements were found that said anything like ‘the majority of new European migrants said they
would benefit from clarity on accessing health services- so as part of our plan we will be doing
x,

y,

z’.

Secondly,

through

undertaking

ethnographic

observations

at

three

conferences/workshops in the course of the development of the 2009 Migration Impact Fund
meaningful involvement from those outside of government and policy circles was not
witnessed. In these instances, with the opinion and experiences of affected persons more
usually being reported back by policy makers familiar with these discursive settings 69 . In
coming to a position on what level of inclusion was present in light of the evidence, it would
appear that there is a strong argument for asserting it was mostly tokenistic. By this it is meant
that it consisted of efforts that placated, consulted and informed affected persons. This is
arrived at by using a common measure of involvement, Arnstein’s Ladder70 (Arnstein, 1969).
These points lend towards the understanding that policy making in this instance was not
particularly modernised in terms of inclusion.

6: Joined Up
The sixth feature of modernised policy making is about policy makers taking a joined up
approach. This means that policy makers should “take a holistic view, looking beyond
institutional boundaries to the government’s strategic objectives and seek to establish the
ethical, moral and legal base for policy. Consider appropriate management/organisational
structures needed to deliver cross cutting objectives. Develop a rewards and incentives system
that encourages and maintains cross-cutting work.” (Cabinet Office, 1999b, p.75). Suggested
69

A prime example of this was the Migration Excellence Programme Conference held in 2008. Here, the views

of new European migrants was represented only through a series of talking head videos.
70

Arnstein’s Ladder (Arnstein, 1969) ranges from high levels of inclusion characterised by citizen control down

to low levels of inclusion characterised by manipulation. The scale is thus:
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evidence for this occurring include “Cross cutting objectives clearly defined at the outset; joint
working groups or other arrangements with other departments clearly defined and well
understood; barriers to effective joined up working clearly identified with strategy to overcome
them. Information shared at every stage of the policy process with those who need to know.
Implementation considered part of the policy process and developed in close collaboration with
operational staff. Policy contained negotiability to enable meaningful discussions with others
who may have had competing priorities. Clear lines with Public Service Agreements.” (Cabinet
Office, 1999b, p.75).

Throughout the development of the 2009 Migration Impact Fund there are ample examples of
joined up working. In this case, joined up working was the primary mode of operation,
especially with regard to different local and national agencies and departments working
together and forming new joined up inter-departmental structures. However, underlying these
joined up working structures was a distinct conflict between local and national government
with regard to resources which lends itself to an understanding of joined up government being
a structure through which differing interests potentially take the opportunity to further their
objectives. This was more about bargaining and competition then a negotiability referred to in
the Modernising Government literature (Cabinet Office, 1998b). This raises a question as to
whether the joined up working here was primarily a modernised practice; or else more
indicative of traditional bargaining or else the negotiability referred to in the PP21 guidelines71
(Cabinet Office, 1999b, p.75).

The main examples of joined up working in this case include:
1. New migration was monitored by an inter-departmental Accession Monitoring Project
comprising HM Customs and Revenue, Department for Work and pensions,
Department for Communities and Local Government, and the Home Office.

71

The difference in the two terms primarily relates to co-operation. That is negotiability refers to the establishment

of joined up mechanisms which allow constructive negotiations to take place as opposed to bargaining which
refers more to the advancement of specific institutional interests. There is a very fine line between the two and in
a sense negotiability may be taken to refer to actions at the benign end of a spectrum of bargaining based practices.
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2. The Audit Commission worked closely with civil servants from the Home Office and
Department for Communities and Local Government, local authorities and a wide range
of other agencies and individuals to compile the National Study (Audit Commission,
2007).
3. To respond to the impacts of new migration an inter-departmental Migration Impacts
Forum was set up in 2007 which was jointly chaired by the Home Office and the
Department for Communities and Local Government. Membership comprised a wide
range of interested bodies such as the Local Government Association and Housing
Federation.
4. The Cohesion Team within the Department for Communities and Local Government
reported that they liaised closely with colleagues in affected local authorities, regional
government offices, and affected local residents, in devising the implementation of the
2009 Migration Impact Fund.

The ample examples of joined up working in this case are taken to be reflective of a response
to the overarching reform context of policy making in this period that encouraged joined up
working. The key example of this is the Accession Monitoring Project that was set up in
anticipation of new European migration and by senior policy actors. This set the tone for the
ensuing work. However, looking at aspects of the purpose of joined up working set out in PP21
(especially with regard to the ethical, moral, legal basis of policy) it would appear that in some
instances joined up working served as locations through which conflicts between different
agencies were played out. This reflected traditional understandings of bargaining based policy
practices (see Painter & Peters, 2010). For example, the minutes of the first and second
meetings of the Migration Impacts Forum mentioned the issue of levels of funding for local
authorities given the increase in population following new migration. For this to be the case
indicates the lobbying which may have taken place in and around that structure. Also it is
indicative of it being used to bargain for resources, for an alternative may have been a general
questioning in the minutes around the resources needed to deal with the impacts of new
Migration. This evidence corroborates an account offered by an interviewee from the Audit
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Commission (interview 3) who indicated that new European migration became a theme in a
long running contest for resources between local and central government72.

In light of this evidence it would be difficult to argue that policy making wasn’t significantly
joined up in this instance. The main reason for this is that although there are ample and
consistent examples of these structures being in place, it is unclear if they served (especially at
critical junctures) as new sites of bargaining or instances where joined up working enabled
activities to be carried out to a higher purpose reflective of a modernised approach to policy
making. Hence, it is judged that policy making was significantly modernised in this instance.

7: Review
The seventh feature of modernised policy making encourages policy makers to engage in
review where “Existing/established policy is constantly reviewed to ensure it is really dealing
with problems it was designed to solve, taking account of associated effects elsewhere.”
(Cabinet Office, 1999b, p.75). Suggested evidence for this occurring include an “Ongoing
review programme in place with a range of meaningful performance measures. Mechanisms to
allow service deliverers to provide feedback direct to policy makers set up. Redundant or
failing policies scrapped.” (Cabinet Office, 1999b, p.75).

The way that this feature is conceptualised in the guidance makes it less relevant in this case.
This is because it is directed at established and ongoing programmes. It could be argued that
the work involved in responding to the impacts of new European migration involved a review
of existing arrangements to support local communities and that what was involved in devising
the new measure was in response to this. As well, in this case a broad process of review was
utilised through identifying examples of good practice, especially in light of the Migration
Excellence Programme (GHK, 2009). But this understanding does not reflect fully the specific

The interview notes stated that “A core issue for LAs is around local funding formulas - and that there is an
ongoing debate as to whether areas with more transient/fast changing populations are being adequately reimbursed
within the current formulas... noted that Slough is often cited as one such authority and that following A8
migration many rural areas are affected. Much campaigning done through LGA.” (interviewee 3).
72
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conception of review in the PP21 guidelines. Hence, in terms of this part of the analysis it is
necessary to conclude that this feature is not applicable in this case.

8: Evaluation
The eighth feature that is outlined in PP21 encourages the “Systematic evaluation of the
effectiveness of policy” and for this to be built into the policy making process (Cabinet Office,
1999b, p.76). Evidence for this occurring include there being a “Clearly defined purpose for
the evaluation set at the outset...Success criteria defined. Means of evaluation built in to the
policy making process from the outset; commitment to publish outcomes of evaluation. Pilots,
where appropriate, used to influence final outcomes. Evaluation reports tailored to their
audience to enable lessons to be learnt.” (Cabinet Office, 1999b, p.76).

Although the conception of evaluation in this instance is focused on the delivery and lead up
to worked out policy programmes, there is clear evidence of an evaluative actions taking place
in the identification of the format of the 2009 Migration Impact Fund. This is mainly exhibited
through the use of pilot schemes and consultation. However, no systematic process of
evaluation is present in this case. This is mainly because it was a reactive setting.

The pilot work undertaken within the auspices of the Migration Excellence Programme (GHK,
2008) served as an opportunity to evaluate the type of responses to new European Migration
being undertaken and then promoted the examples of best practice. This directly informed the
type of projects more likely to be supported by the 2009 Migration Impact Fund. Furthermore,
the discussions and considerations entertained as part of the Parliamentary Inquiry into
Cohesion and Migration (Communities and Local Government Committee, 2008) provided an
opportunity for key policy makers to evaluate and shape the content and focus of the fund.
However, no specific evidence of this taking place in the context of formal evaluation is
available. This is not necessarily an issue as the investigation here is concerned with the
development of a policy issue outside of a specific programmed setting. It would be unlikely
for specific or overarching evaluations to have taken place (beyond the review of evidence and
findings by policy makers at different stages of the process) as there was an unavoidable lack
of clarity about where the process was going to end up and that there were numerous streams
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of activity that fell under different departmental remits. Additionally, the timescales involved,
three years from when the notion of an impact fund was muted to its instigation, mean that it
happened quickly (due to the pressing nature of the issue at hand) which again would have
made formal evaluations less likely. That said, a number of the initial policy measures (such as
the estimates of migration flows and the accessibility of Workers Registration Scheme data)
were clearly problematic and it would be expected that in a modernised policy setting for some
form of evaluation to have taken place73. However, positives remain in that there was pilot
work undertaken and the lessons learned were fed into the ongoing development of the 2009
Migration Impact Fund. On balance, it would be fair to suggest that policy practices in this
respect were not particularly modernised.

9: Lessons Learnt
The ninth and final feature that is outlined in PP21 encourages a learning approach to policy
making which “Learns from the experience of what works and what doesn’t.” (Cabinet Office,
1999b, p.76). Suggested evidence for this occurring include “Information on lessons learned
and good practice disseminated. Account available of what was done by policy makers a result
of lessons learned. Clear distinction drawn between failure of the policy to impact on the
problem it was intended to resolve and managerial/operational failures of implementation.”
(Cabinet Office, 1999b, p.73).

There are numerous examples of lessons being learnt and the information being disseminated
throughout the development of the Migration Impact Fund. This was achieved through a range
of studies and pilot programmes being undertaken which were then reported on and
disseminated in writing and through conferences and debate. This included:

•

A National Study produced by the Audit Commission (2007) which researched the
nature and locations of the impacts. The study also made recommendations and

73

Evaluations may well have been undertaken but just not shared in the public domain or made available/of
interest to interview respondents.
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involved a range of policy makers in disseminating the results through ongoing
discussions and planning.

•

The Migration Impacts Forum was set up to collate up to date evidence, learn about
what works and use this to set priorities for policy makers.

•

A Parliamentary Report was produced (Communities and Local Government
Committee, 2008) which involved visiting affected areas, collating and considering
different opinions and perspectives on the best way to respond to the impacts of
migration.

Most importantly, when it came to devising the measure as a workable piece of policy the
Cohesion Team within the Department for Communities and Local Government took a number
of specific steps which were indicative of a learning approach to policy making. This involved
making sense of the pilots and development work that had already been undertaken to develop
an idea as to the type of responses the fund would be more likely to support; learning from
affected communities as to how to implement the measure in a way which did not undermine
cohesion; and devising ways of tracking and learning from the early stages of the funds
implementation. In light of the evidence available, it could be argued that the practices in this
instance were modernised.

6.2. Putting the Elements Together
The first part of the analysis offers detailed points on the degree to which each of the features
of modern policy making identified in PP21 was present in the instance of the development of
the 2009 Migration Impact Fund. This was important in ensuring that all of the features were
considered in detail. Table.9 (overleaf) indicates the degree to which each of these features
were present based on the terms of this evaluation and within the limitations of the decisions
open to the policy makers involved.
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Table.9 Results of Analysis Part One (The Extent to which the Nine Features of
Modernised Policy Making Were Present.)
Feature

Modernised

Description

Pts

2

?
Forward

Not

Examples of policy makers being forward looking in a reactive setting

Looking

particularly

as can be, with a range of pilot studies and plans devised. However, no
evidence of specific work around contingency plans, especially in
preparation of new migration.

Outward

Significantly

Looking

Policy makers seen to work in an outward looking way, especially with

3

regard to European involvement and studies undertaken. However,
distinct question marks around the way work was communicated with
the general public.

innovative

Significantly

Policy making was innovative and lots of examples of new ideas and

3

structures. There was an issue as to the degree that the innovation only
served to reinforce core government policy.
Evidence

Was

based
Inclusive

Joined up

Numerous examples of policy makers using a wide range of evidence

4

at all stages.
Not

Consistent examples of consultation and involvement. But evidence

particularly

indicates that this was tokenistic.

Significantly

Lots of joined up working, both amongst policy actors and in the

2

3

structures formed to respond to the issue. Joined up working not
always about co-production but a site for bargaining and lobbying.
reviews

n/a

Although there are some examples of reflection on previous steps, this

/-

was not in the sense advocated in PP21. The recommendations in PP21
refer to established policy programmes and less so to development in
complex settings. Hence it was deemed to be not applicable in this
case.
Evaluative

Not

Some examples of evaluative processes in play but no formal

particularly

systematic approach. Evaluation was not undertaken as a structured

2

and pre-planned activity as recommended in the PP21 guidelines.
Lessons
learning

Was

Evidence of learning from pilots and joined up working. There is a

4

consistent theme of learning throughout, especially with regard to
studies and pilot schemes. This reflected a learning approach to a new
policy issue and was a cornerstone of any degree of success the Fund
was likely to have had.

Score of 23 out of potential 32. The mean is 2.875 and is
rounded off to an overall score of 3.
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The first part of the analysis indicates that the policy making involved in the development of
the 2009 Migration Impact Fund was significantly modernised. This is based on an average of
the scores attached to the degree that modernised policy making was present in each feature.
An overriding issue in conducting the first part of the analysis was that although there was
evidence of work being undertaken in a modernised way with regard to each feature, distinct
question marks remained about the extent to which this fully reflected the guidance produced
by the New Labour government (Cabinet Office, 1999a; Cabinet Office, 1999b). Also, in a
number of areas the degree that the work was modernised was limited by the extent to which
it reflected the ethic of modernised policy making, especially in terms of inclusion (with regard
to affected persons and the general public); the degree that the work did anything other than
reinforce core government policy; and how much of the work undertaken reflected bargaining
based policy making. The first part of the analysis only goes so far in elucidating the overall
way that policy making could be understood as modernised in this case. With this in mind we
now move on to the second part of the analysis to consider the degree that this case is regard
to the three further sub-questions.

6.3. Analysis: Part Two.
Having set out the degree to which the nine features of modernised policy making contributed
to the extent of modernised policy making in this case, the task at hand now is to analyse the
case in more general terms. The primarily purpose of this is to identify the way that modernised
practices may be present when all the features are taken together and set out how other
explanations may come into play when a broader perspective is taken. This part of the analysis
confronts a range of relevant issues that were identified and also ensures that three further subquestions are covered. These are:


How modernised was the policy making was at different points in the case?



What degree of synergy was there between the different features of modernised
policy making at key points in the case?



What alternative explanations could be applied at points in the case where policy
making was not found to be modernised?
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Analysing the case study with regard to these three questions serves to reduce the extent to
which policy making is understood to be modernised .This is entirely because of the significant
role played by alternative approaches to policy making. All other aspects of policy making,
certainly in relation to the sub-questions covered, confirm the findings of the first part of the
analysis that policy making was significantly modernised. This part of the analysis starts by
picking up on the way that the elements of modernised policy making presented throughout the
case. Furthermore, the elements of modernised policy making are then considered with regard
to the synergy between the different elements and this is found to be a clear feature in this case.
The next point then draws out considerations concerning the limitations of describing this case
as modernised because of the multiple examples of bargaining based practices within
modernised structures. These limitations are then explored further through picking up on issues
concerned with the presence of directive practices in terms of framing the choice architecture
of policy makers and limiting the involvement of the general public. Finally, the analysis
considers the importance of perspective and its impact on the way the data appears in this case.
Once this is completed, the work then moves on to the next chapter that considers the overall
findings of this investigation.

The case study data indicates that the different features of modernised policy making were
present throughout the case of the development of the 2009 Migration Impact Fund. This means
that modernised practices were observed at each of the four stages that the case data was
organised into (anticipating new migration; initial responses; negotiating for resources; and
developing the fund). This is significant because for policy making to be modernised at just
one stage would point towards the data indicating that modernised policy making was an
irregular feature. However, the modernised policy making that was observed was not evenly
spread throughout each of the four stages. At the stage where resources were being negotiated
it was clear that there was less modernised policy making taking place then in the anticipatory
stage. Table.10 overleaf provides examples of modernised policy making through each stage
of case.
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Table.10 Examples of modernised policy making at different stages of the case.
Anticipation

Initial Responses

Negotiating Resources

Devising the Fund.

(2002-2004)

(2004-2007)

(2007-2008)

(2008-2009)

+ The Accession

+Studies into the macro-

+ The Migration Impact

Monitoring Project

economic impact of new

Forum.

migration (e.g. Portes &
+ Studies which

French, 2005).

projected number of

+ Cohesion Team,
Consulting local

+ The UK Border Agency

communities.

Consultation (Home

arrivals (Dustmann et

+ The Migration Excellence

al., 2003.

Programme (GHK, 2009).

Office, 2008a)

+ Cohesion Team
joined up with staff
from other

+ Audit Commission’s

departments

National Study (Audit

(especially DCLG)

Commission, 2007).

to devise Fund.

The first part of the analysis only goes so far as to show the isolated presence of the various
features of modernised policy making. An important consideration is how the policy making
practices can be understood when taken together and the synergy between the different
elements is considered. Were the different modernised practices present but operating in
contradictory ways, were they inconsistent and isolated? The data collected supports an
understanding that modernised practices presented synergistically. A common way that this
manifested is through innovative approaches being utilised that then engendered joined up and
evidence based ways of working. An example is of the innovative (and to a lesser degree
outward looking) policy making that resulted in the establishment of joined up work between
the Polish agency BARKA, the Home Office and a number of local authorities. The lessons
that this work generated (in terms of best practice and understanding the nature of the problems
being presented) was utilised in the production of the Audit Commission’s National Study
(2007) which in turn went on to inform the character of the 2009 Migration Impact Fund.
Alongside this understanding of modernised practices appearing in complimentary sequences
an important dimension of this is that they emerged in this way consistently throughout the
case. This is also important because it supports an analysis which posits that policy making in
this instance could be understood as modernised.
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What the analysis has indicated so far is that the policy making in the case of the development
of the 2009 Migration Impact Fund is significantly modernised74. However, the extent to which
it may be understood to be of any great significance in the broader development of policy is
limited because of the ascendancy of alternative policy making practices throughout the case.
For example, one of the themes that emerges in this case is the contradictory presence of
bargaining based practices. By this it is meant that policy makers can be understood to have
competed to advance their interests through various means across different settings. In this case
there was an underlying theme which concerned a long running bargaining process involving
the way that resources are distributed between local authorities and central government
(Rhodes, 1996). In many respects, there is a strong line of evidence that identifies the
development of the 2009 Migration Impact Fund as being subsumed into this process, with the
modernised structures that were developed being utilised to carry out bargaining practices.
There were a number of very clear examples of this taking place which included the recorded
negotiations of the 2008 Parliamentary Inquiry (Communities and Local Government
Committee, 2008) and the discussions that took place at the initial meetings of the Migration
Impact Forum. What this means then is that there is a question mark as to the degree that policy
making was modernised in a way that impacted on the way that important decisions about
policy are taken rather than being limited to a way of administering the policy process.

The question marks around how confidently the analysis can identify this case as being
modernised in any significant sense is compounded by data indicating the role that directive
policy making came to play in the development of the measure. This has three manifestations
that relate to, firstly, the choices available to policy makers; secondly, the degree to which
peripheral policy actors (including the general public) were involved in the process; and, thirdly,
the directive influence of leading political figures in changing the course of policy. In the first
instance, there is a clear tone in the evidence that indicates government had a very clear
mandate concerning liberalising labour markets, satisfying businesses need for labour
availability, and opening up to Europe which meant any policy activities would need to be
consistent with this position. This policy imperative is made clear in a number of speeches by
the then prime minister and the significance of this position is explained in a number of analyses

74

Indeed, if one was to take this data and consider it strictly in relation to the type of evidence of successful
modernised policy making offered up in the reform literature (Cabinet Office, 1999b; Bullock et al., 2001) it is
likely that it would be seen as containing excellent examples of modernised policy making.
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(e.g. Cerny & Evans, 2004; Oakley, 2011). Given that the choices available to policy makers
involved was limited because of this: the degree to which the work was modernised is limited
also. The main form of evidence for this being the case is that at no point did the policy making
observed offer up any contradiction to core Government’s position on this issue. Also, groups
lobbying for a change in policy, such as Migration Watch, did not appear to be significantly
involved in the process. Taken together the type of modernisation observed in relation to this
directive policy making is suggestive of it being a management tool rather than a genuinely
creative process that responds and puts forward the best available solution, whatever that may
be. However, this line of analysis only goes so far because it requires further study as to the
alternative ways the work may have developed if say core government had different
imperatives or if there was a broader number of choices made available to policy makers. As
it stands it is hard to conclude as to the degree that the policy making observed in this case was
or was not directed by core government imperatives.

The second part of this issue regarding the directive influence of core Government relates to
the way that the new European migration was presented to the general public and
communicated through mainstream channels. The way this took place lent itself towards
arguments alleging that a directive government was seeking to push through demographic
change. This subject has been a source of much contention both in the press (e.g. Migration
Watch, 2003; Eade & Valkanova, 2009) and within the Labour Party, especially in the years
following the 2010 election defeat (Finch & Goodhart, 2010; Heppell & Hill, 2012). An
example of the tone of this issue is the 'insider' comments of a former policy advisor to Tony
Blair called Andrew Neather that posited the government drove through an agenda that
disregarded the interests of its core voters (Whitehead, 2009). Although his comments focused
on the contentious issue of efforts to multiculturalise the UK75: What was important here is the
mismatch between the government’s presentation and policy on immigration and increasingly
hostile views amongst its core working class voters in the period. This was one of the important
factors in shaping the Labour Party’s reforms after its electoral defeat in 2010. Heppell and
Hill (2012) collate the changes being advocated by key Labour Party members when they state

His argument went that “Labours relaxation of controls was a deliberate plan to open up the UK to mass
migration but that ministers were nervous and reluctant to discuss such a move publically for fear it would alienate
its core working class vote...driving political purpose: that mass immigration was the way that the government
was going to make the UK truly multicultural...to rub the rights nose in diversity and render its arguments out of
date.” (Whitehead, 2009).
75
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“...he [Andy Burnham] noted that the party was in denial and had to move beyond their concern
about raising the issue as it was the biggest doorstep issue in constituencies where Labour
lost...he [Ed Balls] felt that Labour had stopped listening to the concerns of traditional Labour
voters and immigration was one of their primary concerns as it impacted directly on their wages
and living conditions.” (Heppell & Hill, 2012, p.219). What this means is that a modernised
approach to policy making ought to have been, for better or worse, more alive to the issues
being raised and sought to galvanise a response that did more to respond to the needs and
anxieties of the general public 76 in a way that may have diverted from the imperative of
responding to economic challenges through liberalising labour markets.

What this analysis has done is set out the way in which the elements of modernised policy
making have manifested in this case and the wider practices that were brought to bear in this
instance. At this stage the headline is that there were many signs of how modernised policy
making was present in this instance but due to the significant presence of bargaining and
directive practices it could be argued that policy making was significantly modernised at best.
However, the limited perspective of this analysis is an important consideration. This refers to
the way that the data accessed has been primarily located at the meso-level and limited insight
is provided into the detailed processes that informed core government policy nor the rationales
behind the bargaining based activities that took place amongst key participants such as the
Local Government Association and Regional Agencies. There are a number of implications to
this. Firstly, the analysis can only go so far in asserting that policy making was in fact directive
(as indicated by the data collected). The complex of relations that served to form the
overarching direction of immigration policy in this period may or may not be a product of
modernised policy making, the investigation here does not have the scope to ascertain that.
Secondly, there is a lack of clarity about the character of the bargaining based practices that
took place within modernised structures such as the Migration Impact Forum. There is a
question mark as to whether this reflected a modernised negotiability that comes with joined
up working to enable “meaningful discussions about a policy.” (Cabinet Office, 1999b, p.73)
or a more classic form of bargaining that entails a more competitive stance between different
policy actors. The degree to which bargaining based practices may or may not have come to
76

The notion of a general public is contentious. Although commonly taken to be a body of genuine opinion
grounded in everyday experience: along the lines of the analysis offered by the Frankfurt school (e.g. Gurevitch
et al., 1982) what is casually referred to as the opinions of the general public is in fact often an amplification of
the interests of dominant groups.
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reflect modernised policy making is unclear at this stage and further investigation would be
required to ascertain this.

The next chapter will look in detail at the findings of this investigation and subject them to a
theoretical analysis. The first task it will undertake is to develop the discussion about the way
we may perceive the extent of modernisation in light of the predominance of alternative
practices, especially at critical junctures. Having done that the findings will look closely at
what one may expect to find in terms of modernised policy making and advance the finding
that this case is modernised by virtue of its limitations as a management/ tool rather than a
fundamental shift in the underlying ethos of policy making. With those points in mind the
chapter will then offer a balanced conclusion of the degree to which the development of the
2009 Migration Impact Fund is an example of modernised policy making.
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Chapter Seven
Conclusion: Findings and Theoretical Analysis

The investigation into the extent to which the development of the 2009 Migration Impact Fund
was modernised has offered up a number of useful findings (see Table.12 below for a summary).
In order to share these findings as clearly as possible, they are broken down into four parts in
this final chapter. These parts are: 1- An elucidation of the findings that directly relate to the
research question; 2- A consideration of how the findings relate to existing studies; 3- A setting
out of the main findings concerning the methodological approach; and 4- A presentation of the
most significant unanticipated findings. Having presented and subjected the findings to
theoretical analysis, the attention then turns to the further research that may be undertaken in
light of this thesis. Finally, a conclusion to the work is shared.

Table.12. The Answers to the Research Question: A Summary.
Core Question: How and to what extent was policy making modernised in this case?
It was found to be not particularly modernised, mainly because of the ascendant role played by bargaining and
directive forms of policy making.
Sub question 1: To what extent were the nine features of modernised policy making present?
All the relevant features of modernised policy making were present in this case. Some of these features
presented significantly (such as evidence based policy making, innovation, and learning lessons).
Sub Question 2: How modernised was the policy making at different points in the case?
Modernised policy making presented at all points throughout the case. It was especially significant at the second
stage when policy makers were coming together to make sense of the issue and devise solutions.
Sub Question 3: How synergistically did the features of modernised policy making present in the case?
The features of modernised policy making presented synergistically in all instances throughout the case.
Sub Question 4: What alternative explanations were there for policy making when not found to be modernised?
Policy making at crucial junctures was characterised by bargaining between key stakeholders. An important
example of this was bargaining that took place between the Local Government Association and the Department
for Communities and Local Government. Directive policy making was also a significant feature throughout the
case: this is because the intent of core government, to liberalise labour markets, was adhered to at all times.

7.1. Core Findings: To what Degree was it Modernised Policy Making?
The investigation found that policy making in this case was not particularly modernised. This
was arrived at by undertaking an analysis which consisted of two parts. The first part explored
the specific presence of each of the nine features of modernised policy making drawn from the
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guidance offered in Professional Policy Making for the 21st Century (Cabinet Office, 1999b).
This was an important exercise, as it provided an opportunity to focus on each feature of
modernised policy making in a way that demanded drawing out a lot of detailed evidence from
the case study. In this instance, all the features of modernised policy making were observed to
be present to some degree77 (see Table.9 on page 138). In terms of the features of modernised
policy making, there was no shortage of examples available at any point leading up to the
development of the Migration Impact Fund. A number of features of modernised policy making
(such as evidence based policy making, innovation, and learning lessons) were present to such
an extent, that the policy making observed could be described as modernised in relation to
those features.

Even at the other end of the scale, with the features of modernised policy making that were
found to be not particularly present, there was still evidence of the practices involved being
employed in numerous instances across the case. Forward looking policy making is a useful
illustration of this. This was found to be not particularly present in the case because there was
no evidence of contingency plans in anticipation of new migration, nor were there plans that
factored in significant diversification of migration flows once the issue had emerged. To a
degree, this reflected the fact that the policy making took place in a highly reactive situation.
Nevertheless, there were still clear examples of forward looking practices being employed such
as: the development of the National Study (Audit Commission, 2007) and monitoring
arrangements being adapted as the case progressed. The first part of the analysis was designed
to facilitate an ordinal measurement of modernised policy making. A score of 3 was achieved78.
This indicated that, in relation to the first sub-question, policy making in this instance could be
described as being significantly modernised.

The second part of the analysis involved considering three further sub-questions, which were:
how modernised was policy making at different points in the case? How synergistic were the
different features of modernised policy making? And, to what extent were other types of policy
making featured in the case? This exercise provided an opportunity to collect any additional
77

Except for features relating to the review of policy measures that were judged to be not applicable in this case.
This was arrived at by averaging the individual scores given to each feature of modernised policy making that
was analysed. It is worth noting that the method of rounding off the score to the closest whole number was
significant due to the root score achieved (2.87).
78
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findings presented by the case study data. A number of significant findings were established.
An exceptionally relevant finding was that the anticipated elements of modernised policy
making were identified as being consistently present throughout the case study. This was both
in terms of across time and amongst the different policy makers. Modernised policy making
was reflected in the efforts of a wide spread of participants in the process. By this, it is meant
that it was more common to find all the departments and individuals involved had utilised
modernised approaches to policy making on many occasions.

Modernised policy making was found to be present consistently throughout the case which was
organised into four periods. For example, in anticipation of new migration from Europe (20022004) a number of studies were undertaken which were examples of forward looking and
evidence based policy making. Then, the period involving initial responses (2004-2007)
included the delivery of a Migration Excellence Programme which was a good example of
innovation and learning lessons. The next period was characterised by negotiation for resources
(2007-2008): again, modernised policy making was present through the establishment of the
Migration Impact Forum which involved both joined up working and reviewing. The period
when the Migration Impact Fund was being devised (2008-2009) again provided examples of
modernised policy making such as the way that local communities were given the opportunity
to participate in devising the criteria for funding. It was found that the consistent presence of
modernised policy making occurred in two overarching ways. Firstly, it occurred through
incidences that ran throughout the case. An example of this is the Accession Monitoring Project,
a multi-agency (i.e. joined up) project to collect up to date and on-going data about migration
(i.e. evidence based). The second way was through incidences that occurred for periods of time
within the case study period. An example of this would be the Migration Excellence
Programme which ran between 2007 and 2009. So, as far as the consistent presence of
modernised policy making goes, the case investigated was found to be significantly modernised.

Modernised policy making was found to have operated synergistically in numerous instances,
i.e. as mutually reinforcing and complimentary combinations. No examples of modernised
policy making presenting in contradictory forms was identified. This strengthened the case for
policy making being understood as modernised in this instance, as it was indicative of there
being an underlying presence of modernised policy making, where choices made by policy
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participants lent towards further modernised work. These characteristics of the case also
indicated that there was an enhanced likelihood that complimentary modernised practices
would come to prominence. This need not have necessarily been so, as there may well have
been consistent features of modernised policy making being employed in ways that did not fit
together. An example of how these features of modernised policy making emerged in a
synergistic way is thus:
•

In anticipation of new migration, the multi-agency Accession Monitoring Project
was set up to track demographic changes.

•

Once the changes occurred, local agencies worked together to collate data and found
it difficult to access the Accession Monitoring Project data sets. Joined up work
took place to enhance existing data sets so that they were more useful.

•

This was then used to provide evidence for focusing resources.

So far, the findings discussed have shown the ways that policy making was found to be
modernised in this instance. However, data gathered lends towards an overall assessment that
policy making was not particularly modernised. This is primarily because there was a
significant presence of directive and bargaining based practices concerning the allocation of
resources and the alignment of efforts with core government policy. This was especially the
case at critical junctures such as when the allocation of funding was being decided upon. These
practices presented in a way that appears to have consistently overridden modernised policy
making. It lends towards a conclusion that the traditional form of policy making, as described
within the auspices of the Westminster Model, still predominates British policy making.

The investigation began with a range of propositions that indicated the type of non-modernised
policy making practices that ought to be kept in mind as potential observations. From the outset
the case study data showed the relevance and presence of both bargaining and directive
practices as overt and/or underlying dynamics. Two particularly significant dimensions to this
were identified. In the first instance, bargaining based practices emerged within modernised
structures. A strong example of this was the initial meetings of the Migration Impact Forum.
Here, a modernised structure was used for the bargaining of resources between local and central
government. The second instance was to do with directive practices. Here, the underlying factor
was that central government had a clear and overriding policy imperative to continue the free
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movement of workers within the European Union as an important facet of its economic policy.
In light of this, it was observed that the modernised policy making that took place, consistently
fell in line with the imperatives of core government and no evidence was found of any contrary
perspectives or policies coming to bear. Evidence for this includes the interpretation and
framing of the initial labour market impact studies carried out on behalf of the Department for
Work and Pensions (e.g. Portes & French, 2005) and the way that views which challenged this
line remained on the margins, but which later came to prominence in the Labour Party’s
position on European migration following the 2010 election (Finch & Goodhart, 2010; Heppel
& Hill, 2012).

However, there is a debate to be had as to the extent that the directive role played by core
government undermined modernised policy making per se. This is because more data needs to
be collected to ascertain the exact way that decisions were arrived at within core government,
which may or may not be reflective of modernised policy making (and just received at the
meso-level as directive due to the hierarchical relationship between these two levels of decision
making).

7.2. The Findings in Relation to the Literature.
The findings of this investigation relate to the literature in four important ways, each of which
will be covered in this part of the chapter. Firstly, they present an opportunity to consider the
relevance of the theoretical model used in this investigation to characterise policy making in
the UK (that being the Asymmetrical Power model). Secondly, it provides an opportunity to
reflect on existing accounts of the degree that policy making may be modernised. Thirdly, it
offers a chance to comment upon the body of literature which assesses the success of New
Labour’s modernisation efforts. Fourthly, this part of the chapter will look at the degree to
which the data collected reflects the standards of the best practice examples of modernised
policy making that have been presented in the reform literature (e.g. Cabinet Office, 1999b;
Bullock et al., 2001).

The Asymmetrical Power model provides an overarching theoretical framework through which
to make sense of British policy making. The findings of the investigation correlate positively
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to the Asymmetrical Power model in a number of key ways. Core government was found to be
important, bargaining between networks was vital at important levels in the decision making
process, and it was found that there was scope for policy makers to contribute to the policy
process in innovative ways through this. However, inequalities were also evident in the degree
to which non-traditional policy actors had limited involvement in the process.

In relation to the Asymmetrical Power model, no evidence was found of modernised policy
making being a significant enough causal mechanism that would influence the overall way that
policy making proceeded, or ought to be characterised: i.e. modernised policy making served
as a device through which a policy response was administered, rather than a causal factor
influencing the overall relations through which the key decisions were arrived at. As much as
it may or may not have influenced the quality of the Migration Impact Fund, there was only
ever one choice of destination, due to the imperatives of core government to increase labour
mobility. Key variations within this overall policy direction came about through the processes
of bargaining by prominent policy actors. It was also found that inequalities were consistently
reflected in the policy making activities. New migrants and local communities played a limited
role in the policy making that took place, prominent examples of this included the way in which
the responses to a Home Office consultation were overlooked (Home Office, 2008b) and the
limiting of non-professional policy makers to a ‘vox box’ presentation at one conference (with
there being no involvement at the other conferences and policy making that was observed).

The existing literature indicates that there had not been an increase in the extent of modernised
policy making between the years of 2003-2009 (Hallsworth et al., 2011; Public Affairs Select
Committee, 2013). The findings of the research conducted here conform to that literature.
Although modernised policy making was observed throughout the case, there was no increase
in its prevalence or impact as the case progressed. What was observed was not a direct result
of New Labour’s Modernising Government reforms, so it would be difficult to argue that the
type of modernised policy making being investigated would have been unlikely to have
occurred before these reforms were implemented.

In terms of the presence of the different features of modernised policy making, there is some
divergence with the existing literature. The results of a survey in 2010 of former Ministers and
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Civil Servants by the Institute for Government, provided an indication of the extent to which
senior Civil Servants and Ministers found each of the different features of modernised policy
making to be present during the period of study79 (Hallsworth et al., 2011, p.33-34). This
survey showed that in the experience of senior civil servants and ministers, policy making was
more likely to be modernised in respect of its outward looking nature, its inclusivity and its
forward-looking orientation, and least likely to be modernised in respect of its innovativeness,
evaluative and joined-up character. The data collected in this study differed from the findings
of that survey. Rather, my research has found inclusive practices to be less present and for
joined up, and innovative practices to be more present. The variance between the findings of
this study and that survey may be due to a number of reasons. It is most likely that it serves as
an indication of the relative position of those considering the character of an incidence of policy
making, which had an impact on the type of policy making observed. The distinction is that
this case study based investigation focused on the meso-level as opposed to the general
experiences of a senior civil servant or Minister’s- which would be more at the macro-level.
In addition, the suggestion in Hallsworth et al’s. (2011) survey that policy making is more
likely to be inclusive, represents a distinct divergence with what was found in my research case.
Here, the context and position of research is again brought into the limelight. The senior policy
makers who were interviewed, may well have been focusing on inclusion in terms of national
bodies such as the Local Government Association or Trade Unions, rather than affected
individuals or small charities.

The next consideration in relation to the existing literature is the relationship of the findings to
studies and research that focused primarily on New Labour’s modernisation project. As
explored in the background, this body of literature is largely orientated towards identifying the
consistency between the rhetoric and reality of policy making in the New Labour period (e.g.
Massey, 2001; Newman, 2001; Driver & Martell, 2006; Oakley, 2011). Out of this, the findings
relate most closely to two issues concerning the uniqueness of New Labour’s promise and the
tone of case study based investigations in this period. In terms of the uniqueness of New
Labour’s promise of modernised policymaking, what the case study data shows is that the
policy making observed very much followed traditional approaches. The main reason for this
79

The survey results are presented in figure.1 in Chapter three in this thesis. The results of the survey show the
deviation from the average score given in response to the following question: “In your experience, how often
would you say that government policies were ...”) across seven categories of modernised policy making- and
based on the nine categories set out in ‘Professional Policy Making for the 21 st Century’(Cabinet Office, 1998b).
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was the consistent role of directive policy making and that ultimately resources were bargained
for by different sectional interests (primarily central-local government). These factors played
the decisive role in shaping the character and extent of the 2009 Migration Impact Fund. In
relation to the tone of case studies produced in this period, the work here shows up similarities
in that they also, from notably different angles to the investigation here, identified the way that
politicised and traditional approaches to policy making overrode modernised practices. For
example, Newman (2001, p.68-72) provided an account which indicates that a range of
modernised initiatives were indeed taken forward by New Labour, but posits that traditional
forms of policy making still predominated and often in a way that undermined the initiatives.
This is a consistent theme across all studies of the period and there is no account which suggests
that policy making was completely or significantly modernised (This contention is reflected in
the literature review conducted by Hallsworth et al, 2011).

At the outset of the investigation, a body of literature highlighting best practice examples of
modernised policy making from the government’s own reform literature was identified
(Cabinet Office, 1999a; Bullock et al., 2001). On one level, this set a benchmark for judging
the type of scenarios that may be considered as reflecting modernised policy-making. In
relation to these, it has been found that so many aspects of the development of the 2009
Migration Impact Fund would sit alongside these examples. Amongst these are the Accession
Monitoring Project; the Migration Excellence Programme and the Migration Impacts Forum.
On this level, so much of the work undertaken could be identified as outstanding within the
context of the best practice examples that were presented in the reform literature. This
reasoning does not detract from the conclusions drawn from the investigation. A key point is
that although there were numerous specific examples of modernised policy making, the overall
picture of how this operated in relation to the way policy making proceeded in this case, shows
the limited impact this had in characterising the case in its entirety.

7.3. Findings about the Methodological Approach.
Having presented the findings that emerge from a direct consideration of the research question,
the attention now turns to what was found in terms of the methodological approach taken.
Consideration is given to the effectiveness of using multiple methods of data collection; the
innovative approach to analysing the case data; ways in which the approach to interviews
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impacted upon the investigation; and the limitations of the methodological approach in terms
of the complexity of the data collected, and the difficulty in identifying all the relevant evidence
due to undertaking the study at the meso-level.

Using multiple methods of data collection was found to have been particularly useful. Firstly,
this is because it allowed for a layer of ethnographic understanding (primarily through
interviews and observation) which provided very distinct reference points pertaining to the
attitudes and understanding of policy actors. It also was helpful in getting a sense of the degree
to which different actors were involved in the process. Finally, it was found to be useful in
ascertaining the nuances of published materials such as minutes and reports. Without this
grounding a lot of the data would not have been understood with as much depth or colour. Also,
the use of secondary data sources alongside this aided triangulation. This helped discern the
crucial junctures in the development of policy and the most relevant data to be pursued. The
way that the data was presented through building a narrative, then engaging in an analysis,
worked well as it allowed scope to provide useful information for a range of readers. It also
allowed the more limited and less time ordered data used in the analysis to be complemented
by the bigger picture offered by the narrative.

An area that was found to be particularly challenging in the course of conducting the
investigation was getting useful responses from interviewees. In the first instance, this related
to the low number of people contacted who were willing to take part in interview (eleven people
were interviewed out of thirty who were contacted). The majority of people who were not
available for interview simply did not reply to the invitation. When having the work explained
to them, six potential interviewees stated that they did not feel able to contribute, or that their
involvement in the Migration Impact Fund’s development was not significant enough for them
to have an opinion or recollections on the matter. This experience accorded with the general
understanding of the challenges in accessing senior policy actors for academic research (e.g.
Rhodes, 2011a). On the other hand, those that did get involved in interviews exhibited, for the
most part, low levels of awareness of the processes before and after their involvement in
developing the Migration Impact Fund. As well, the Modernising Government reforms were
far less present in their work than anticipated when the semi-structured interviews were
designed. This indicates that there was a mismatch between the expectations of what could be
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found out at interview and the reality of the interviewees experiences in the process. A learning
point for the design of future research would be to undertake a number of scoping interviews
at the design phase to factor this issue in from the outset.

Concerning the level of detail, the investigation managed to achieve, the policy making
observed did not always consistently fit with the classifications employed at the outset of the
investigation (e.g. that policy making may be classified into one of the features of modernised
policy making or other pre-established frameworks such as bargaining based or directive policy
making). A concept of modernised policy making was applied to the case study data and used
as a heuristic to distinguish what had occurred in relation to the research question. However,
some of the data collected was open to alternative and possibly contradictory, explanations. An
example is the work that took place during 2005-2006 to enhance access to statistical data
produced by the Accession Monitoring Project. In terms of arriving at a sustainable and
justifiable point this was reflective of modernised policy making because it involved using
evidence, joined up working, and innovation. However, upon closer inspection alternative
explanations may well have been applied such as:


It reflected a competition for resources, where local agencies had to push for adequate
access to data so as to be able to ascertain their claim for increased support.



The inaccessibility of the data reflected the self-interested behaviour of the individuals
paid to devise and manage the systems. Knowingly delivering a product that has
potential limitations generates opportunities to do further work.



Nobody was prepared to share the data until an influential actor directed it to be done.

The issue was dealt with by keeping in mind alternative explanations whilst additional layers
of evidence were explored until the point where plausible explanations could be derived from
the evidence.

The extent to which the investigation was able to fully grasp the character of all aspects of the
relevant policy making, was impacted by the scale at which the work was carried out - the
meso-level of policy making. The case study was conducted at the meso-level due to it being
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the scale at which the substantial work leading up to the development of the Migration Impact
Fund was carried out, and also, the degree of access available to explanations of how policy at
the macro-level was generated. This meant that the impact of decisions taken at the macrolevel (i.e. by core government and/or the supra-national institutions core government may have
worked with or in response to) were read as examples of directive policy making. But, this was
by virtue of their relationship to decisions taken at the level the investigation was conducted at
rather than the way in which these decisions were arrived at. As much as this presented in a
form that could be justified within the terms of the investigation, further research would be
needed to identify whether the macro-level policy making was, in fact, modernised or not. This
is significant in relation to the research question as key aspects of the policy making relevant
to the development of the Migration Impact Fund would have benefited from further
investigation should the resources have been available.

It was also anticipated that there would have been more evidence available concerning the
causal factors behind the incidences of modernised policy making observed. Within the terms
of the investigation, it was proposed that although these may or may not be contingent upon
the Modernising Government reforms that some explanation as to why they were being
employed ought to be available. This was thought to be especially likely to have been identified
through the interviews conducted with those who were involved in the development of the 2009
Migration Impact Fund. However, this transpired to be difficult to grasp within the terms of
the investigation and the specific reasons behind modernised practices being present in this
case have not been found. Firstly, the primary data collected and the observations and informal
conversations conducted did not locate a cause of the modernised practices. Nor did the
interviews, which by and large, were not able to generate meaningful discourse about
modernised policy making per se. In a sense, the data points towards an understanding that
policy making is experienced by actors as a common sense exercise, which may appear
incidentally to be modernised or not. For example, an interview respondent from the
Department for Communities and Local Government stated “...there is always a different set
of standards to know, these are usually just relevant when you are going for a job or starting
something new, what matters usually is your common sense and experience...” (interviewee 5).
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7.4. Unanticipated Findings.
Amongst the successes of the approach has been its effectiveness in building up a narrative and
analysis of policy making in a reactive and complex setting. This was anticipated to be a
challenge at the outset due to the lack of directly comparative case studies and the need to
manage potentially disjointed and contradictory information. One of the benefits of
undertaking a case study based investigation under these conditions is the potential for
uncovering unanticipated findings. In this instance, three unanticipated findings that were
identified deserve to be highlighted. These are those that related to the way that the policy
making in this case could be organised into stages; the circumstances under which the fund
was wound up; and the way that the Migration Impact Fund was devised in the final part of the
case.

This investigation has generated a finding that there was a discernible pathway through which
the decisions in this case proceeded. This was unanticipated as the literature indicated that, in
a complex and reactive setting, policy making would not usually follow through discernible
stages (e.g. Hill, 2009). The data collected provided for a stages based model of policy making
that is somewhat reflective of the classic stage/cycle models (e.g. Sabatier, 1996, p.6). In this
instance there was found to be an anticipatory period of policy making (2003-2004) that took
place in anticipation of the impacts that the 2003 Treaty of Accession may have brought about.
This emerged more as a response to general public concerns about migration than to the
anodyne projections of increased migration. From the outset, new policy measures reflected
modernised policy making with interdepartmental evidence gathering efforts such as the
Accession Monitoring Project taking centre stage. The next stage was about the initial reaction
to the issue (2004-2005). This is when far higher levels of migration than anticipated emerged
and government sought to identify the macro-economic impacts this was having, and, at the
same time, local concerns pertaining to the lived experiences of migrants and localities came
to prominence. The character and balance of efforts at that stage served to provide a formula
for the next stage of policy making that involved working out what to do (2005-2007). At this
stage a range of initiatives were trialled and solutions to the emergent issues offered up, not
least by the Audit Commission’s National Study (2007). Emerging out of this there was a welldocumented tussle for resources (2006-2008) where the price and form of response was
bargained out by different policy actors. At the point when all the key factors underlying the
issue were clarified a period of programming (2008-2009) was undertaken that involved the
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delivery of a system of support for those impacted by new migration. These stages can be
organised into a basic model as per box.8 below.

Box.8: Stages of Policy Making Observed.

When the data is worked into a model such as this, an opportunity is presented to undertake
further research to ascertain the regularity and type of contexts in which this chain of events
may occur. Doing so presents opportunities to build in predictive mechanisms, or establish
educational tools for policy makers, to better anticipate and plan for policy making activities
at its most initial and reactive stages.

Another unanticipated finding relates to the abrupt way that the fund was brought to a close in
October 2010, barely a year after its inception. There is ambiguity over what caused the
decision to end the fund, with the most likely reason being the election of a new government
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with a different set of priorities 80 . The announcement of the fund’s end re-affirmed the
incoming government’s promise to reduce immigration and stated that the Fund was
ineffective81: “Ending the ineffective migration impacts fund will save￡16.25m this year. We
believe the impacts of migration are better addressed though controlling immigration, which is
why the government will reduce the level of net migration back down to the levels of the 1990s
– tens of thousands each year, not hundreds of thousands” (Wintour, 2010). This evidence
shows that regardless of the way that a policy measure is implemented, the impact of
overarching political changes, such as a change of government or minister, can bring to a sharp
end a particular policy measure. It also indicates that the development of alternative priorities
may well be taking place outside of the researcher’s gaze. This points back to popular
understandings of British policy making being determined by the direction of core government,
with the method that policy measures are arrived at serving as no more than an administrative
device.

A third unanticipated finding, was that of a detailed model of the way that the Migration Impact
Fund was designed and implemented in the final stage of the case study. This emerged through
combining interview data with documentary evidence observed in the course of undertaking
the research. This model was distinct from those reviewed within the existing literature. It
provided for a model of policy design that consists of three key stages and four key features
that are set out in Table.7 overleaf.

80

Alternative suggestions gathered through undertaking ethnographic research suggested that the decision to end

the fund was already taken, but not yet implemented, with the change of DCLG Minister from Hazel Blears to
John Denham in 2009. The reason given for the change being based on this was that resources and emphasis
immediately shifted over to alternative funding streams such as the Connecting Communities programme that
reflected the incoming Minister’s policy priorities around supporting communities affected by migration, in ways
that confronted more directly emergent far-right sympathies and inter-ethnic conflict (Denham, 2010; Kirkup,
2012).
81

The description of the Migration Impact Fund as ineffective is significant. Research was undertaken as part of

the case study to clarify what this meant and any data that may have contributed to that claim. However, no
supporting information was identified. The most likely explanation is that it was deemed ineffective in relation to
the incoming government achieving its new policy objective of reducing migration.
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Table.7 The 3 Stages and 4 Features of Implementing the Migration Impact Fund
3 Stages

1- Assignment of task and expectations: The Head of Migration is assigned the task of developing the
policy by their line manager within the confines of their supervisory process and then through informal
conversations and tacit interpretation of expectations is instructed as to the nuances of the work (i.e. who
should it favour, what big issues should it feed into)
2- Design and Operationalising: The policy is designed in consultation with a small number of key
stakeholders, relevant templates, information booklets and publicity is prepared. The involvement of the key
delivery agencies is formalised and dates and deadlines are agreed.
3- Delivery and Continuity: Once the policy was designed and up and running the civil servant was signed
off the task and it was handed over to its operational lead, in this case the Government Offices Directorate.
However, there remained informal involvement due to the interest the Secretary of State had in the
distribution of funds and the Secretary of State retained final decision on its allocation.

4 Features

A- High level of ministerial involvement: The Secretary of State, Hazel Blears, maintained a keen interest
in the development of the work and personally directed aspects of it.
B- Exploitation of ICT: The use of email for communicating and keeping records was central, it enabled the
work to be expedited.
C- Political Considerations: The work was developed in a way which responded to lobbying and sought to
ensure that it did not undermine broader political considerations (such as the rise of the BNP and being seen
to give funds to migrants rather than addressing the impacts)
D- Inter-departmental: The work involved civil servants from different departments in an informal and
flexible ways

This finding presents an account of a traditional and technologically astute form of public
administration. Here ample use is made of technology and evidence collection, but Ministers
remain important in setting priorities and keeping the work on track. Further research would
be required to locate this account in relation to the models currently available and in turn,
further original research would be needed to clarify how prevalent this description of policy
development is.
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7.5. Further Research.
This thesis contains a number of possibilities for further research. These relate to three key
areas which are, firstly, concerned with building up a more in depth appreciation of policy
making, reform and modernisation; secondly, extending the research to a contemporary context;
and, thirdly, enhancing the depth of findings provided by this thesis.

The work conducted was successful in identifying the most relevant areas where further
research would contribute to a better understanding of policy making, reform and
modernisation. This was particularly true with regard to the relevance of the scale at which
research is conducted and being able to identify the way that policy makers come to approach
their work in the way that they do. Undertaking the research at the meso-level meant that
influential decisions made at the macro-level (e.g. core government, supra-national institutions)
gained clarity, in terms of how they presented at the meso-level of policy making. Hence, there
wasn’t a detailed appreciation of the extent to which these macro-level decisions were
modernised and, if so, how. Further research is needed to clarify this. For example, in-depth
interviews could be undertaken with policy makers who worked at the macro-level (for
example, then Secretary of State for Communities Hazel Blears MP, or then Prime Minister
Tony Blair) to make sense of the extent to which their work was reflective of modernised policy
making and the extent to which their recollections of this instance of policy making corroborate
the findings here.

Further research that focuses specifically on the factors which influence the behaviour of policy
makers is needed. This is because it was difficult, within the parameters of this research, to
ascertain why policy makers had or had not engaged in modernised policy making. In particular,
further research is needed to better identify how common sense in the policy setting comes
about (because this was an explanation for actions attributed to modernised policy making).
Such research would require revisiting some of the established assumptions about the skills
and attributes of policy makers (for example, accounts of the ‘generalist Civil Servant’ such as
those offered by Bridges, 1950). As well, such research would involve pinpointing the degree
to which these are reflected in current practices and also the distinctions that can be made
between these and what has been included in the conceptualisation of modernised policy
making. What would be necessary is to identify the way that policy makers have come to learn
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their way of working; the way that the implementation of reforms influences policy maker’s
behaviour in a given situation; and the way that these may or may not fit with different existing
explanations of policy making.

Extending the research into a contemporary context is constrained by the way that politics and
policy making in the UK have moved on since the 2003-2009 period. At the time of writing,
the New Labour era is at an end and the UK is now some years into a Conservative
administration. There is no prospect of conducting further research under the same terms using
an alternative case, because the Modernising Government programme has been superseded by
the Civil Service Reform Plan (HM Government, 2012). However, valuable light would be cast
upon this research if historical case study data from the New Labour period, with similar
parameters, was analysed and compared. By the same measure, conducting a test of New
Labour’s concept of modernised policy making in a contemporary case of policy making would
provide data which would enhance the findings of this research. Such analysis would enable
exploration of the extent to which policymaking was modernised, the levels at which that
modernisation occurred and the extent to which modernisation was a product of the
Modernising Government reforms.

In terms of there being a new government with its own agenda concerning reform and
modernisation (e.g. HM Government, 2012), another potential area for further research would
be to undertake theoretical analysis of the similarities and differences between the potentially
different concepts of modernised policy making each government offered. This would
contribute to the historical account of modernised policy making and the extent to which the
new government applied potentially different ethical and procedural forms of modernisation
and the effects of this.

7.6. Conclusion to Investigation.
This thesis set out to explore and assess New Labour’s concept of modernised policy making
and apply this to a case study based investigation into the extent to which the development of
the 2009 Migration Impact Fund was an example of modernised policy making. Putting
together an in depth exploration of New Labour’s concept of modernised policy making
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allowed for an elucidation of its underlying ethical ideas (around social justice, participation,
and substantive rationality) and specific characteristics (namely the nine features of modernised
policy making). This allowed for a clarification of how New Labour’s concept of modernised
policy making is distinct from the other ways that modernised policy making has been
conceptualised in the literature, where it has primarily been depicted as an instrumental and
business orientated approach to policy making.

Detailing this concept then served as the basis upon which to investigate the case study data in
depth. The core research question was organised into four sub questions, which were: To what
extent did the nine features of modernised policy making present in the case? How modernised
was policy making at different points in the case? What was the degree of synergy between the
different features of modernised policy making at key points in the case? What alternative
explanations could be applied at points in the case where policy making was not found to be
modernised? The answers to these questions were then used to come to a statement as to
whether policy making in this case was completely modernised; significantly modernised; not
particularly modernised; or not modernised.

The investigation found that policy making in this case was not particularly modernised. This
was so because although all the elements of modernised policy making were observed to be
consistently present throughout the case, directive and bargaining based policy making were
predominant at all crucial points. The investigation showed that policy making operated, for
better or worse, in a traditional way with core government’s commitment to the success of
increased labour mobility shaping the response of policy makers. The investigation also raised
questions about how we may research and come to understand the impact of modernisation
reforms when looking at policy making with a high level of detail. This is because much of the
modernised policy making that was observed was not identified to be a result of the reforms,
something that calls for further research to better ascertain the basis of choices made by policy
makers.

This research has corroborated the conclusions in contemporaneous literature that there was a
mismatch between the rhetoric and reality of New Labour’s modernisation efforts; that policy
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making was no more or less modernised in light of New Labour’s efforts; and that the
Asymmetrical Power model serves as a realistic model of policy making in the contemporary
UK.

Opportunities for further research have been identified. This would involve building up a more
in depth appreciation of policy making, reform and modernisation; extending the research to a
contemporary context; and enhancing the depth of findings provided by this thesis. Identifying
the causal factors underlying the adoption of different styles of policy making is likely to be
the most suitable starting point with regard to engaging in further study in light of the research
conducted here.

In general terms, this thesis suggests that policy making in the New Labour period appeared to
be ‘business as usual’ and not particularly modernised. The long standing British Political
Tradition was clearly in effect: core government shaped proceedings and resources were
bargained for by key interests. Modernised policy making within this rubric was but a
manifestation of common sense: clever ways of working that significantly diminished the
chance of failure.
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